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ABSTRACT

As internet use increases more and more people are becoming familiar with new
technologies such as social networking. This has resulted in a reliance on the internet
to create and sustain friendships. These online networks can comprise of many
members and among teenagers frequently range from several hundred to over a
thousand online friends. Essentially this involves being friends with anyone anywhere
and frequently online friends are not known to each other in person. This study
explores if creating and sustaining online friendship impacts on the social capital
found in place-based family and friend relationships? Social capital refers to the
resources obtained from connections with others such as emotional support or
information.

This thesis focuses on young people’s friendship and family relationships in the social
networking era. The research is based in the small rural area of Kilkeel (Co.Down) in
Northern Ireland. A qualitative methodology is employed which allows young people
and their families to give a rich description of their lives. The study builds on recent
work in social capital which shows that young people are active agents in creating
their own social capital. It also breaks new ground showing that social networking is
largely a social pursuit in terms of family social capital, an extremely gendered
activity and makes a positive contribution to social capital for rural residents. These
findings are discussed in relation to the literature and the need for further research. Of
particular interest is the findings’ relevance to policy makers: social networking is not
a substitute for the social capital produced by in person interaction, it can provide new
opportunities to foster ‘good relations1’ where there are social divisions, it is an ideal
focus for inter-generational-technology projects, and it is under used by rural fathers.
The inadequacy of the father-son relationship as a social support for young males is
highlighted and this may have specific relevance to those tasked with improving male
health and wellbeing including suicide prevention.

1 Good relations is the term used in Northern Ireland to describe the approach towards better relations
between those from Protestant and Catholic religious backgrounds.
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3CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the study
Contemporary society has experienced large scale technological change with
widespread use of new technology including internet and social networking websites
such as facebook, twitter and linkedin. This has been accompanied by, and contributed
to, significant shifts in social interaction. For example, family time has changed from
the 1950s when all of the family may have gathered round the television to watch a
favourite show. Today, individual family members frequently exchange messages
from their personal computer to friends on the other side of the world, all from the
comfort of their own home. Friendship has also changed. Individuals can now have
regular online interactions with and know a lot of information about online friends
whom they have never met in person.

The internet and in particular social networking websites, such as facebook, have
changed social relationships and friendship (with the potential to be online friends
with people we have never met). The scale of this change to modem social relations is
massive with 750 million people worldwide now using facebook (Kasket, 2013). This
also brings new challenges to vulnerable groups, such as, young people. Dangers
linked to social networking use include; lack of privacy, cyber bullying and risk
taking (Stephenson-Abetz and Holman, 2012).

There is no doubt that new technologies have brought changes to the way people
interact with others. It is the impact of this change that is a much debated topic. Views
about the use of the internet are generally polarized and this is reflected by two
schools of thought in the internet literature. The ‘asocial’ school of thought, typified
by the writings of Turkic, 1995 and Mitchell, 2004 perceives technology as a threat to
family and friendship causing an erosion of face to face contact and contributing to a
more fragmented society. This chimes with central assumptions in classical Sociology
dating back to the 19th century work of Tonnies, Marx and Durkheim, Weber and
Simmel, who believed that direct personal relations were essential for a healthy
society. On the other hand the ‘social’ school of thought (Wellman, 1997; Rheingold,
1993) perceives online connections as equally legitimate to anything that physical
place has to offer.
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At government level, while task forces have been commanded to stem negative
intrusions from hackers and pedophiles it is, however, the social nature of the internet
that is promoted. The view from the top down is that the internet is a positive feature
of contemporary society that should be accessible to individuals to suit their needs,
and make life easier, more enjoyable and productive. For example, the UK
government welcomed broadband for its ‘ability to transform our lives-whether in
business, education or in how we use our leisure time’ and for being an essential
resource to compete in the global knowledge economy (Tony Blair, 2005). The broad
aim is to make the UK the most digitally capable nation in the world (Dutton et al.,
2013). While the world races further and faster online it appears that nations which
lag behind will be disadvantaged both economically and educationally.

However, at the micro-social or individual level it remains unclear how
communication among people (using new technologies like social networking)
impacts on in-person interaction and the resources individuals obtain from such
interaction. The resources obtained from interaction with others relate to the concept
of social capital (Halpren, 2005; Coleman, 1998). Therefore, any question about the
impact of the internet on personal relationships found in family and friendship is
essentially an investigation of social capital in contemporary society.

In this thesis social capital is both the lens of enquiry and the social resource that is
measured. Social capital is a concept that reflects the relationships individuals form
with one another and the resources they obtain from these relationships. It is therefore
well suited to the study of family and friendship, and social networking in particular
which has the potential to sustain a large number of friends. Social capital is a concept
that differentiates between bridging (weak ties that provide information) and bonding
(strong bonds that provide emotional support) social capital.

This study focuses on rural youth and their social capital. Traditionally the rural was
perhaps perceived as “backward”, “disconnected” and “isolated” from the perspective
of the young people that live there. The advent of the internet and social networking
has the potential to “connect” such youth to a larger world. But what effect is this
having on family and friendship relationships?
2

1.2 Research Questions, Aim and Objectives
The overarching focus of the research was to establish the nature of contemporary
social relations among young people in rural areas. Two research questions were
examined. Firstly, what is the nature of social bonds among young people as formed
through social networking? and secondly, is social networking affecting the
traditional concept of family and friendship?

In order to answer these questions the research had the following aim:
Central Aim: To investigate the relationship between social networking and
individual, family and community social capital.

The following four objectives were employed to achieve this aim:

1. To evaluate social networking’s potential to create and sustain individual
youth social capital.
2. To determine if social networking is a social or asocial pursuit (in terms of
family social capital).
3. To investigate the significance of gender to online friendship and youth social
capital.
4. To advance rural research with specific reference to how social networking
contributes to social capital for residents of rural communities.

Objective one: To evaluate social networking’s potential to create and sustain
individual youth social capital.

A central thread running through recent social capital literature (Weller, 2007) is that
individuals create their own social capital. However, most studies of social capital
have focused on adult social capital (Morrow, 1999). More recently, interest has
grown in how young people manage their own social capital (Helve and Bynner,
2007). This thesis presents an analysis of how young people’s use of social
networking produces social capital. The focus of this analysis is twofold: first, it is
concerned with how much bridging and bonding social capital the individual obtains
3

from the online network, and second, whether or not this social capital impacts on
face-to face relationships.

Objective two: To determine if social networking is a social or asocial pursuit (in
terms of family social capital).

The parent-child relationship is the first source of social capital for young people. The
more time is invested in this relationship the better the social capital outcome
(Coleman, 1998). It remains unclear as to how social networking impacts on the
parent-child relationship specifically and family social capital generally. Social capital
is also sourced by young people from their relationships with other family members.
The shape and nature of this social capital is also under-explored. Therefore this thesis
will examine the relationship between social networking and family (both immediate
and extended).

Objective three: To investigate the significance of gender to online friendship and
youth social capital.

Gender impacts on the nature and stock of social capital individuals sustain. It is well
recognized that people perform different activities seen by society as feminine or
masculine (Butler, 1990; Cameron, 1998). In terms of personal relationships females
value emotional support while males often value friendship that is linked to shared
activities such as sport (O’Connor, 2002; Herring, 1996). Similarly gender divisions
are reported in terms of patterns of trust. For example, it has been reported that it is
often easier for boys to trust others while girls perceive trust as a ‘hurdle’ to
friendship (Morrow, 2006: 141). Despite the fact that gender determines the
connections people have with others (Furrlong and Cartmell 2007, Holland 2007)
there is little known about the specific relationship between social capital and gender.
This thesis, therefore, will examine the relationship between gender and social capital
in the social networking era.

Objective four: To advance rural research with specific reference to how social
networking contributes to social capital for residents of rural communities.

4

Families and individuals might have access to a certain level of social capital
depending on where they live. Social capital is not evenly distributed from place to
place. Rural areas might be close knit and have high potential for social capital but in
reality physical interactions with others might be hindered by geographic remoteness
and isolation, the scattering of households and poor transport networks. Rural areas
might particularly benefit from the unbounded geographical connections that social
networking affords. In terms of social networking and online friendship the literature
to date has not explored the relationship between rural social capital and social
networking. It is necessary then to advance rural research with specific reference to
how social networking contributes to social capital for rural residents.

1.3 Structure of thesis
This thesis is organized into seven chapters (including this introductory chapter which
sets the broad context for the research.) Chapter two reviews the literature pertaining
to family, friendship and social capital. It begins by discussing the longstanding
debate about the decline of place-based social relations in physical community. The
focus then turns to the social consequence of the internet in contemporary society.
Here it is shown that social networking may be different to previous internet
applications (such as chat rooms) as its nature and popularity encourages online
friendships between those who are already known to each other in person (i.e. existing
offline friends.) The chapter concludes with a critique of social capital and its
relevance to personal place-based friendship and family relationships.

Chapter three describes the research design and methodological approach employed to
investigate the nature of contemporary social relations as experienced by young
people and their families. Here the research paradigm and ontogical and
epistemological positions are outlined. This justifies the use of a social constructionist
approach before describing the qualitative research methods employed. The research
involved a series of focus groups and interviews with school children (aged between
16 and 18), their parents and teachers. The study focused on three schools and one
youth club in Kilkeel, Co.Down. Data collection was organized into two phases: focus
groups involving 54 participants and in-depth interviews with 24 participants. The
recruitment of participants is also described.

5

Chapters four to six present the main body of the findings. Individually, each of these
three chapters relate to a specific thesis objective, however, collectively they
contribute to fulfilling the fourth objective (to advance rural research with specific
reference to how social networking contributes to social capital for rural residents).

Chapter four (relating to the first objective) explores the nature of friendship sustained
through social networking. It examines the factors which influence a young person to
set up a social networking account and create online friends. It describes online
friendship and the quality of bonds it sustains. It finds that online friendship is not a
single entity. Instead, it incorporates three friendship categories: bridging, bonding
and linking. The impact of these relationships is then assessed in relation to more
traditional face to face friendships, individual social capital, and the broader social
relations in physical place.

Chapter five (relating to the second objective) examines the relationship between
family social capital and social networking. It is particularly concerned with exploring
different family relationships and the impact social networking has on each. The
impact on parent-child conversation in the home reveals that social networking in the
shared domestic space is often a springboard for mother-daughter discussion. This is
less evident between fathers and their children with one notable exception. In post
marital-separations facebook provides a form of communication enabling fathers to
retain a relationship with their sons in particular. In other instances facebook(i) is
found to represent a social necessity providing a unique social function for young
people coping with difficult family situations (such as caring for an elderly parent.) It
helps to maintain connections between family and those that have emigrated. Unlike
the family social capital of previous generations a new level of global family social
capital has emerged in the social networking era. This enhances relationships between
families and their immediate and extended members. Finally, family members are
also found to connect online with neighbours in an act of solidarity or resistance to,
for example, a risk of crime. This leads to a thickening of otherwise thin physical
relations.

6

Chapter six (addressing the third objective) examines the relationship between social
networking and gender. It reveals that similar challenges face both males and females
in terms of sustaining their friendships and online lives against a backdrop where the
line between private and public space is increasingly blurred. However, in other ways
online friendship is largely gender specific and gender differences exist in the nature
of the overlap between friendship in physical and virtual space. This is because girls
tend to strive for homogeneity of friendship above all else, while boys in contrast,
often casually add dissimilar online friends. Linked to this is a gendered use of online
photos and the photographic online presentation of self. Boys reveal less of their true
selves online while girls take their profile pictures more seriously. This gendered use
of online photographs leads to different social capital returns.

Chapter seven presents the main conclusions. These describe social networking as, a
tool used by individuals to create their own online social capital, a social pursuit in
terms of family social capital, an extremely gendered activity, and making a positive
contribution to social capital for rural residents. Three main limitations of the study
are acknowledged before the contributions to academic theory and rural policy are
presented. Finally, areas for future research are identified.

7

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter begins by discussing the longstanding debate about the decline of
community place-based social relations. Following on from this debate the focus turns
to the social consequence of the internet in contemporary society. This is followed by
a critique of social capital and its relevance to personal relationships. The impact of
social networking to young people’s place-based friendships is reviewed. Finally, the
analysis turns to the relevance of social capital theory to contemporary family
relations and the impact of social networking on social capital found in the family.

2.2 From the geographic to the virtual community
A particular geographic place (^whether the urban or rural, the village or the estate)
can be identified as a community. As Wellman (2001:228) puts it, community can
still be found in the locality in ‘the juxtaposition of people in the same locale.’ It is
easy to think of the ways people in a locality are bounded together, neighbours who
are close friends, parents who are friends because they have children at the same
school or meet through parent and toddler groups, or elderly residents who mix
through lunch clubs. Haywood (1999) alleges that for previous generations living in
the same locality, social relations were more bounded to place, cemented by physical
hubs such as the pub, church, village shop, library and post office. Now these places
are under threat or are disappearing in many areas and so opportunities for social
interaction are more limited (The Telegraph, 2013). This is exacerbated by the ascent
of modem technology and associated communications and transport systems that
result in widespread commuting for work and increased travel journeys for services
such as education and leisure (Saguaro Seminar, 2000 as cited in Halpren, 2005).
Consequently, unlike previous generations, modem social relations are less physically
connected to place.

Concerns with community and associated relations add to a longstanding debate. As
far back as the 19th century Tonnies lamented the demise of the traditional community
and the subsequent decline in sociability and social relations. This was a popular
concern during that time when large scale industrialization changed traditional
communities across Western Europe. ‘Tonnies, Marx and Durkheim, Weber and
Simmel, presented the broad thesis that modernity brings with it an accelerated
8

depersonalization of social relationships’ (Chambers, 2006:19). Common to their
theses was regret for the demise and fragmentation of the traditional community. It
was considered that collective life had given way to new norms associated with a
growing urban setting such as self interest, contractual arrangements and remote
social relations. Fundamentally they believed that direct personal relations were a
crucial component of a healthy society.

In post-war Britain the distinction between the type of community and associated
social relations found in urban and rural locations became less obvious. For example,
in Young and Wilmott’s (1957) study of life in Bethnal Green it was family and
kinship ties not the actual place of residence that determined the strength of
individual’s links to each other and the wider community. Similarly, in rural areas
previous rose-tinted views of the rural community were also challenged in the 1950s.
For example, in Frankenberg’s (1957) study rural residents of the Border Village were
not always found to be living in harmony or demonstrating high levels of integration.
According to Pahl (1966) both urban and rural dwellers experience a similar
confrontation between the local and the national.

Concerns of, and issues facing, contemporary community are however quite different
to those of the nineteenth century and the 1950s. For example, when Durkheim
(1897[1951]) explained how an urban pull was draining the rural area he was
describing physical, geographical places. Social concerns during the twenty-first
century are more multi-dimensional. The rise of new ‘social’ technology, particularly
the internet,1 now plays a major role in the organization of contemporary social
relations. As such the internet changes the nature of the traditional sense of
community and adds a virtual community to the mix (Rheingold, 1993; Castells,
1996). Virtual community can exist independently of physical community and
potentially decrease the reliance on conventional social relations which were rooted in
place. The participants of the Bethnal Green study by Young and Wilmott (1957) after
1 Delanty (2003) claims that the internet (unlike previous technologies which were found in offices and
factories as tools to devise something) is found in the home, is a part of contemporary culture and a
feature of everyday life.
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moving to a new location may not have had kinship and community ties broken so
severely had they had access to the internet. However, it is the autonomous nature of
virtual community that has led modem community theorists to seriously question the
quality of bonds formed online, concluding that, unlike traditional community where
place-based social relations are based on frequent face to face contact, deeper feelings
and trust, the virtual community is less supportive and only facilitates a weak
commitment to others (Delanty, 2003; Chambers, 2006).

While there appears to be a difference, in terms of quality, between virtual and
traditional community it still remains unclear as to what is left behind in local space
when personal networks spread beyond the locale. This uncertainty is the result of a
decline in neighbourhood and place-based studies which peaked in the 1950s and
1960s (Crow, 2002) but subsided in subsequent decades due to the acknowledgement
that such studies provide a limited understanding of the broader personal networks
that stretch far beyond individuals’ immediate locality (Spencer and Pahl, 2006).
Consequently there is a gap in knowledge regarding the extent to which the increased
personal networks, that are inherent to virtual communities, have changed the
significance of place to social relations.

2.2.3 Virtual Community- the social consequence

Historically the arrival of new media follows a typical pattern. After its introduction
comes a ‘polarized view’ with one side optimistically welcoming the ‘revolutionary’
aspect of it and the other ‘demonizing it for the threat it embodies’ (Lobe et, al.,
2009:32).

The internet has proved no exception to this pattern (Wellman, 1997;

Rheingold, 1993; Turkic, 1995).

On the one hand, the internet can create new social bonds for individuals who are
otherwise geographically restricted, such as rural residents (Kraut et al., 1998).
Supporters of this argument consider the virtual community as being equally
legitimate to the geographical community (Wellman, 1997). Rheingold (1993) goes
even further to claim that online relations are not just equal to those found in the
locality but are more robust because they are based on stronger bonds and common
interests (representing choices made by individuals) than offline relations which are
based merely on physical convenience. This early notion of virtual community is one
10

where the internet took people into a separate sphere to that of a real (physical)
community with face-to-face interactions. As such, the internet creates new virtual
communities and possibilities for interaction that would not otherwise exist in a world
without the internet.

Ironically it is this very celebration of separateness that also suggests the internet
causes a time displacement. In other words, an increase in internet use means less
time spent in physical community and more on building virtual communities (Turkle,
1995; Nie, 2001; Lenhart et al., 2001; Thurow and Nir, 2000; Sanders et ah, 2000;
Katz and Aspden, 1997; Mitchell, 2004). This body of literature implies the internet
has the power to lure individuals into online communities of strangers at the expense
of local relations in the geographic community. This argument implies that it is not so
much the internet itself that impacts on place based relations but the very fact that it
keeps people indoors, removing them and keeping them separate from real social
relations that are going on in their locality. While the internet may result in a time
displacement, this celebration of community is somewhat naive as it is based on the
presumption that by remaining indoors one is missing out on a vibrant host of
community activities. The reality is that people who live in close proximity may share
very little in common apart from the same post code and therefore not engage in
social relations with each other.

A less rose-tinted and nostalgic perception of community is presented by Boase et al.,
(2006) in their examination of the social consequence of the internet. This is a more
realistic view of changing social relations in contemporary physical community, due
to the process of ‘networked individualism’ (2006:ii). Networked individualism
asserts that social relations are not in decline; rather they are no longer constrained to
the physical neighbourhood and to predetermined kinship ties (Wellmam, 1998;
Wellman et al., 2003; Boase et al., 2006). The networked individual is at the centre of
their own personal community and unlike in the past, when social contact was mostly
linked to where one lived, today individuals are connecting with others and this can
be totally unrelated to where they live. The internet positively offers opportunities to
expand these individual to individual networks and fits effortlessly as a part of
everyday life of the networked individual. The rise of personal community (and
subsequent shifts in interaction) began before the internet and what the internet does
11

is it reflects, accelerates and facilitates it. The internet therefore makes possible an
enhancement of the physical or local and the spreading beyond rather than detracting
from locality (Boase et al., 2006). In other words, the internet enhances place-based
community and it has been reported that residents with internet access possess more
place-based contacts than those without (Hampton and Wellman, 2003). Unlike
earlier time displacement theory where the virtual is a separate sphere, local and
distant social relations are found to co-exist.

With respect to the internet’s impact on how people spend their time no consensus has
emerged. However this debate has advanced a distinction between specific internet
activities which is particularly instructive for this thesis.

Wellman et al., (2001)

acknowledge that email and web chat are examples of social activity (in that they
promote interaction and help sustain social relations in a similar way to the telephone)
while by contrast web-surfing, entertainment and news are examples of asocial
activities (in that they turn people away from their local community). The need to
distinguish between internet activities still remains relevant today despite the fact that
this technology has moved on considerably. The growing popularity of social
networking websites such as facebook and twitter add a new dimension to internet use
and as yet, it is unclear, as to whether they should be viewed as a social activity or if
they represent asocial communication. Ten years since the arrival of the popular
social networking site facebook a ‘perennial concern’ still exists whether or not this
technology substitutes in-person contact (Dutton et al., 2013).

Social networking sites have been defined by Boyd and Ellison (2007:221) as; ‘webbased services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi public profile
within a bounded system; (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a
connection; and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by
others within the system.’ Social networking among young people deserves particular
attention because they are a defining group1 of internet users. For example, 93% of
16-24 year olds report using social networking (Office for National Statistics, 2013).

1 While young people are a defining group of social networking users it is becoming popular with other
age groups. For example, of the 55-64 age group 50% use these sites (Office For National Statistics,
2013) and the 45-54 age group only had 10% using social networking in 2007 but 51% in 2013 (Dutton
et, al., 2013).
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There is a concern that the use of social networking can impact on the role of place to
social relations (Livingstone and Haddon 2009; Chambers, 2006; Dutton et ah, 2013).

While knowledge about social networking is ‘scarce and scattered’ and in its ‘infancy’
(Peter et ah, 2009:85) it seems that social networking, is less about strangers than
about the online interaction of people who are part of an existing friendship network
(Haythomwaite, 2005; Valkenburg et ah, 2006; Ellison et ah, 2007; Ellison et ah,
2006). This is a very different picture to the internet of the 1990s which was a story of
online relationships of poor quality and time spent with distant strangers (Turkic,
1995; Kraut et ah, 1998; Nie, 2001). This idea of virtual community as a separate
place to physical community is however less relevant today because of the recent
domestication of the internet. Undoubtedly internet use in the 1990s was characterized
by: firstly, young people’s use which was more likely to be an engagement with
strangers than those in their locality (simply because others in their existing physical
social relations were not online), and, secondly, the popularity of chat rooms and
MUDs (Multi User Dungeons) which again were mostly based on interaction between
strangers (Valkenburg and Peter, 2009). Therefore in terms of social networking it
remains unlikely that the internet impacts negatively on place-based relations at least
to the same extent that earlier studies found.

In summary, as far back as the nineteenth century it was widely recognized that
personal relations found in local community were beneficial for a healthy society.
Today this debate resurfaces in relation to the internet and consequently the virtual
community is integral to that discourse. During the late 20lh century the internet was
shown to expand relationships socially and geographically while at the same time
alienate people, removing them from authentic, richer relationships which are only
found in physical locations. However, a general focus on virtual community, without
a distinction between specific internet activities leaves a gap in the knowledge about
the social consequence of the internet. Since the 1990s the way people use the internet
has rapidly changed. In contrast to the 1990s young people today appear to be using
social networking to engage with a network of friends, who are already in their
existing social network. Two central questions then emerge; firstly, what is the nature
of contemporary social bonds among young people as formed through social
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networking? And secondly, is social networking affecting the traditional concept of
friendship and family relations?

2.3 Understanding contemporary social relations through social capital
Social capital is, broadly speaking, the resources people gather through their
relationships and connections with others. Explained in basic terms, social relations
matter and people working together are able to avail of resources that otherwise
would not be available to them on their own. Social capital is a resource everyone can
potentially possess as it is formed in the family, in neighborhoods and communities
and is also an attribute of nations. It is linked to an array of social benefits, such as;
better health, good educational achievement, reduced crime and economic success
(Halpren, 2005). It is no surprise that policy makers are extremely interested in how
social capital can be sustained and increased (Schuller et al., 2000; Franklin, 2004).
For example, the Commission for Justice states ‘the moral and social reconstruction
of our society depends on our willingness to invest in social capital’ (Hibbitt et al.,
2001:142).

While an endless list of research topics have used social capital as the lens of inquiry
(Halpren, 2005) it is in the analysis of contemporary social relations among young
people that social capital brings true value (Shaefer-McDaniel, 2004; Seaman and
Sweeting, 2004; Raffo and Reeves, 2000). This is because it is a ‘differentiated
concept’ (Field, 2008:73) that captures the strength and intensity of the relationships
formed between individuals. The bridging-bonding differentiation sorts social capital
into two groups. Firstly, bonding social capital is mostly found in emotionally deep
relationships such as family, close friends and relatives. This tends to be inward
looking, facilitates exclusive identities, reinforces homogenous groups and acts as the
‘sociological superglue’ (Putnam, 2000: 22). Secondly, bridging social capital refers
to weak connections between people which assist with information seeking but do not
offer deep emotional support. Unlike bonding social capital it is outward looking,
facilitates inclusive identities, is accessed by individuals outside of their usual social
circle and acts as the ‘sociological WD-40’ (Putnam, 2000:22).
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Some critiques of social capital emphasise greater distinction exists between bridging
and bonding social capital in terms of social exclusion. For example, some argue that
while the original work of Coleman (1988) and Putnam (2000) place emphasis on
social capital as a public good which promotes social inclusion, others portray a
darker side to bonding social capital in particular (Fortes and Landolt, 1996). Bonding
social capital can potentially have an oppressive impact on members of a close-knit
and inward looking community through the exclusion of outsiders, excess claims on
group members, restrictions on individual freedom and downward leveling norms
(Fortes, 1998).

In relation to measuring the two forms of social capital it must be noted that
sometimes a person rich in one type of social capital may be equally rich in the other
(Halpem, 2005; Ryan et ah, 2008.) Halpem (2005:21) explains; ‘contrary to what
many had expected, those individuals and areas with many connections to other
similar individuals also tend to have high levels of connections to distant and different
others.’ In other cases bridging and bonding social capital are not correlates of each
other. For example, Burt (2002) found that bridging ties between bankers were less
durable than bonding social capital with nine out of ten bridging relationships
dissolving in the space of a year. While this offers a valuable insight into the fragile
nature of bridging social capital, the fast moving world of commerce may not be
relevant to young people’s social relations. Unlike bankers young people might be
much more rooted to place and local community through school, friends, weekend
jobs, family and relatives. Consequently a possible correlation between bridging and
bonding social capital is more convincing in terms of young people.

Gaining an understanding of the quality of the bonds sustained by young people will
lead to a better understanding of friendship. Despite the fact that social capital is a
useful concept to capture the nature of youth friendship (Reynolds, 2007) it remains
an under explored concept (Weller, 2007). A gap in knowledge exists even though it
is widely recognized that friendship is a component and consequence of social capital
(Spencer and Pahl, 2000). The reason for this gap in knowledge is twofold. Firstly,
friendship is not explored to any great detail in the early social capital literature. For
example, the pioneering study of social capital and education by Coleman (1998) did
acknowledge friendship, but only referred to peers as undermining the young person’s
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social capital. Missing from this earlier work is a sense that friendship networks
among young people have the potential to create social capital. Secondly, a large
portion of social capital literature is based on findings from studies which use formal
associations and organizational vibrancy as guides to measure social capital and this
approach misses out on other variables such as youth friendship. ' For example, the
30-40 age range make up the bulk of volunteers in most countries (Halpren, 2005).
Therefore it would be futile to search for youth friendship in volunteering as there
would most likely be a poor representation of youth.

A broader focus is required in relation to young people in order to reach accurate
conclusions about their social capital. This must include the informal associations
found in friendship. Friendship is an appropriate place to look for young people’s
social capital as during adolescence young people transfer their loyalty to the peer
group and spend more time with friends (Helve and Bynner, 2007; Helsen et ah,
2000; Rubin et ah, 1998). Such an approach should incorporate young people at
school as school-based research has not moved beyond the quality of friendships
between cohort groups over time, namely, after they have left school. Youth studies
have neglected that the school setting is fertile ground for a more present tense, here
and now, analysis of young people’s friendship and social capital (Field, 2008). Thus
there is a current gap in knowledge relating to the relationship between friendship,
social capital and school.

Given the rise in popularity of social networking (as outlined in section 2.2.3) fresh
insights into the relationship between friendships, social capital and school must
include the analysis of online friendship. Early evidence points to social networking
doing little to encourage the formation of emotionally close relations which bonding
social capital typically tends to offer (Peter et ah, 2009). Instead initial indications
point to social networking developing weak ties and bridging social capital (Donath
and Boyd, 2004; Ellison et ah, 2007; Steinfield et ah, 2008; Subrahmanyam et ah,
2008; Vakenburg et ah, 2006). For example, Ellison’s et ah, (2007) university-based
study reported that facebook nurtured bridging social capital among the students.

The bulk of social capital research was based on organizational and associational vibrancy following the popularity Putnam's
(1996) thesis which claimed that when organizational vibrancy measures high it is an indication of good social capitail.
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These findings contradict time displacement theory that virtual connections compete
with the available time people have for offline contact. However, it must be noted the
positive correlation with social networking and bridging social capital may be linked
to the university and the undergraduate experience. Might similar correlations be
observed beyond an essentially closed university environment such as a school or
community environment?

For young people, living at home with their parents, online connections are most
likely between those known to them at school given young people’s strong link with
their school (Field, 2008) and that initial findings point to simultaneous interaction
between those who have an offline and online connection (Ellison et al., 2007; Ellison
et al., 2006; Haythomwaite, 2005). Therefore, it is questionable whether social
networking only generates one type, namely bridging social capital. A more accurate
assumption in terms of young people is that social networking sustains relations of
varying degrees which may be predominately bridging and also some deeper, richer
bonds, in other words, bonding social capital.

Gender may influence the precise amount of bonding and bridging social capital
young people access from online friendship. Young people perform different
activities seen by society as feminine or masculine (Butler, 1990; Cameron, 1998).
Gendered activity is largely ignored in early the social capital literature of Coleman
and Putnam (Morrow, 1999; Bassani, 2007; Gidengil & O’Neill 2006; Leonrard,
2005) despite the fact that it determines their connections with others (Furrlong and
Cartmell 2007; Holland, 2007). For example, girls’ friendship often provides
emotional support while boys’ often value friendship that is linked to shared activities
such as sport (O’Connor 2002; Herring, 1996). It is not then surprising that gender
divisions are reported in terms of the way trust manifests itself in youth friendship.
For example, boys find it easier to trust others while girls perceive trust as a ‘hurdle’
to sustaining relationships in their friendship networks (Morrow, 2006: 141). This
might explain why boys have considerably larger numbers of friends in their personal
networks than girls (Blyth and Foster-Clark, 1987; Caldwell and Peplau, 1982; Eder
and Hallinan, 1978). In terms of online friendship it remains unclear if similar gender
differentiations are transferred online. A central question emerges: to what extent does
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gender impact on the amount of bridging and bonding social capital young people
obtain from the online network?
In summary, the distinction between bridging social capital and bonding social capital
is a valuable lens to delve into the quality of online relations. It allows certain gaps in
the literature and knowledge to be filled. For example, the relationship between trust
and online bridging social capital can be explored as can the relationship between
bonding

social

capital

and

screen-to-screen

interactions.

Developing

an

understanding of the quality of the bonds sustained online will assist with our
knowledge of youth friendship and social capital as found in physical place and direct
personal relations.

2.4 Family relationships and social capital
Gaining a better understanding of contemporary friendship is important to discover
how social networking impacts on place-based relations. However, the examination of
friendship only partly answers this question. In order to provide a fuller answer it is
necessary to understand how social networking is also affecting the concept of the
family and associated social relations. The necessity to understand this impact on the
family is twofold. Firstly, the concepts of friendship and family are blurred in
contemporary society. Individuals selectively choose the family members they have
social relations with and family members are seen as friends if they are part of this
choice rather than obligation, thus leading to the notion of ‘family as friends’ and
‘friends as family’ (Spencer and Pahl, 2006). Therefore, if the internet impacts on
friendship it may also impact on friend-like relationships found in the family.
Secondly, despite the fact that young people spend a large proportion of their time at
school, the bulk of their social networking occurs in the family home (Livingstone
and Haddon, 2009; Field, 2008) and this use of their time has the potential to
negatively impact on communication with family members in the household.

Social capital is a lens of inquiry that not only benefits our understanding of
friendship but equally advances our knowledge of family relationships. At the core of
social capital theory is a high esteem for the family as the foundation of social capital
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(Putnam, 1995; Bourdieu, 1993, Fukuyama, 1999; Newton 1997; Coleman, 1998).
For example, Coleman (1998) argues the more intense the parent- child relationship
the better the quality of social capital produced and the best family environment for
this relationship and social capital to flourish is the nuclear family. The notion that the
nuclear family is the supreme family type is not new but something that has prevailed
since the 1950s (Parsons, 1949 and 1951 as cited in Cheal, 2002) when its prevalence
symbolized a break away from the extended family and the limitations and restrictions
placed on it by kinship ties. Within the nuclear family the parent-child relationship
became more emotionally based with wider kin remaining on the peripheries and
relationships only tolerated on their own merit as opposed to the obligations these
spelled out in previous generations.

The breakdown of the emotionally self-contained nuclear family in contemporary
society and the growth of large families or one parent families are claimed to cause a
‘structural deficiency in social capital’ (Coleman, 1988:11). This family-composition
argument holds that the nuclear family and smaller households with fewer children
are more likely to have an intense parent-child relationship and consequently possess
more social capital than larger families. The intensity of the parent-child relationship
is also strengthened by other factors as well as family size, such as, the mother at
home especially during pre-school years, talking in family about personal matters and
about parental ambitions for children and residential stability (Coleman, 1998).

While it is easy to understand how the intensity of the parent-child relationship and
the social capital it produces might be determined by the size of the family it is
questionable if by going to work women are jeopardizing this relationship. For
example, it has been reported that mothers who work part-time might find that time
spent together with their child or children is quality time that makes up for time spent
apart due to work (O’Brien and Jones, 1999; Parcel et al., 1996). Furthermore
women’s entrance into the labour market and the shift from ‘the male-breadwinner/
female home-maker arrangement’ to dual-earner families (Daly, 2005:383) may in the
current economic downturn have a positive impact on the family when weighed
against the financial pressure that staying at home might have.
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Concerns regarding the breakdown of the traditional nuclear family remains
extremely relevant today as there is no doubt that contemporary society continues to
witness its further decline. For instance. Winter (2000:16) explains that there are,
‘more people living alone, one parent households, decline in marriage rates and higher
rates of divorce’; in other words, what he refers to as ‘the complex mosaic of family
life in late modernity.’ However, whether this breakdown of the traditional nuclear
family is leading to a decline in social capital is debatable.

Contrary to what the early social capital literature reports, the decline of the nuclear
family might not decrease social capital but offer new possibilities for social capital to
develop (Winter, 2000). Newer forms of family types, relations and circumstances
outside the nuclear family are playing a key role in contemporary society, opening up
fresh routes to wider networks and social capital development through new steprelations. As these newer forms of family relations provide access to an extensive
range of social support, there is a need to broaden the original, rigid, definition of
family social capital, as proposed by Coleman (1988) to include, as Field (2008)
suggests, non-biological parents, to reflect modem changes such as separation,
divorce and the creation of step families. This adjustment made, social capital theory
can account for the possibility that other family types than the nuclear family can
produce and sustain social capital.

An over reliance on parental presence/absence has led to gaps in knowledge about
young people’s social capital. Rather it feeds into an ‘upbringing version’ (Tolonen,
2007:32), which disregards children’s contribution to their own social capital by
assuming that young people do not create but receive social capital from their parents
(Morrow, 1999; Schaefer-McDaniel, 2004; Helve and Bynner, 2007; Holland et al,
2007). Accordingly, the social capital literature is largely adult focused with young
people less frequently the unit of analysis. Generally young people’s social capital
remains a ‘largely un-chartered territory’ (Helve and Bynner, 2007:10). Where young
people do feature in the literature, the focus is on problem and spectacular youth
(Holland, 2007). New research is needed to bridge this gap in knowledge about youth
social capital by including the non-spectacular and non-problematic, in other words,
ordinary, young people in mainstream education.
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There is also a void in our knowledge relating to how young people generate social
capital for others (Morrow, 1999; Edwards et al., 2006; Weller, 2007). In this light,
the upbringing version of social capital is strongly questioned by Morrow (1999) who
alleges that young people provide resources for their siblings. Weller (2007) takes this
notion even further. She demonstrates how young people generate social capital
outside the family and by doing so help to build up their parent’s social capital. This
can be ‘indirectly’ through parents meeting other parents at the local school or
‘directly’ through parents forming social relations with their children’s friends and
family (2007:122). In this case, it may be argued, that if social networking impacts
negatively on young people’s social relations then it may have a wider ripple effect on
parents and siblings social capital as well.

Despite these gaps in knowledge social capital remains a useful concept as its focus
on the change in family relations provides valuable insights and understanding of
contemporary family life. The intensity of family relations continues to be a topical
concern for modem family theorists who pride family relations above other indicators
of family change. They argue that statistics point to changes in the concept of the
family, but are not, in themselves useful and like statistics of other social trends, can
be interpreted either positively or negatively (Weller, 2007; Daly, 2005; Schroon,
2007) . For example, Weller (2007) outlines that while there appears to be greater
numbers of over 30s living at home with their parents; on one hand, this could
represent greater bonds, while, on the other hand, it could signify a greater burden
posed on close family members. Moreover it may be an outcome of 21''’ Century
economics: high living costs, unemployment and increasing house prices. UK wide
one quarter of all 20-34 year olds live at home with their parents, however, actual
percentage varies between regions. Northern Ireland has the highest percentage
(36%), compared to London (22%), of this age group living at home. Therefore, a
deeper look beyond social statistics is required to gain enlightenment into family
change and a better understanding of the nature of the contemporary family. Social
capital which focuses on family relations is well equipped to look beyond the
numerical composition of households to tell us about the lifestyles and relations of
those sharing the same households.
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It is important to note, that while family relations are generally acknowledged as the
key to understanding the contemporary family, the actual strength of these relations
and the social relations the family forms to the wider community remains a much
debated topic. For example, it is argued that family in contemporary society no longer
holds significance in the way individuals organize their lives (Commaille, 2000).
Other social theorists acknowledge that the family is still a feature of modem society
but allege that its status is declining, generating only transient relations (Giddens,
1992; Beck and Beck Gemstein, 1995). Such viewpoints welcome this decline which
is brought about by the empowering nature of individualism, as opposed to the
constraints of family and predetermined kinship ties of the past.

In sharp contrast, others claim that the family in contemporary society does not spell
out the dominance of transient relationships (McGlone et al., 1998; Daly, 2004). For
example, McGlone et al., (1998) found that in terms of the British family most people
keep in regular contact with their immediate family members. In terms of Northern
Ireland family is a particularly rich hub of social capital and despite the increase in
‘various modes of communication; telephone and email, face to face communication
with close family members remains widespread in Northern Ireland’ (Daly, 2004:56).
Such findings negate the pessimistic claims by Giddens (1992) and Beck and Beck
Gemstein (1995) that family relations holds less significance and status in
contemporary society.

While overall British social relations are resistant to change that is happening
elsewhere (Hall, 1999; Daly, 2004) it is those in Northern Ireland that remain most
unchanged. Northern Ireland has family at the centre of its social relations (McGlone
et al., 1998; Daly, 2004) more so than the rest of the UK and this is due to unique
family features. People in Northern Ireland are in contact with three times as many
relatives and these people provide emotional support, only a few people do not have
any face-to-face contact with their close relatives, and it is young people who tend to
have the most contact with family members and wider kin (Daly, 2004). It may be
that the conservative nature of Northern Ireland society sets it apart from the rest of
the UK.
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However, these presumptions are based on patterns of social relations which were
relevant over ten years ago and pre-date the uptake of social networking. It remains
unclear if such conclusions may have the same application today. There is a need to
take a fresh look at family relations with particular reference to today’s young people
and their use of social networking. Might similar resilience to change in patterns of
sociability be observed in relation to young people in Northern Ireland in the present
social networking era?

2.4.1 Family relationships and social networking
Although no research to date has specifically focused on the impact of the internet on
family social capital in Northern Ireland there has been some interest on how it is
impacting on family relations in other countries. The majority of this academic
attention, however, has focused on the relations between adults (Lee and Chae,
2007).Very little is known about how young people’s internet use impacts on relations
within the family. As with the previous internet research, such as that from the 1990s
(as outlined in section 2.2.3), the research on family relations and the internet also
demonstrates a lack of consensus.
One the one hand, some allege that the internet may actually improve relations
between family members and serve as another mode of interaction (Howard et al.,
2001; Wellman et al., 2001; Orleans and Laney, 2000). Somewhat resonant of
Morrow’s notion of young people generating social capital for siblings, research by
Kiesler et al., (2000) found that teenagers give internet help to other family members
more frequently than their parents tended to. Where there is parental involvement this
tends to have a positive impact on family time and leads to co-using,
recommendations and involvement (Chae and Lee, 2007). On the other hand, while
general internet use, such as information searching and homework, only mildly
impacts on family relations affecting passive family time (spending time together,
doing nothing), playing individual games and communication with friends online has
a greater impact on family relations, eroding active family time (where family
members spend time together but are engaging in communication with each other)
(Chae and Lee, 2007). Unlike television where parents and children share ‘some sort
of communal experience’ (Mitchell, 2004:60) high internet use, when outside of
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education and information seeking purposes, impacts negatively on active family
time. Parent-child tension is often the result of time spent online (Mesch, 2003).
In the early days of the internet these tensions may be exuberated by the digital
generation gap between parents and children. In 2001 64% of teenagers report
knowing more about the internet than their parents (Lenhart et al., 2001). This gap
appears to be narrowing. For example, in 2007 only 10% of the 45-54 age range had
used social networking sites compared to 51% in 2013 (Dutton et al., 2013).
However, there still remains a significant gap as in 2013 93% of 16-24 year olds
report using social networking (Office for National Statistics, 2013). It is therefore
likely that earlier claims that the internet represents unequal skill levels (Mesch, 2003)
between parents and children still holds true but to a lesser extent.
From what is an undeveloped area of study there are initial indications that parental
concern about the internet does exist. For example, parental concern exists in relation
to content and distraction from social relations in the locality (Mesch, 2003;
Subrahmanyam et al., 2001). Nevertheless three main things remain unclear; firstly, if
this parental concern varies between fathers and mothers, secondly, does parental
concern vary in relation to sons and daughters use? and thirdly, does it relate to social
networking use or the internet more generally?
A gender division in relation to parental concern about the internet has been reported
in Israel where fathers, more so than mothers, take greater responsibility for checking
young people’s site histories and this is linked to fathers having more internet
experience and spending more time online at home (Mesch, 2003). It remains unclear
if similar gender differences apply in the UK. Israel, unlike the UK, has not made a
move from traditional to egalitarian family relations (Lavee and Katz, 2003). UK
family relations, broadly speaking, have shifted from authoritarian to negotiating
relations (Du Bois Reymond, 1998) .Therefore higher parental concern among Israeli
fathers is more likely linked to traditional gender roles than a broader gender

I say broadly speaking as it would be wrong to assume that family relations have
completely gone full circle from ‘authoritarian orientated’ to ‘negotiating’ as Daly
(2005) warns that ‘patriarchal norms have a long shelf life’ (2005:385).
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difference in parental concern about the internet. New research is needed to advance a
better understanding of how parental gender roles impact on internet use in the UK.

Some inroads have been made towards a better understanding of parental concern and
social networking in the UK. For example, Peter et al., (2009) in a study on internet
use across Europe conclude that UK parents (in general without a distinction between
fathers and mothers) only display moderate concern about social networking. Data for
the UK highlights that 80% of all over fifteen year olds use social networking and that
half of parents never check their child’s profile on these websites. Thus while in the
UK teenage uptake of social networking is high, parental concern of these sites
appears to be moderate. In contrast to the UK, a lower level of parental concern is
reported for other countries such as Denmark, Sweden, Finland, France and Austria.
A much higher parental concern than that found in the UK was indicated by German,
Irish and Spanish parents (Peter et al., 2009). More recently Northern Irish parents
display more caution than the rest of the UK when it comes to their children’s internet
use with 23%, compared to 12% in the rest of the UK, stating that the benefits do not
outweigh the risks (OFCOM, 2011). Might this caution relate to Northern Ireland’s,
conservative nature, tighter social norms and unique family features when compared
the rest of the UK?

It is important to note that findings in relation to parental concern are based on studies
external to the family. In other words, the data is not derived from matching parents
and children. This is the approach typically taken by internet research where only
parent-child combinations are included when younger children are involved in the
research (Donoso et al., 2009). Understandably such research meets the more
stringent ethical considerations involved with research among younger children but it
nonetheless leaves a research gap into understanding the relationship between the
family and the internet use of older children and the consequence of this on the parent
-child relationships. New research is required to fill this gap and should follow
recommendations from family theorists that interpreting family relations from outside
the family (through statistics or online surveys) creates difficulties which can be
overcome by a research approach that allows family members to tell stories from
within the family (Daly, 2004; Smart, 2004).
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It remains unclear if parental concern relates to social networking or stems from
concerns about internet use in general. While online interactions are often based on
offline activities and offline roles are merely reproduced online (Livingstone and
Haddon, 2009) the two worlds might not always neatly overlap. Young people can
encounter extreme internet content that would otherwise be unavailable to them
offline. For example, vulnerable individuals might be unaware of the host’s intention
to influence deviant behaviour by distributing information that is prohibited in
mainstream communication. For example, some sites give information on the best
methods to die by suicide or how to become or continue being anorexic (Bell, 2007).
On the other hand, parental concern could be specifically linked to social networking
and the media discourse which often denounces its growing popularity among young
people. For example, Archbishop Vincent Nichols^ (2009) warns that social
networking among young people, along with other forms of new technology (such as
text messaging and email), is leading to the inability to read social cues such as mood
or body language found in face-to-face personal relations. Other recent media panics
have emerged regarding social networking and privacy, cyber bullying and risk taking
(Stephenson-Abetz and Holman, 2012). Whichever the case it can be assumed that
some level of parental concern exists as throughout human history (and dating as far
back as Plato) there has been a longstanding pre-occupation and fear that harmful
material when exposed to the masses will have a detrimental impact (Heins, 2001).

2.4.2 Social capital and rural families
Social capital is not evenly distributed from place to place as has been shown when it
is employed in the analysis of whole countries and nations (Fortes and Landolt, 2000;
Maloney et al., 2000; Halpren, 2005; Fukuyama, 1995). For example, social capital is
distributed differently in Italy with North and South Italy having different levels or
‘stocks’ of social capital (Putnam, 1993). Additionally America’s stock of social
capital has declined over the years due to falling political participation, associational

^ Archbishop Nichols head of the Catholic Church in England and Wales (2009)
claims that the virtual is having a massive impact on community for the younger
generation, leaving it less ‘rounded ‘ (Sunday Telegraph , 2009).
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membership, volunteering and religious participation (Putnam, 2000). In contrast
Jerusalem has high levels of social capital due to strong social ties between people
(Coleman, 1998). Whether this continues to hold true given the violence in Jerusalem
since the 1990’s such examples emphasise that social capital varies form one place to
the next.

Variations in social capital exist not just between countries, nations and states but also
within them. Social capital is not a homogeneous resource (Edwards and Foley, 1997;
de Souza, 1997). For example, it has been reported that trust which is a key attribute
of social capital might manifest itself slightly differently in rural and urban areas. It is
alleged that people who live in rural areas tend to trust other local people ‘but not the
stranger that comes into their midst,’ while urban residents show less differentiation
between trusting strangers and locals (Hughes et al., 1998:7). Might rural residents be
at a disadvantage in terms of exploring new online social capital opportunities?

In terms of social networking and online friendship the literature to date has not fully
explored the relationship between rural social capital and the internet. Rural isolation,
the scattering of households, and poor transport networks appear to be significant
factors which limit the level of physical connections rural residents have with others
(The Countryside Agency, 2002; Rural Community Network, 2011). Specific groups
of rural dwellers such as women, older persons and the young may be at a greater
location disadvantage than others (Department For Regional Development Northern
Ireland, 2001). For example, older women unlike their male counterparts are less
likely to drive and have access to a car (Audit Commission, 2001), low income
families in Northern Ireland (both rural and urban) may struggle to meet rising fuel
costs more so than those living in other parts of the UK' (Northern Ireland House
Condition Survey, 2011) and rural youth may be disadvantaged personally and
educationally due to limited public transport (Tyrell, 2000; Audit Commission, 2001).
It might be the case that social networking can overcome the disadvantage of being
physically remote from friends and associates. This thesis will advance rural research

' The(2011) Northern Ireland House Condition Survey shows that the fuel poverty rate for Northern
Ireland households is much higher than the rest of the UK with 42% of households in fuel poverty
compared to 16% in England and 28% in Scotland ( 2011:67)
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with specific reference to how social networking contributes to social capital for rural
residents.

The existing literature claims that social networking can overcome the disadvantage
of being physically remote from friends and associates. For example, while not
specifically referring to social networking, but the internet in general, early studies
heralded the positive benefits the internet brought to improving the lives of rural
residents (Valentine and Halloway, 2001). However, more recently age has been
found to have a bearing on how these benefits are distributed among rural
populations. For example, in rural Wales young people are reported to be the most
frequent users of social networking (Milboume and Kitchen, 2014). Similarly, in rural
Finland the internet (in general) is a routine part of everyday life for young people but
is not widely used by older people (Kilpelainen and Seppanen, 2014).

It remains unclear if the same holds true for rural Northern Ireland. As yet, no
research has been undertaken in terms of social networking use among rural dwellers
in Northern Ireland. Therefore, this research will advance rural research in two ways.
Firstly, it will provide a foundation for additional research into social networking in
the context of rural Northern Ireland. Secondly, this thesis will advance existing rural
research by contributing to knowledge about the impact of age4 on the distribution of
benefits of social networking in rural Northern Ireland.

The nature of the thesis topic makes this possible. For example, youth social relations is the focus of the study allows data to be
gathered relating, not merely to young people, but to other age groups. In other words, accounts about people’s social
networking use (or indeed lack of use) at various stages of the life course will emerge.
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2.5 Summary
In summary the concern with declining social relations adds to a longstanding debate
stretching back into the nineteenth century, namely that personal relations have
positive outcomes for individuals and for a healthy society as a whole. The internet
and particularly social networking adds a new dimension to this enduring debate on
social relations, that of the virtual.

There is a strong pulse running through the literature that the internet is not causing
negative social consequences but rather internet interaction is the result of social
change brought about by the process of individualism. This notion contends that the
internet can expand relationships socially and geographically for the already
networked individual and as such new social ties may be transient and permeable but
they offer a new type of social cohesion. The notion of the positive role of the internet
to individuals is believable as is the falling significance of physical community to
social relations. Yet it remains unclear as to what is left behind in physical
communities when personal networks spread beyond them through social networking.
While the classical social capital authors did not devote much attention to the internet,
the theory of social capital still brings added value to research into the internet and its
relationship with friendship and family. This is because social capital is essentially a
theory, with family at its heart and one which calls for a revival of community and
family in a world where the individual is socially detached. More specifically, social
capital theory advances an understanding of contemporary friendship and the role of
social networking. In terms of understanding online friendship it adds value, which is,
over and above just being a popular and widely used concept. This real value is found
in the bridging-bonding distinction of social capital as advanced by Putnam (2000).
Notwithstanding the fact that social capital’s focus on family relations makes it
central to sociological debate it is a theory with limitations. These include a failure to
recognise the generation of social capital by young people for themselves or other
family members and the opportunity for social capital to exist in broader relations
than the traditional nuclear family such as step relations. In order to capture the true
picture of contemporary family it is necessary to adjust the social capital lens to take
in a wider focus.
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With this adjustment made, this study will investigate if social networking represents
the social or asocial category of internet use. An initial body of literature suggests that
social networking can be placed in the social category, at least temporarily (until more
is known). Social networking appears to be building young people’s social capital and
as such enhancing, rather than posing a threat to, place- based friendships. In terms of
the family, early indications point to social networking leading to parental concern
and a reduction in active family time. However, the majority of the literature to date is
based on data derived from online surveys. Such survey offer many valuable insights
and are useful as a comparison of trends across countries but qualitative research is
needed to gain a richer understanding of the meanings attached to social networking
by parents and young people.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
This chapter begins with a description of the research design and methodological
approach employed to investigate the nature of contemporary social relations as
experienced by young people and their families. 78 people participated in the two
main phases^ of the research (parents, young people and teachers) between October
2010 and October 2011. Phase one consisted of 4 parent and 4 youth focus groups. 1
teacher focus group was also carried out. In total 54 participants took part in the focus
groups and 24 participants were involved in phase two. This consisted of thirty six indepth interviews. The chapter includes an identification of ethical issues, a description
of the research site and sample before attention turns to the recruitment of the 78
participants.

3.2 Research design and methodological approach
Social science is the study of the ‘social reality of people living together’ (Ten Have,
2004:1). Both qualitative and quantitative methodologies are widely used to capture
this reality. While they are increasingly used together as is the case in mixed-method
research they, nevertheless, represent two very distinct traditions as they are based on
different ontological and epistemological assumptions. Ontology relates to the nature
of the social world and what can be known about it and epistemology is concerned
with the nature of knowledge and how it can be obtained.

Quantitative methodology makes the assumption that the social world is an objective
reality which exists independently of human perceptions of it. Thus the social world is
a composition of objective structures separate to the people who inhibit it.
Epistemologically this approach follows the longstanding positivist stance that there
can be ‘no real knowledge but that which is based on observed facts’ (Comte, 1853 as
cited in Easterby-Smith et al., 2004:26). Thus central to quantitative methodology is
the belief that natural science and scientific methods can be applied to the study of the
social world as law-like regularities govern human behaviour.

It is typically

employed and extremely useful when the research focus is on measurement. It
facilitates the researcher to make predictions, identify patterns, and test the
5 The main 2 phases were the focus groups and interviews referred to here. However there were 5 pilot
parent and 5 pilot children focus groups carried out prior to the main research.
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relationship between variables. These are formed through a process of deduction,
where general statements form hypotheses and then are tested. Results are numeral,
statistical and tend to be based on data obtained at the macro-level.

When the focus of inquiry is on social meaning, rather than measurement, a
qualitative approach is typically used. It is based on the belief that the social world
has multiple realities and truths. Developed as a critique of the quantitative approach
it has its foundations in the interpretative set of beliefs based on observational and
interactional ways of knowing which stretch back as far as 1781 and the writings of
Kant (Snape and Spencer, 2003). Interpretivism, unlike positivism, asserts that
explanations of social action come about from a concentration on participants
meaning and own perspectives rather than cause. This links the understanding of
social action to the social context. Thus an understanding of social action can only be
achieved when the social context in which the social action occurred is fully
considered. According to Weber (1921) this understanding or ‘verstehen’ forms the
central approach to social research and sets social science apart from natural science’s
attempt to reach objective law-like propositions.
Central then to a qualitative methodology is the belief that social reality and
knowledge about it can be obtained not externally but through the minds of the people
who make up the social world. However, this does not necessarily signify the denial
of an external reality, as common to the ontological stances of idealism and its
variants, subtle idealism and relativism. Rather it is often embedded in what
Hammersley (1992) terms subtle realism, which acknowledges the existence of an
external reality independent of individual’s thoughts, perceptions and representations
of it, but maintains this is only accessible through the human mind and socially
constructed meanings. From this standpoint the social world is made up of various
forms of connections and social practices which all exist independently. However,
these are only knowable through what people perceive them to be as a result of their
thoughts, relationships, communications, experiences and interactions within their
social contexts. In short, reality is socially constructed and stems from the personal
perceptions, attitudes and beliefs people attribute to their lives.
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The purpose of this broad overview is not to set quantitative and qualitative
approaches in opposition to one another but to indicate their relationship and
relevance to this research. Strengths and weaknesses exist within both these traditions.
For example, in terms of generalization, the large scale characteristic of quantitative
research means a single study can produce data from which inferences can be drawn
to a wider population (Hesse-Biber and heavy, 2006). However, when compared to
qualitative research this breadth of analysis often sacrifices depth and understanding.
While the smaller number of cases (typical of qualitative research) can achieve this
understanding through greater depth of analysis, it is, however, more difficult to
generalize about qualitative findings.

Given that both have limitations and advantages, social scientists must discern which
approach is best suited to their research through a consideration of the evidence or
information needed (Ritchie, 2008). This can be achieved by a focus on the primary
research question (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006). The following section outlines the
central questions of this research and the functions qualitative research served in
answering them.

3.2.1 The central research questions
The overarching research question was: what is the nature of contemporary youth
social relations? This was driven by two specific questions;
(1) What is the nature of social bonds among young people, as formed through social
networking?
(2) Is social networking affecting the traditional concept of friendship and family
relations?

In a nutshell, these questions were concerned with the meanings young people and
their parents attach to online bonds and how these spill into everyday life and affect
family relations, friendships and social practices. They were not concerned with
measurement. For example, the focus was not on the precise amount of online friends
participants had6 but the quality of their friendships. Nor was the focus on quantifying
the precise time spent online to compare it to that spent offline. Rather, this inquiry
6 The focus was not on measuring the amount of friends young people had. However, friend totals are
discussed in chapter four in relation to online status and popularity.
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involved going beyond and behind such quantifiable facts (e.g. time spent online or
amount of friends) to reach parents and young people’s understandings of their
experiences of contemporary youth social relations. A qualitative methodology was
deemed appropriate for this endeavour, as it is basically the exploration of how people
understand and attribute meaning, beliefs and values to their experiences (Kvale and
Brinkman, 2009; Silverman 2000), in this case, social networking.

As the meaning people give to their social worlds is at the centre of the qualitative
inquiry the researcher attempts to obtain information which is rich in detail. It is this
in-depth and fine tuned nature that affords qualitative research four main functions.
These are contextual, generative, explanatory and evaluative (Ritchie, 2008). While
this research was not evaluative (it was not primarily concerned with the effectiveness
of what exists as is often the case in policy related investigation) it did however draw
largely on the contextual function, explanatory and generative functions of qualitative
inquiry.
The contextual function of qualitative research allows the researcher to look at social
phenomena and draw a clear picture about its manifestation in the social world
through participants understanding and interpretation of it (Ritchie, 2008). The
overarching question of this research was essentially a contextual one, concerned with
reaching an understanding of the form and nature of youth social relations. This is a
broad question which incorporates friendship, family relations and online bonds.
While interested in all three of these strands, particular emphasis was placed on online
interaction through social networking. The popularity of social networking sets
contemporary social relations apart from those of previous generations. Yet because
online interaction spans a short history in comparison to the relations found in
friendship and family, consequently little is known about what it involves, how it
manifests itself and how it is connected to and impacts on these more traditional
relations. The contextual function of the qualitative approach enabled this research to
map the range of elements and dimensions within these three separate, yet
interconnected strands of social relations. From this it was possible to describe,
display and unpack the perceptions, understanding and interpretation of family,
friendship and online bonds as experienced by the people who are connected to them,
young people and their parents.
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The perceptions and meanings that both these groups give to youth social relations are
essential because young people are part of the family unit and their social relations are
at least to some extent guided or influenced by their parents and other family
members. Furthermore, as the previous chapter illustrates, little is known in general
about the nature of contemporary youth social relations and more particularly the
connection between family, friendship and online interactions. Therefore the broad
and holistic nature of contextual research allowed this research to focus on and
describe the meanings both these groups gave to youth social relations.

The meaning research participants attached to youth social relations was examined by
looking at three strands identified above. In terms of friendship this involved the
description of what it means for young people to have friends, to be a friend, to have
online friends and communicate with others online. In relation to parents, this
involved the description of the meanings they attributed to their children’s friendships
both offline and online. In terms of family relations the focus was on the meaning that
young people gave to their relations both between themselves and their friends, their
parents and other members of their family, the meaning parents gave to these relations
and the impact of online relations on the family.

It is this focus on meaning within qualitative research that renders the achievement of
coverage unnecessary.

This focus on depth rather than breadth allows emergent

concepts to be captured through the production of new ideas which are generated
from and then placed in the real context from where they arise. This generation of
data and evidence is facilitated by imposing less prescription, a priori categories and
ideas to social investigation than is typical of the quantitative approach.

The

generative function of qualitative research is particularly useful to under explored and
emergent social phenomena because it allows research to develop in three main ways.
Generative research can develop strategies to overcome newly defined problems such
as the decline of rural economies, actions needed to improve services, for instance, the
reduction of long hospital waiting lists, and social theory relating to issues like the
changing nature of family and parenting in contemporary society (Ritchie, 2008:30).
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This research was not primarily concerned with strategies or actions but was mainly
interested in theory development. Similar to other topics of investigation where
qualitative research is employed youth social relations was also one where the
literature offered an informed start but not enough knowledge to support a conclusion
or theory. The generative function of the qualitative approach made it possible to
advance social capital theory through the development of new conceptions, ideas and
understandings of contemporary youth social relations with a particular emphasis on
social networking use among young people (research question one). As the previous
chapter demonstrates this question arose from the social capital literature but was
nevertheless only broadly guided by it, and was as is the case with generative
research, open and inductive rather than limited to a pre-conceived social theory or
hypothesis.
In terms of question two, this research was driven by the desire to examine and
explain how social networking impacts on friendship and family relations. In other
words, this question sought to establish the why behind contemporary family relations
and subsequently determine if and how they are shaped by social networking. In
doing so it benefited from the explanatory function of qualitative research and its core
objective, which is, to examine a social phenomenon in terms of establishing the
underlying why behind its occurrence and the forces which influence it.

The explanatory function allowed the central issues of question two to be addressed.
For example, a small but growing body of literature (as outlined in chapter two) has
pointed to the negative impact of online communication with friends on active family
time. However, as already mentioned there remains a gap in our knowledge as to the
meanings family members give to family time and internet use. Drawing on the
explanatory function this research explored these meanings in an attempt to unpack if
indirect links such as possible changes in family relations have led to a drop in active
family time rather than the internet. Initial findings also point to a gender difference in
terms of parental concern about social networking but do not explain the why behind
this possible gender difference. The explanatory function allowed such questions to be
answered and was, as well as the generative function, an important tool for theory
development through the establishment of explanatory hypotheses. Therefore, as with
the generative function of qualitative research, it contributed to and was of particular
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significance to the new, emergent and poorly-defined territory of contemporary youth
social relations.

The central questions of this research and the functions employed to answer them
demonstrate that it is, as is typically the case of qualitative research, concerned with
seeing the world through the eyes of those being studied (Bryman, 2008). However,
representing participants’ vision of the world is a complex process which never can be
completely represented. It is created by and evolves from the research process and the
relationship between the researched, the research and the researcher. The research
account, the fruit of this relationship, is ‘ultimately screened through the eyes of the
narrator’ (Kingdon, 2005: 623) and so the voices of those researched do not speak by
themselves but are filtered through the researcher’s interpretation and decisions
relating to what to present and leave out in terms of evidence (Reinharz, 1992). These
limitations, which are coined by Denzin and Lincoln (1998) as ‘the crisis of
representation’, form the forefront of postmodernist criticism.

The process of reflexivity, can however, be employed as a way of addressing these
limitations. Reflexivity involves the researcher reflecting on their thoughts, actions
and activities during the research process. This reflection involves an engagement in
the ‘self- awareness of how they impact and transform the research they undertake’
(Kingdon, 2005, 622). This contrasts with the positivist-orientated quantitative
approach and its belief that a particular phenomenon can be studied without
researcher influence in a value-free framework. Instead the reflexive researcher does
not eliminate their effects on the research by taking for granted the neutrality of their
role but rather understands that they change the situation by being in it. This leads to
the questioning and examination of their research methods and findings (Cooper,
2008, Mason 2002). Thus reflexivity, in turn, serves as a qualitative research tool, not
merely for the researcher to be narcissistic, but to produce better research results,
scientific knowledge and add value to the entire research process. Reflexivity is
something which enriches the whole research process.

On reflection the researcher’s multiple backgrounds did have an impact on the
research process. Overall this impact was extremely positive. For example, she was
well known in the local rural community for her community development work. Over
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the years prior to the study she had built up a reputation for trust and confidentiality
among the local residents through her work with the Community Association, as
Chairperson of the local youth club and as Board of Governor with a local school.
Being known in the community undoubtedly was advantageous in accessing schools
and families. A stranger in the locality might have been met with greater suspicion
which may have slowed and/or adversely affected participation. As a parent of five
children she had a good understanding of how to engage with children and could
understand the challenges faced by rural parents.

However, knowing the research participants could have a negative impact on the
research in that the researcher could have significant preconceptions about the sample
population and the data produced. Nevertheless, while the researcher had some
knowledge of the young participants and their families (as could be expected in a
close-knit rural community) she knew little if anything of the young people’s social
circles and relationships.

3.3 Linking methodology and methods
Methods are determined by the selected methodology as they are deeply linked to it.
Brewer (2000) clearly illustrates this connection explaining that methods are technical
rules defining research procedures and methodology is ‘the broad theoretical and
philosophical framework into which these procedural rules fit’ (2000:2). Therefore
while the qualitative research toolkit comprises of several commonly used methods
such as; observation, in-depth individual interviews, focus groups, biographical
methods and narratives and the analysis of documents and texts (Snape and Spencer,
2008) the methods used in any particular piece of research should reflect the
philosophical basis of the selected methodology concerning ontology (the nature of
the social world and what can be known about it) and epistemology (the nature of
knowledge and how it can be obtained) (Brewer, 2000).

As illustrated in the previous sections, interactive communication, between young
people and their parents, young people and their friends and young people and their
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online networks is the central focus running through this research. According to
Foster and Bochner (2008:85-86).), ‘to think about, theorize, investigate, write, or
perform the constitutive qualities of communication is to inhabit the world of social
constructionism; to root one’s work in social construction is to plant one’s feet
squarely in the world of interactive communication.’

Therefore, it is the social

manner of interactive communication among people that negotiates the reality and the
meanings they give to their lives. In short, the study of interactive communication is
the study of how the social world is socially constructed.

From a social constructionist perspective the meaning that comes about from this
communication is not inherent but varies between cultures, groups and individuals
(Harris, 2008). For example, interactions and the ways individuals make sense of their
lives are culturally and historically determined and dependent on the social and
economic climate (Burr, 1995; Best, 2008). Therefore, constructions of social
relations at one particular cultural or historical point will differ from those at another
time or place. This is because individuals are bom into a culture where particular
conceptual frameworks and categories to make sense of the world already exist. As
we begin to speak and use language we acquire these concepts and constructs through
the process of socialization. The sense-making process is reproduced constantly as
people share their experiences with others through communication and language.

While interactions and sense making are culturally determined, they are not static in
nature but constantly changing. Therefore, the meanings people give to their social
relations are multiple and varied as they are constructed in this dynamic social
context. Hence social relations will not have a single meaning in a particular culture
as this meaning is constantly changing over time. Similarly, different meanings about
social relations are likely to exist among the same peer group, within a particular
community or between parents and young people. The researcher also adds to the ever
changing nature of meanings from their attempts to uncover them during an
interactive process between the researcher and the researched. The researcher is a part
of and not separate from the sense- making process with the meanings captured being
socially constructed in a dialogue between the researcher and the participants.
Therefore while reflexivity is useful to qualitative research in general, it has a special
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place within social constructionism research because it is at the very heart of this
approach (Easterby- Smith et al., 2004).

Despite the distinct characteristics outlined above, social constructionism is by no
means a straight forward perspective but rather a ‘mosaic’ comprising many
variations (Gubrium and Holstein, 2008) and is divided ‘paradigmatically and
historically’ encompassing separate waves which represent differing assumptions on
the precise nature of reality and the actual way meanings are constructed (Hruby,
2001).

For example, while the original wave sees reality as the interplay and

inextricable connection between what objectively exists (independent of individual
perceptions of it) and what individuals socially construct (Berger and Lukmann, 1966)
a second wave, invokes an alternative and extreme postmodern position, narrowly
viewing reality as socially constructed and not existing outside of social interaction.

Given such distinctions, it is important that confusion is avoided by clearly
identifying the brand of social constructionism being employed in a particular study
(Harris, 2008). In terms of this research the postmodern strain of social
constructionism was not relevant or helpful. For example, one aspect of this research
was an interest in the meaning parents gave to their children’s online friendships and
it is likely that some parents are not part of this online interaction. From an extreme
postmodernist constructionist position (there is no objective reality beyond what is
socially constructed (Nielsen, 1990) these parents could not determine a reality from
this contemporary social practice. In order to discover the meaning that parents gave
to these online interactions the original, milder wave of social constructionism, was
more beneficial and allowed this research to engage with parents as well as young
people.

Based on the original social constructionist perspective this research took the
ontological stance that there is an independent reality but it is only knowable through
the meanings that people socially construct. Epistemologically, in terms of how it is
possible to know about the world, it was based on the assumption that the researcher
and the social world impact on each other and what can be known is obtained using
the participant’s and the researcher’s own understanding. These philosophical
underpinnings dictate that interactional, conversation based methods are central to
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understanding how people invent structures to make sense of their experiences (Burr,
1995) while non-interactional methods such as an analysis of documents and texts are
inappropriate ways to capture the meanings people socially construct. Nevertheless,
given the target population not all interactional methods were appropriate. For
example, while the biographical method commonly involves the researcher talking to
the participant to obtain data, it was not suitable for this research as the focus was not
on retrospective, historical accounts of older people but on young people’s here and
now experiences.

Focus groups and in-depth interviews were selected and were appropriate for the
study population to discuss current youth social relations. The section that follows
describes how these methods relate to the central questions of this research. This
separation of methods and methodology does not represent the two as disconnected
entities but rather is intended solely for the purpose of clarity and the logical flow of
the chapter.

3.4 Methods
Focus groups relate to peer-communication and display the social context of how, in
terms of a particular topic, people articulate and modify their ideas in relation to the
rest of the group. This method was employed for phase one (research question one)
and was used to determine the nature of social bonds among young people, as formed
through social networking. This research question was about the meaning young
people gave to online interaction at the group level. It was important to capture this
broad collective construction of meaning about social networking because young
people engage in this popular contemporary social practice, not in isolation, but as
part of a network. Similarly, parents of young social networking users, while not
necessarily as closely networked together as young people, are capable of reflecting
on their children’s use of social networking and collectively producing socially
constructed meanings in relation to this. The focus group method allowed for such
meanings to be captured. According to Puig et al., (2008) a focus group is the most
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effective environment to investigate how meanings are constructed in the collective
sense.

While the data obtained from the focus group was formed by group interaction the
second method, the in-depth interview, generated more intense and personal accounts,
offered meaning in the personal context and allowed issues to be explored in more
depth and detail (Ritchie, 2008).

A ‘journey’ takes place during the in-depth

interview during which knowledge is not discovered or ‘mined’ but created and
negotiated as the interviewer and the interviewee travel together (Kvale, 1996). This
journey produces a fine tuned and personal account of meaning at the individual level.
As such it allowed for the assessment of the impact of social networking on family
relations and friendship. Thus the in-depth interview method was used for phase two
and answered the second (more individually pitched) research question: is social
networking affecting the traditional concept of friendship and family relations?

Given that intemet/social networking use was the central focus of the investigation,
consideration was given to the use of a computer mediated, third method. Computer
mediated research has many advantages. For example, it requires less rapport building
as traditional research with personal differences between the researcher and the
researched (such as; gender, ethnicity and class) less visible (Hesse- Biber and heavy,
2006). Such issues of difference have the ability to ‘intrude on’ or ‘enhance’ the data
collection (Lewis, 2008:66). Certain topics of investigation have been found to benefit
from this method such as eating disorders where a face-to-face interview (and the
presence of a physical body which the participant may be ashamed of) may not help
the research process (Skarderud, 2003). However, four factors influenced the decision
that this research topic, contemporary social and family relations, would not benefit
from a computer-mediated method. Firstly, difficulties could arise for the researcher,
who is unaware of tone and body language as he or she attempts to relate to
respondents ‘without bodies’ (Ryen, 2004: 236 as cited in Silverman, 2007).
Secondly, respondents could also find the virtual research experience empty and their
contribution to it undervalued due to its impersonal nature (Hesse- Biber and Leavy,
2006). Thirdly, when the researcher’s presence is overt in the online setting
participants have a reluctance to disclose confidential or explicit details in the same
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way they would when the researcher’s presence is covert (Hudson and Bruckman,
2004). Fourthly, during the pilot focus groups it became apparent that young people
regularly fraped7 each other. This could have consequences regarding reliable data
and analysis as well as managing informed consent.

In order to maximize this method’s advantages and minimize its pitfalls an email
approach was used not as a stand alone method but as an extension and follow up to
the ‘in- person research’ of the focus group and in-depth interviews. Following these,
participants were invited to contact the researcher via email to make additional
comments about the issues raised. To facilitate this, an email address was set up for
the duration of the research. This ‘after the event opportunity’ proved useful for some
respondents who were uncomfortable to disclose information in front of their peers in
the focus group setting or parents in the in-depth interviews. It offered them the
ability to the share with the researcher private and confidential information on a part
of their life that they found difficult to openly talk to others about (this is returned to
later in section which are discussed in more detail in section 3.4.2).

In sum, nine focus groups were carried out (following the five pilot focus groups
3.4.1) prior to the in-depth interviews to provide data that subsequently shaped and
informed the interview. As the purpose of the focus groups was to lay the foundations
for the in-depth interviews, the main method from which the bulk of the data was
gathered, it was not a condition of the research that focus group participants must also
participate in the interviews. Nevertheless, as is described later in this chapter some
participants did participate in both phases. The following section presents an account
of these phases including a fuller description of the methods used including any
inherent limitations and details how these were overcome.

3.4.1 Phase one- the focus groups
The focus group is an interview on a specific topic carried out by a moderator or
facilitator involving multiple respondents at the one time (Hesse-Biber and Leavy,

7 Young people define Frape as facebook rape when someone uses another person’s password goes
onto i\\z\r facebook and pretends to be that person.
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2006). This is more than simply a group interview (which tends to be a quick and
cost efficient way to get access to simultaneous views) because it specifically uses
group interaction as part of the method (Brymann, 2008). Therefore, focus groups are
a way of learning about ideas and opinions of a group of people who in the process of
this interaction produce an extensive range of information (Basch, 1987). They have
particular appeal to research into everyday topics to which respondents have not
previously given much thought to (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006) such as internet use
which is perceived by young people as a mundane social practice (Valentine and
Halloway, 2001). The focus group was an effective way to yield thorough
explanations through opening up young people’s thoughts on this topic whilst
allowing them to describe their experiences, discuss these with others and create and
refine their own meanings.

There are a number of reasons why focus groups are particularly useful to youth
research. Firstly, the peer group is important to young people as evident by the fact
that they spend much of their time in groups (Dwivedi, 1993; Hennessy and Heary,
2002). Secondly, there is less pressure on the young person to respond to a specific
question should they not fully understand it or be able to relate it to their own
experience (Lewis, 1992). Thirdly, the interaction produced in the group lends itself
to the production of honest responses, something a one-to-one research encounter may
lack as individually young people may tailor their responses to fit with what they feel
the researcher wants to hear (Donaldson, 1978).

However, while the focus group may produce an open response from young
participants this advantage may be overshadowed by the impact of peer pressure.
Young people may respond in a particular way in order to obtain additional credibility
among their peers. Therefore, while group interaction is a positive feature of this
method there is also the possibility that some participants may not give their own
opinions but rather reflect those of other group members (Lewis, 1992). While this
may be useful in terms of reflecting the prominent ideas of the group and the social
construction of ideas through peer interaction, it has also led to questions around the
generation of data due to the impact of what Hesse- Biber and Leavy (2006) term the
‘group effect.’
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However, with young people spending much of their time in groups the impact of the
‘group effect’ is for them a reality in itself as it has a direct consequence on everyday
life. Attempts should not therefore be made to factor it out of the focus group.
Nevertheless, it is important to be aware that the group effect varies depending on the
group’s composition. For example, a friendship group will produce a different group
effect to a group of strangers. The inclusion of existing friends in the focus group,
compared to a group of strangers encourages a free expression of ideas from the
offset, bypasses the initial phases of group behaviour, requires less control and
intervention on the part of the researcher, and consequently leads to a valuable and
productive way of obtaining data (Lewis, 1992; Davis and Jones, 1996; Watson and
Robertson, 1996). Yet it has been reported that within friendship groups the impact of
peer pressure is increased in comparison to a group who are unknown to each other
(Spethmann, 1992). Other factors may also stem from the group’s composition and
influence the generation of data. For example, in relation to gender a mixed gender
approach is effective for younger children (9-11) but in terms of teenagers it
contributes to opposing agendas during focus groups (Davis and Jones, 1996).
In order to establish what type of group composition was most effective for this
research five pilot focus groups were carried out; a group of all boys, a group of all
girls, a mixed gender group, a group of existing friends and a group of young people
who were unknown to each other. While none of the data from these groups were
used in the analysis they raised a number of issues. Firstly, it became apparent that a
gender difference appeared to exist in relation to enthusiasm about participating in the
group discussions. In contrast to the girls group, the boys group demonstrated a
reluctance to enter into discussion and their focus group was more facilitator-led.
However, the mixed gender group engaged well and this combination was effective in
terms of producing naturally flowing discussion while still including both genders.
Friendship groups also lent themselves to lively discussions while the group of non
friends was reluctant to openly discuss issues and required constant direction during
most of the focus group. These pilots indicated that given the topic of investigation
and the age range of the study population that the most effective approach was to
invite participants who were already familiar with each other (such as those in the
same class at school.)
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Different techniques were used as the pilots progressed and these demonstrated that
discussion was improved by the use of specific practical tasks such as, ice-breakers,
paired exercises, a flip chart exercise based on a specially commissioned cartoon (see
appendix one) and the logging onto the young people’s actual social networking
website. This practical exercise was only permitted in the youth club and was not used
in the schools due to their ban on social networking on school premises. The choice of
venue also had particular significance in relation to the focus groups. For example, the
pilot focus groups which were held in the classroom setting lacked the capacity to put
the young people at ease in the same way as those held in the informal and more
relaxed environment of the youth club did. In the classroom there was the perception
that the focus group was a ‘school exercise’ as evident by the frequent use of the word
‘Miss’ in participants’ responses. Therefore this indicated that the focus groups should
be held in an informal part of the school such as the canteen.

Following these pilots the main focus groups were carried out (nine in total). Four
were conducted with young people on their own and included children from the same
class, a group of all males, a group of all females, a mixed gender group (not close
friends) and a mixed gender group (of close friends). An additional (fifth) youth focus
group was held in a youth club which consisted of a mixed gender group of young
people who did not go to the same school but had known each other through the youth
club. The next three included parents only. These consisted of a group of all fathers, a
group of all mothers and a mixed gender group of parents. As the research progressed
it was decided to carry out an additional (ninth) focus group with teachers as the
young people had revealed that online friendship was closely interwoven with school
friendship and the school environment. Table 3.1 provides a summary of the focus
group compositions.

The topic guide for focus group discussion included (as shown in appendix two)
issues relating to social networking use such as: what young people use it for, what is
the nature of core group of online friends, its benefits and disadvantages, how friends

Throughout the internet literature various cartoons have been used usually depicting the 'social' or
‘asocial’ nature of the internet. None has come to light on the use of social networking among young
people. Therefore a cartoon was specially commissioned for this research.
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are created, the role of strangers in online communication, the function of online
photos and factors influencing the acceptance and requesting of new friends.

Table 3.1 Focus group composition
Focus group

Source

Gender

Friend status

1

Same class

Mixed gender

random selection

2

Same class

All girls

random selection

3

Same class

All boys

random selection

4

Same class

Mixed gender

close friends

5

Youth Club

Mixed gender

different schools

6

Parents

All fathers

random selection

7

Parents

All mothers

random selection

8

Parents

Mixed gender

random selection

9

Teachers

Mixed gender

open invitation

3.4.2 Phase Two -the in-depth interviews
Focus groups are well suited to research which combines them with other qualitative
methods (Morgan, 1997; Vaughn et ah, 1996). The second method involving in-depth
interviews were a natural follow up to the focus groups. The themes which emerged
from the interaction within the focus groups formed the basis for the questions asked
in the in-depth interviews. While the interviews were based on the initial topics
discussed in the focus groups these evolved and were refined as new issues emerged
as the interviews progressed.

With an emphasis on the personal context of the individual more so than the group,
the in-depth interview takes the shape of a particular kind of conversation between the
interviewer and the interviewee (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006; Burgess, 1984).
However, this bares only a little similarity to a normal conversation because there are
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two main differences, which are the objectives of the interview and the roles taken by
the interviewer and the interviewees (Hesse- Biber and Leavy, 2006). Unlike a normal
conversation, both do not equally engage in the communication process and questions
are asked by the interviewer who then takes the role of an active listener. This role
fulfills a distinct objective to uncover inimitable, crucial knowledge from an
individual through their perception of the social world and their thick descriptions of
social life (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006).

There are three types of in-depth interviews. The specific approach to questioning
undertaken by an interviewer varies between the structured interview, the semistructured interview and the open-ended interview. The structured interview is one
where the researcher asks each participant the same set of questions. The end result is
the production of data which has a high degree of standardization. While this aids
comparison and generalization it does not allow for the conversation to stray in
unexpected directions and therefore possibly misses out on a full understanding of the
interviewee’s unique experiences and perceptions. This contrasts with the open-ended
interview where the researcher has a few broad questions and the interviewee largely
takes control of the discussion.
This research adopted the more flexible, middle ground approach to interviewing as
offered by the semi-structured interview. As such, the questions guided the interview
but in a loose way. This allowed new topics, as well as pre-conceived ones, to emerge
from a naturally flowing conversation. Thus the interviewee answered the central
questions but also generated new ideas, unique accounts and individual perspectives.
As already mentioned at the beginning of the chapter the generation of new ideas was
necessary considering that little knowledge exists on youth social relations,
particularly, the quality of virtual relations and their impact on the family and
friendship.

The interviews were carried out in pairs of parent-youth combinations with a total of
36 interviews conducted. The interview reflected on the young person’s place in the
family unit, growing up but not quite independent, and was based on the notion that
adults’ decisions and systems of beliefs shape youth experiences (Halfacree, 1993).
Young people and parents were interviewed together and then separately (i.e. 12
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interviews with young people, 12 interviews with parents and 12 interviews with
parent and child combined). This approach provided good scope for individual depth
while at the same time afforded the research an opportunity to see how ideas
developed among the pairs (Snape and Spencer, 2003).

The ‘after the event’ opportunity (already mentioned in section 3.4) to add more detail
to their interview by email proved particularly useful for some participants. For
example, one participant who had a speech impediment used the follow up email to
add additional comments when she returned home after her interview. In addition, it
served as an effective way for some participants to add to the research because they
simply overlooked making a particular point in the midst of the research encounter.

3.5 Ethical issues involved in focus groups and in-depth interviewing
The focus groups and in-depth interviews were conducted according to the standards
set out in the Queen’s University Belfast’s Code of Good Conduct in Research and its
Policy on the Ethical Approval of Research. They were also guided by the principles
set out by OFMDFM (Connolly, 2003). As a result care was taken to ensure that both
were ‘conducted in a professional manner characterised by openness, honesty and
objectivity’ (Connolly, 2003:7) and thus ‘ensure the well-being and protection of all
those involved, so that their participation in research is a positive experience’ (QUB
Policy on the Ethical Approval of Research: para.3.2). Consideration was given to
issues including privacy, free and informed consent and data protection. The research
received ethical approval from the School’s Research Ethics Committee (16lh of
December 2009).

A number of ethical issues potentially arose from the focus groups and in-depth
interviews. While not in itself a sensitive topic, emerging social relations, did involve
asking questions about people’s private and personal lives. For example, sensitive
issues such as death, divorce, illness and cyber bullying4 were discussed during the
research. In preparation, prior to the focus groups and interviews being conducted, a
9 Cyber bullying was discussed in a general sense (in that participants referred to people they knew that
were victims of bullying. However, none of the participants revealed that they had been cyber bullied.
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contact list with details of relevant support agencies was given to all participants. This
list included contact details for Childline which can support children who are victims
of abuse or at risk from harm.

Such caution had to be exercised as this research was non-psychotherapeutic and
without the ‘ethical license’ to delve into deeper and possibly disturbing issues which
were best left repressed (Kvale and Brinkman 2009:75). While it may be good for
participants to tell their story, there was the possibility of harming people even
indirectly by talking about emotional areas of their life. This research was cognizant
of the ethical dilemma that this presented. The objective was to obtain rich and deep
evidence that went beyond ‘scratching the surface’, and yet ensure it was ‘respectful’
to participants at all times and avoided ‘trespassing’ them (Kvale and Brinkman,
2009: 174).10 As such this research was implemented with the overall goal of
protecting others, minimising harm, and seeking to ‘increase the sum of good in the
world’ (Israel and Hay, 2006: 2). It sought to contribute to a wider knowledge of
emerging social relations and allow the voices of young people, a marginalized group,
to speak.

In response to child protection guidelines the research was designed to ensure that the
researcher was at no time alone with the young people (this is discussed further in
section 7.6). This served as a safeguard for the young people and also the researcher.
For example, in the school setting the research took place in the canteen area where
there were, while not listening to the detail of the discussion, always members of staff
in the background. This was also the case during the interviews which took place in a
designated room in the community association premises during normal office hours.
During this time the premises were used by parents, members of the public, staff and
committee members.

In terms of responding to disclosures of abuse the NSPCC (2013) recommend that
researchers stop the research until he or she is satisfied that the child’s safety is
resumed. This research was mindful of the researcher’s responsibility on this matter.

10 Kvale and Brinkman (2009) base this on Fog’s (2004) fonnulation of the ethical dilemma.
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However, none of the young people disclosed that they were at any risk of harm or
disclosed having been abused in the past.

3.6 Data Analysis

The cyclical nature of qualitative research allows for the research to evolve and
change direction in light of emerging data (Patton, 2003). Mindful of this, the process
of analysis began right at the beginning of the research. Literally at the end of the first
pilot focus group transcription began, and this was analysed to identify themes
through a process of reading and rereading. This process continued and was in parallel
to an ongoing literature review and continuous data collection.

As social constructionist research reflexivity was embedded in the entire research
process, however, particular attention was paid to reflexive practice in the data
analysis process. Mason (2002) describes the place of reflexivity data analysis, ‘a
reflexive reading will locate you as part of the data you have gathered...you will
probably see yourself as inevitability and inextricably implicated in the data
generation and interpretation processes, and you will therefore seek a reading of the
data which captures or expresses those relationships (2002:149).
All, except one of the research participants", were recorded using a digital voice
recorder. This was ‘highly desirable’ for documentation and later analysis as it
allowed full researcher attention to be given to the participant without the distraction
and intrusion of constant note taking, which alone cannot capture tone, hesitations and
language. (Kvale and Brinkman, 2009: 179). Nevertheless, points were jotted down
by the researcher as markers to return to and also to capture non-verbal data. Brief
focus group notes were also written after each. The data was reviewed as soon as
possible after the focus group sessions and in-depth interviews to facilitate the
addition of extra notes/details.
The only other non-digitally recorded data was that obtained through email. Despite
the fact it was not recorded this method still allowed for systematic record keeping.
All emails were copied into a separate transcript document and attached to the
11 One participant had a speech impediment and did not want to be recorded. Notes were taken for this
participant and due to her speech problem there was adequate time to capture her responses. She also
participated in the follow-up email correspondence.
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relevant data obtained earlier from the respondent. This email data was valuable in
terms of efficiency and its self transcribing nature meant it was there in black and
white, ‘ready for analysis’ the minute it was typed (Kvale and Brinkman, 2009:149).
Indeed the only edits made to these responses were to replace actual names with
pseudonyms

and

anonymise

any

other identifying

information to

ensure

confidentiality.

3.7 Site and Sample selection
The sample population for this research was young people in full- time education and
their parents. The selection criteria for the young people was that they were in the 1618 age range and lived at home with at least one parent or guardian12. The focus was
not on a very specific group of young people, such as, those in care, an ethnic
minority, of one particular religion or a certain social class. This broad focus dictated
that the possibilities for a suitable research site was almost endless and could
effectively have included any young person (aged 16-18) and their family.
However, as objective four of the research was to advance rural research with specific
reference to how social networking contributes to social capital for rural residents the
decision was taken to locate this research in a small rural community. The small rural
town of Kilkeel 13(in Co.Down) and its rural hinterland was selected for two main
•

*

reasons. Firstly, the young people living in Kilkeel face a number of social challenges
and this is illustrated by an increase in the number of agencies related to suicide,
drugs and alcohol operating in the area.14 Secondly, this area was well known to the
researcher and she had developed strong links with various groups due to her
involvement both in a voluntary and paid capacity in community development work
over the last twelve years. This was important as the researcher had built up a
reputation with local groups, assisted them with funding applications and had an

12 It should be noted that in the remainder of the document the term parent relates to parent or guardian.
Although the actual name of the area is disclosed in this thesis this in no way jeopardizes the
position of the participants and their anonymity is safe guarded throughout
14 The Public Initiative for the Prevention of Suicide and Self Hann has a strong presence in the
following a recent spate of youth suicides while a community organisation in the area has seven full
time staff dedicated to dealing with the increased problem of drugs and alcohol among the areas young
people.
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excellent knowledge of and working relationship with the key people who could assist
with recruitment, signposting, access and gate-keeping.

3.8 Recruitment and access

The parent only focus groups were carried out in the local community facility while
the youth focus groups were carried out in three High Schools in the area. All sixth
form pupils were invited to participate and letters were sent home to inform parents
about the aims of the study and the topics which were to be covered. A separate
section on this letter invited parents to participate in the parent focus groups. Initial
discussions were carried out with school principals about the aims of the study: from
these it was possible to gauge the accessibility of each school. These discussions were
favorable and predicted that pupils would welcome the research as a variation to their
timetabled day. Following a good pupil response a number of focus groups were
carried out in each school. In line with recommendations that focus groups should not
exceed eight (Finch and Lewis, 2008) the focus groups in this research had between
5-8 participants.
Two methods were used for the recruitment of pairs for in-depth interviews;
(1) through the schools-with the final section of the consent form inviting pupils
and parents to participate in the in-depth interviews at a later stage. However,
participant selection for the in-depth interviews was more complicated than for
the focus groups. Where the focus groups consisted of groups of random
parents and random youths, the in-depth interviews were carried out in pair
combinations. There had to be agreement from both the parent and young
person for them to be included in this stage of the research.
(2) through posters placed in community premises and a notice placed in the
community newsletter. This approach was useful as there was a deficit in the
number of pairs recruited compared to the number required.

Using a Community Association as a gatekeeper brings with it certain limitations. For
example, it would be naive to assume that marketing the research in this way reached
everyone in the sample site and a more realistic assumption would be that this was
read by a relatively small amount of people living in the area. However, as this was to
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make up for the deficit in numbers received via school recruitment, this limitation did
not impact too strongly on the overall recruitment and access process.

The pair combinations reflected the changing nature of the family. For example, nonbiological parents were included to reflect modern changes such as separation and the
creation of step families (Field, 2008). A total of thirty six interviews were carried
out to ensure a good representation of family types (with individuals being
interviewed separately and as part of their pair combination). As this number did not
exceed fifty it was within a manageable limit and reduced problems with data
collection and analysis (Ritchie et al., 2008).

The ability to use a pre-arranged setting is one of the interview’s main appeals
(Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2006). The choice of venue needed to be ‘conducive to
concentration’ something which may be lacking in the family home environment due
to the possible interference of radio, visitors, television and telephone (Legard et al.,
2003: 166). For this reason the in-depth interviews took place in the local community
premises.

3.9 Summary
This chapter demonstrates how a qualitative methodology was employed to
investigate the nature of contemporary youth social relations. This investigation was
located within the broad interpretative tradition and fitted, more precisely, within the
perspective of social constructionism.

The link between methodology and methods provided a rationale for the selection of
the focus groups used in phase one and the in-depth interviews employed in the
second phase. The central threads weaving the chapter together were the research
questions. The focus group was linked to the first research question which was
concerned with the nature of bonds sustained through social networking. The in-depth
interviews, on the other hand, allowed the second research question to be addressed
and gauge the impact of this contemporary social practice on friendship and family
relations. The final section of this chapter describes the practical nature of how these
questions were answered and documents how the research process was managed in
terms of access and recruitment.
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The following three chapters are based on an analysis of the data generated from the
focus groups and in-depth interviews. Taken together these chapters illustrate how
this data and the research encounter advance and deepen our understanding of
emerging social relations in contemporary society.
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CHAPTER FOUR
WE ARE ALL FRIENDS ONLINE NOWADAYS: but what contribution does
social networking make to friendship and individual youth social capital?

4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter begins to address the overall aim of the thesis, which is to investigate the
relationship between social networking among young people and individual, family
and community social capital.

More specifically, it fulfils objective one of the

research by considering the impact of social networking on young people’s individual
social capital. It reveals, from an analysis of the data, that online friendship and the
quality of bonds it sustains, is not a single entity but incorporates three categories of
relationships. These are inactive, bonding and linking friendships.

The chapter

evaluates the meaning these relationships have to the individual on a number of
levels.

Firstly, it examines the factors which influence a young person to set up a

social networking account and create online friends. Having discovered what purpose
online friendship serves for the young person, the chapter then progresses to consider
the effects of social networking on more traditional face to face friendships, the
individuals themselves in terms of social capital, and broader social relations in
physical place. The chapter summary illustrates the central and interlinked themes
relevant to youth social capital and social networking and considers the implications
these have for theory, society in general and the management of geographical space.

4.2 Setting up an account: the importance of the peer group
The following section shows the importance of the peer group and that the
individual’s relationship with it is the main driver for the young person to set up a
social networking account. Linked to the individual’s relationship with the peer group
are three influencing factors which make online activity among young people
fashionable. Firstly, social networking is a desirable product of youth consumer
culture used to demonstrate popularity. Secondly, it is a distinct product in the age of
personal communication, most frequently used when the individual has regular faceto-face contact with their peer group.

Thirdly, it provides two spaces for

communication, a private space usually inhabited by close friends and a public space
where information and photographs are exchanged with a larger network of friends.
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4.2.1 Popularity and acceptance amongst peers
While for young people setting up a social networking account is non-obligatory,
compared to going to school or doing homework, it is however, almost compulsory to
have an online presence in terms of peer pressure. This is summed up when Emma
says that:
‘You’re under so much pressure at school to have the right things,
the right phone, the right shoes and all. Having a profile and being
online is one of them. Because everyone strives to have these
things they become almost the norm and you stand out as
unpopular or weird if you don’t have them. ’ (PCI)1^
Thus social networking is much more than a means of communicating, it is a
desirable product in youth consumer culture which is used to ensure acceptance
among and popularity to the peer group.

While peer acceptance and being popular has always been important to young people
(Coleman, 1998), it has taken on a new public dimension in the social networking era.
This is because online friend lists display the precise number of friends each
individual has and also because this calculation reaches a wider audience than one
could offline. Popularity is no longer only visible to those physically present, such as
the school yard or the youth club, but more permanently as it transcends physical
space and time.

For young people the world of social networking offers the promise that their
popularity can be showcased through the size of their friend list. This list expands
rapidly during the initial weeks and months of having an account with frequent
requests to become friends and the accumulation of new friends gaining pace.
Subsequently the rate of accumulation of new friends reduces. This pattern is
highlighted in the discussion below:16

15 Abbreviations are explained as follows: GFG=Girls Focus Group, MFG=Mixed Focus Group, BFG=
Boys Focus Group. PFG =Parent Focus Group. TFG =Teacher Focus Group, COI =Child Only
Interview, PCI =Parent Child Interview and POI= Parent Only Interview.
16 In order to preserve the anonymity of the participants all the data contains fictional names.
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Janet: Yeah when you’re up and running you only add about one
maybe two proper requests every couple of months and like you
can’t count the usual crap you get from other countries like. If I
was only going on it now instead of about two years ago like
then it’d be different cus all my friends they’d all want me to be
adding them like all at the one time you know but it’s different
now cus they’re all on it.
Anne17: Is this the same for everybody?
William: Yeah pretty much everyone has a massive amount of
requests but then that falls after the... what would you call it?
The honeymoon period (laughter).... (MFG)

The post ‘honeymoon period’ is one in which requests dwindle and numbers of online
friends level off. Nevertheless, young people by this point commonly have several
hundred online friends and consequently these friends have a high impact in terms of
demonstrating popularity.

Participants discuss this inevitable slow down in requests with acceptance and a lack
of desire to increase their numbers of online friends. Instead it is those new to social
networking, such as younger children, who are often thought to place more
importance on the quantity of online friends. Mark and Rachel articulate this belief in
a mixed gender focus group:
Mark: Like I can laugh cus they try to get as many (online friends) as
possible and they don’t care who it is you know. And it has
gradually got younger and now there’s nine year olds and they’re
like add me hello and I’m like please don’t make me add you.
Rachel: Younger ones are more competitive when it comes to
facebook friends and they’re like I have more friends than you. Like
who actually cares?...........
Rachel goes on to attribute this competiveness to the fact that users are becoming
younger. She believes that it is because these children are under the age of fifteen that
they lack maturity and want to add as many online friends as possible:

17 In all the data presented throughout the thesis Anne is the researcher.
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Rachel: I wasn’t on it until I was about fifteen. I mind like I really
wanted Bebo and my mum wouldn’t let me have it and the big
reason was all the hype there was about it like. It was always on the
news and in the papers about how all these children were meeting up
with strangers. Like fifteen or sixteen is the right age to be on it. At
that point you’re clued in enough to know not to talk to certain
people and not to add certain people. But all the hype has died down
now and they’re going on younger and younger and come on at nine
and ten its all about numbers and so they don’t care who they add...
(MFG)

Contrary to Rachel’s claim that creating online friends in this ‘numbers game’ style
only applies to younger children, it becomes evident later in same gender focus
groups that the fascination with the numbers of online friends is just as relevant to her
cohort as it is to younger children. This is revealed in the following discussion among
this all girls group:
Paula: Yeah but you have to say more (online friends) looks better.
Michaela: I would be really prejudiced when I go onto a page and
they have got like one thousand friends and I’d think yeah they must
be really really cool.
Carroll: You would cus if they only had, I don’t know, ten friends
then you would say they must be really dodgy.......
Janet: When the amount of friends matters, mostly for me anyhow, is
when somebody wants to add me. And then I go onto their page and
see how many friends they have and if they hadn’t many like it
would influence me and like I would wonder about them. (GFG)

In sharp contrast to Rachel’s comments these girls confirm that it is important to have
large volumes of friends with large friend lists being perceived as a positive indicator
of social status. As such, the amount of friends added is used to demonstrate personal
popularity and measures the popularity of others. Thus the reality is that young people
are caught in a ‘number loop’ where an extensive range of online friends
demonstrates popularity. In turn others measure this popularity and it attracts new
online friends. The question is why is there a disparity (within mixed and single
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gender focus groups) between claims about the importance of numbers and actual
behaviours?

The answer to this is twofold: it stems from a desire by teenagers to label younger
children as immature and it is a product of the group effect. Firstly, teenagers
generally perceive those younger than them, even by just one year, as being less
mature than themselves (Livingstone, 2008).

By pointing this immaturity out

(through claims that younger children’s online friendships are only driven by
numbers) participants demonstrate their own maturity to the group (and distinguish
themselves from the younger group.)

Secondly, Rachel’s claims that numbers do not matter to her age group comes after
earlier comments by Mark, who says that:
‘some year 9 and 10s boast about the number of friends they have
and they probably don’t know half of them anyway. Everybody
knows boasters are really sad loners. It’s not cool to go on like that.’
(MFG)
In other words, Rachel’s comments are a product of the ‘group effect’ which causes
her to reflect Mark’s opinion. This is typical of mixed gender focus groups with
teenagers where participants tailor their response to fit what they believe will give
them additional credibility among the group (Davis and Jones, 1996). Thus the
importance of numbers is played down in mixed gender groups whereas in single
gender groups and in-depth interviews participants reflect more candidly about the
desire to have an extensive range of online friends and how this is linked to social
status.

4.2.2 A distinct activity in the age of personal communication

While some of the young people have previously dappled with other forms of digital
communication, such as Skype, social networking and mobile phone text messaging is
their two main methods of communication with close friends and the wider peer
group. They admit their reliance on facebook is greater than on their phones. They are
drawn to communication via social networking for the practical reason that it is an
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economic way to engage with the wider peer group. For example, Colleen outlines
that:

You can upload your pictures and see other people’s pictures
and play games, which I don’t much. And compared to
texting and sharing photos by mobile it’s all free. (COI)
In short social networking suits young people’s budgets, and is free in comparison to,
texting or sharing photos by mobile phone.

While this perception of social

networking as free is not entirely accurate, as it is only available in the first instance if
their parents subscribe to an internet account,18 it does explain the popularity of social
networking among young people.

4.2.3 Regular face-to-face contact determines usage
Not only does social networking make financial sense to young people but it also
reflects the individual’s relationship with the peer group more so than text messaging
by mobile phone. This distinction becomes clear when the different patterns of
facebook use is considered between term time and summer holidays.
During term time young people tend to use facebook more frequently not simply
because it is an activity intertwined with homework (something that is discussed later
in the chapter) but because they have daily interaction with the peer group. Aislin
points this out when she says, ‘when you are at school you’re in the zone more and
then over the summer you’re not as much so facebook is less important.’

This correlation between a decline in facebook use and the dispersion of the larger
peer group and subsequent lack of immersion in what Aislin terms in ‘the zone’
reinforces recent claims by Livingstone (2008) who observes that:

18 The majority of participants in the study had access to social networking through their home
computer. However as the study progressed some young people also had mobile access through smart
phones and black berries.
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‘social networking is about the ‘me’ in the sense that it reveals the self
embedded in the peer group, as known to and represented by others,
rather than the private ‘I’ known best by oneself.’(2008: 4)ly
Such claims support the longstanding argument of identity research where we present
ourselves depending on the situation, selecting from the twin concepts of self, one
when we are “on” for others (front stage) and another when we let down our guard
(back stage) (Goffman, 1959). Thus in summer ‘back stage’ takes prevalence for
young people and social networking, which is essentially the projection of ‘me’
known to the peer group, becomes less important as the school event and peer
interaction is removed.
Mindful that during the summer her friends use facebook less frequently, Janet, like
other young people in the study, prefers to contact them via text messaging on her
mobile phone. She perceives this as a more reliable way to get in touch with friends
especially when she wants to arrange to meet up with them. This is explained by Janet
when she says:
‘during the summer when I am doing other things like at work I
generally would text my friends especially if it was an important
message even though I have an ipad with facebook on it and
different other apps (applications), twitter, blog, mail and all. I
would still text them cus they mightn’t be on facebook for a week or
something and then they wouldn’t get it. So it would be too late.’
(GFG)
Similarly, during an interview with Connor one of his friends sends a text message to
his phone inquiring about football training which reads, ‘is der trainin 2nite’. When
asked why his friend chose to send him this as a text message and not facebook
Connor replies ‘he just knows 1 always have my mobile on me.’

These examples demonstrate that social networking has not replaced text messages
and that the two serve different purposes for young people.2" Social networking is an

19 Livingstone (2008) employs Mead’s (1934) classical distinction between the twin aspect of self, the
T and the ‘me’, to explain how social networking is essentially about how the individual projects the
me of self to the peer group and not ones private self.
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extension of the peer network, as it is, for example, not only about interacting with
one’s group of online friends, but also being able to view which friends are ‘live’ and
available for private chat, each other’s status, comments on friend’s wall, friend’s
recent activity such as changes to profile pictures or adding a new online friend. On
the other hand, mobile phones are associated with the individual and not the larger
peer group. Hence mobile phones are selected for direct communication especially
during the summer, when the message is urgent, as opposed to, logging onto facebook
to view the activity of the wider peer group.

4.2.4 Two spaces with two very different functions
With the summer as an exception, for the most part young people are drawn to social
networking because it is a ‘one stop shop’ where they share and receive photos,
comments and status updates between a large number of online friends while at the
same time view which of their friends are live and available for private (textual) chat.
Coleen explains that the appeal of social networking is twofold:
There are always friends online and you will always be able
to talk to someone. You can see who’s on private chat and
that’s handy if you want to have a private conversation with
your close mates. For the rest of them, you get to see what
they are saying, through their status updates and their
comments on people’s walls. (COI)

Thus social networking incorporates two spaces, occupied by two types of friends.
Firstly, on private chat close friends engage in textual communication on a one-to-one
basis which is removed from the rest of the online network. These close friends are
usually school friends. The nature of this private space and the bonds which are
cemented between friends are discussed in more detail throughout the chapter.

During the fieldwork only a small portion of participants had mobile access to social networking.
However it is likely that, given the rapid pace of technological development and the greater availability
of smart phones and blackberries the role of text messages by mobile phone and social networking is
less distinguishable.
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The public space is home to the rest of the online network, individuals who are added
as friends but only share a loose connection with each other. While this loosely
connected network, as shown earlier, draws young people in as a means of reinforcing
popularity it also fulfils a modem curiosity about a wide range of others. This
curiosity extends far beyond the immediate peer group (those known at school or
those who would be likely to connect with each other offline). Despite a lack of
relevance to their own lives young people continue to view details about a wide range
of others. For example, Aislin throughout her interview refers to facebook as,
‘a place to find out about people’ and ‘somewhere you see
what others are up to’ (PCI)

This running commentary of people’s lives is a blend of everyday and mundane
experiences, comments and opinions. It seems to represent a shift from previous
generations and ‘keeping tabs’ on, the rich and famous or those who featured in
‘Hello magazine, ’ or a select group of others, such as, the successful or spectacular,
to the following of ordinary people’s lives. While the curiosity about others has
always been an innate human preoccupation, social networking takes this to a new
level. This is a result of the immediate nature of online communication and the large
scale of the online network. For example, unlike previous times when curiosity was
limited to gossiping with, or about ones neighbours, in contemporary society
individuals can view detailed information about an extensive range of people, through
their social networking activity. It may be that this modem past time displaces time
spent watching television and reading magazines but of particular interest to this
thesis is if it displaces time spent with family and friends (face-to-face) or something
else? This question is returned to in the next chapter.

For the young people in the study connections with weak ties are welcomed because
these ties fulfill a desire to keep up to date with others. However, being part of a large
online network also has appeal because it creates an increased sense of belonging
(Arnold and Paulus, 2010). For example Coleen says:
‘When I first went on people said, ‘hey welcome onboard’
people from all over the place. People I didn’t even really
know but it was nice like I felt I belonged to something far
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bigger than the place I lived. That is the exciting thing for
young people, well ones round here any roads cus there’s not a
lot to do round here.’ (COI)
Coleen’s description of belonging to an online network that spreads beyond her
physical community reflects the rise of personal community (Wellman, 2003) as
discussed in chapter two. It also appears to suggest that rural youth, who typically see
rural life as dull (Matthews et al., 2000; Skelton, 2000) are drawn to personal
communities because their locality is unappealing.

However, young people throughout the study frequently report that the majority of
online friends in their personal community are inactive friends and as Rebecca says
are people who,
‘don’t really mean anything....you don’t talk to them online.’ (GFG)
Therefore while being well connected to a wide network of virtual friends increases a
sense of belonging to another place, beyond the bounded geographical place, this
sense of belonging is often only superficial.

In sum, social networking provides both the ‘place’ and ‘space’ for young people to
become better connected and extends the possibility for sociability among a large
network. In terms of the social capital benefit to the individual, does more information
about a wider range of people result in a greater stock of social capital than one could
accumulate offline? In order to answer this question it is first necessary to examine
what is different about online friendship to that of the pre-intemet era.

4.3 Social networking’s impact on the traditional concept of friendship

Creating an online friend is quite an effortless process, achieved by either receiving a
request to be added as a friend (direct from the potential friend), as a recommendation
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from the social networking website itself21 or alternatively by sending a request to a
potential friend. However, there is a disparity between creating and nurturing online
friendship and commonly from the entirety of a young person’s friend list, only a
small subset represent quality relationships. The section that follows considers how
this impacts on the traditional concept of friendship. It reveals that contemporary
friendship has taken on a new dimension with online friends created but not all
nurtured. Online friendship has stretched the definition of mutual friendship, having
friends has a new role, and social ties beyond the peer group are extended. Despite
these changes, school remains a continual source of close friendship, something that,
despite technological advances and growth of personal communication devices, links
online friendship to that of previous generations.

4.3.1 Stretching the definition of mutual friendship
Broadly speaking, young people decide to request a friend or accept a friend request if
they know the potential friend personally or if they share one or more mutual friends
with them. For the young people in the study it is those known to them at school that
forms the bulk of their initial online friends. Coleen explains how the entire school
year makes up a young person’s initial online friends:
Tt depends on how big the school you go to is like. People
usually add everyone in their year. If you go to a big school
you are probably off to a good start’ (PCI)
This core group of school friends opens up wider networks of online friends as Emma
describes,
T am happy to add people that are friends with my friends’. (PCI)

Nevertheless, mutual friends are added by some young people quite indiscriminately.
This is described by Lisa, who says:
Lisa: Most people don’t go over five hundred without adding friends
of friends of friends. If you are prepared to keep going you can go
over one thousand easy.
Anne: How is it easy?
21 Regularly websites such as facebook make their own friend recommendations sending users
notifications that users may know and wish to add a particular person.
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Lisa: When you go to a friend’s page and go down their list of
friends a pop up appears on their friend’s picture saying you have a
mutual friend with this person and something like would you like to
add them. If you hit request as friend another message will come up
saying friend request sent. Once you go on to this new friend’s page
the same thing happens. It really is as simple as that. (COI)
From Lisa’s account it becomes clear that as friendship circles enlarge the definition
of mutual friendship is stretched. As a result the link between many online friends
becomes more and more tenuous.

4,3.2 The new role of having friends

As shown earlier (section 4.2) young people are driven by a desire to build up online
profiles with sizable numbers of friends. The end result of this underlying pulse of
contemporary youth friendship is the accumulation of many friends which are
essentially only weak ties. It becomes possible to determine if these weak ties impact
on the traditional concept of friendship by comparing the practice of ‘having virtual
friends’ to ‘having offline friends’.

Traditionally, ‘having friends’ is something young people have always held as an
important way to create identity and ensure social inclusion and this has always
contrasted with ‘being friends’ and nurturing friendships in an active and emotionally
supportive way (Brannen et al., 2001). However, weak ties have greater importance
than in previous generations when having so many friends was less common or
possible. Previously, for example, it would have been unlikely for a young person to
touch base by telephone with hundreds of friends due to the time consuming process
associated with the individual telephone calls not to mention the cost.

Despite the fact that communication between online friends is instantaneous, having
an online friend does not necessarily denote active online communication. There is
more likelihood that the ‘pen pals’ of previous generations, despite the time
consuming process associated with hand written letters, the cost of postal deliveries
and the fact that friends had to wait weeks for letters to reach each other, experienced
an actual friendship development. This is because unlike pen pals of the pre internet
era, online friendships are not just ‘one-to-one’ but also ‘one to many’ and as such are
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limited in their scope to represent meaningful relationships between all online friends.
Rebecca explains the reality of having many ‘meaningless’ online friends:
Rebecca: Like people add you as a friend if say you are friends with
one of their friends. Its like what do you call it ....if you are mutual
friends and then you end up with loads and loads of friends.
Anne: is that good?
Rebecca: Well its ok cus usually you’ve heard your friend talk about
them and they’re not a stranger. They’re not like totally random or
from another country and stuff but mutual friends being added leads
big time to a massive list of friends who you don’t really know.
Anne: So are they friends?
Rebecca: Yeah suppose they are in a way. I know what you mean if
you want to call them friends they are not really friends in a real life
way because you don’t talk to them. Like you kind of know them
and maybe and see them places but you wouldn’t really go up to
them and you don’t talk online with them. They don’t really mean
anything. You still chat and stuff or write on the wall of your same
close friends. (GFG)
Beyond token screen-to-screen association, weak online ties are inactive friends and
share little online communication. In addition, these online friends have little meaning
off screen and Rebecca acknowledges that inactive online friends are not better or
even equivalent to what she terms ‘real life’ friends. Therefore, the actual direct
friendship benefit for the individual appears minimal.

However, as shown earlier, inactive online friends have an important role in young
people’s lives in terms of status and providing the individual with an increased sense
of self value and popularity. Additionally, weak ties provide leverage to other things,
such as, reduced boredom, an increased sense of belonging and new information,
which at some point may be useful. Therefore, while inactive online friends have little
direct friendship benefit, they indirectly benefit a young person’s social capital, not
singularly but collectively through being part of the large network.
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4.3.3 Extending social ties beyond the peer group

Online friendship is not exclusively youth-to-youth but incorporates links also to
‘business type’ friends including local organisations, businesses and people with
business facebook accounts. As these stretch beyond the peer group, such links do not
fit with the bonding friends whose real life encounters spill onto the internet. Nor are
they similar to friends in the larger online network who share little meaningful
communication, but are nonetheless often mutual friends who originate from the
individual’s connection with the larger peer group.

Linking friends, while fewer in number in comparison to the total number of online
friends, are very different to the larger body of online friends which originate from the
peer group. The discussion below illuminates the nature of linking friendship:
Anne: Why is social networking popular do you think?
Mark: 1 think that it’s just needed for people living now. You have
so many ways of staying in touch with your friends and so many
possibilities about making new friends and you need to know
everything about them. But you need also to be friendly with so
many different people, I mean teachers, youth leaders, people from
Church because it’s just so handy and if you ever need anything you
are more or less sure someone will help you.
Yvonne: There is a guy round here, well he is actually a politician,
and he is big into facebook and he keeps all the young people on
board and he always writes up what’s happening at council
meetings....
Mark: Like my brother was doing geography coursework and he
wanted photos of the town and he just facebooked him (the
politician) and he sent a message out to everybody to send photos
they had to him and then he (my brother) got like over and above
what he needed.
Yvonne: Oh how cool.
Anne: Do you consider him as a friend?
Mark: Well sort of but like not in a close sense, he’s only a facebook
friend but you could rely on him if you needed something.
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Gerard: Facebook is all about having loads of people added and you
never know when they will come in handy for something you need.
(MFG)

From this focus group excerpt it becomes clear that when youth friendship is stretched
beyond the peer group two main differences are apparent between ‘online linking
friends’ and the majority of online friends. Firstly, they have a unique role to play in
providing new information and as such they are not ‘social friends’ but ‘instrumental
friends’. These online friends are instrumental because they are often fuelled by a
desire to achieve something else and are a means to an end. This is usually specific
information and as developed in section 4.4, the value of this information lies in the
fact that it is additional to that available from networks of close friends. However,
despite the occasional request for specific information, such as, that related to
homework, these links are not regularly activated by young people and remain largely
dormant.
Secondly, as linking friends are purely ‘informational friends’ they are not created to
further personal relations and friendship. Therefore, unlike the more social bonding
friendships discussed earlier, these links are not about relationship building and are
not nurtured to the point that personal matters are discussed. Thus linking friends,
while similar to the majority of online friends, in that they are created from the desire
to connect with a wide range of others, are distinctly different and reflect an
exploitive and instrumental dimension of contemporary friendship. This is not one
way but people cooperate usually because they are getting something out of the
transaction. For example, a politician’s online friend list is not only a fairly good
indicator of potential voters in their constituency but also an additional means of
canvassing during election time.

While young people’s online links with those outside the peer group seems to
represent a notable shift towards a more individualistic society the question then
arises, do these links add to or detract from the individual’s social capital? This
question is considered in section 4.4 which examines the social capital outcome of
online friendship.
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4.3.4 School still a major source of close friendship
While online friendship has stretched the definition of mutual friendship, promoted
the practice of having friends and extended social ties beyond the peer group, school
still remains a fundamental source of friendship both virtually and offline.

The

importance of school to friendship is illustrated by Jack and Martell.
Anne: Do you chat with all your facebook friends?
Jack: No way cus like you would add people cus they know some of
your friends but you never talk to them they’re just random people
Martell: Yeah definitely all your facebook friends aren’t real friends
like. 1 mean not like your friends you know and see all the time. It’s
the ones you chat to in real life that you facebook all the time
Jack: Your friends are the ones that you have round here like in
school 1 mean if you don’t have any friends in school you just won’t
have any friends. Like 1 mean even living beside you you’re not
going to have them as friends. They’ll have their own friends at
school. Real friends are different to facebook friends like you could
have tonnes of online friends but that means nothing if you haven’t
got school friends. Without school friends you have zero friends.
Usually it’s school friends that you would talk to on facebook at
night and that.
Martell: Like if you have no friends at school facebook won’t make
up for it.
Anne: What makes a good friend?
Martell: Trust mostly. People you definitely know will not slabber
(gossip) behind your back. (MFC)

The discussion above underscores two important points. Firstly, it highlights the
importance of interaction at school for generating trust between young people and
subsequently forming bonding friendships both in school and online. As such, these
findings corroborate existing knowledge on social networking (Haythomwaite, 2005;
Valkenburg et al., 2006), showing also that active communication between online
friends is with those who are already existing friends rather than strangers. While the
bulk of online friends may be inactive, representing weak bridging ties, it is the active
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bonding friendships that play the most vital role in young people’s lives and in the
same way as in previous generations these are formed in school (Mayall, 2001.)

Secondly, with regular interaction and trusting relations, school is a fertile
environment, more so than the local neighbourhood, for the development of bonding
friendships. Jack explains that simply knowing other young people from his
neighbourhood does not necessarily predetermine his friendship with them as they are
more likely to ‘have their own friends from school.’

Following this logic through the

likelihood of strong local friendships between those who are from the same
neighbourhood but attend different schools decreases even further (Weller, 2007;
Putnam, 2000) as school takes primacy over neighbourhood in creating and sustaining
youth friendships.

While this points to local, non-school social relations as being weak and fragmented,
it provides little evidence to suggest that the internet is responsible for the lack of
vibrancy of non-school relations. If anything the contrary is true and the internet has a
‘social’ impact on young people’s lives, at least for those who are still in education.
The friends who matter most online are the same friends who are most important at
school. Therefore claims that the internet is ‘asocial’ (Turkle, 1995; Nie, 2001;
Lenhart et ah, 2001; Thurow and Nir, 2000; Sanders et ah, 2000; Katz and Aspden,
1997; Mitchell, 2004) is unfounded, at least in terms of young people’s use of social
networking, as it does not lure them away from real life relationships. It, in contrast, is
an additional means to communicate with school friends and appears to have replaced
the telephone of earlier generations.

While previously close school friendships were reconvened by lengthy conversations
on the telephone, through social networking close school friendships now spill into
cyberspace. This is described by Rachel and Yvonne:
Rachel: You chat on face book and MSN about the things that
happened that day or things you’ve just done in the evening. You go
on like automatically when you go home from school or hockey
22

" All young people (now aged 16-18) in the study transferred to secondary school by process of academic selection ( 11 plus).
Depending on a successful outcome in this process they could potentially have attended a number of schools outside their
neighbourhood. A negative result limited school choice to one local school that did not use academic selection. Consequently
out of the three schools that took part in the study only one school comprised entirely of pupils from the study area.
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practice and that and you would just talk about what you got up to
and what happened.
Yvonne: Yeah like we were at hockey last night and then we went on
(facebook) when we got home. That’s what you do when you get
home its automatic.
Anne: What about?
Rachel: Nonsense really, just silly stuff cus you run out of things to
say then you send jokes and that as well. It depends, for me it’s like
whatever happened that day or what you have to do for homework.
Like if you don’t see them you won’t really chat. Like over the
summer holidays you’re not really on as much. (MFG)
This excerpt illustrates that regular face-to-face encounters and spending time with
friends during the school day encourages an ‘automatic’ reconnection through
facebook on returning home. Therefore, online bonding friendships are dependent on
place based interaction and when this ceases so too does the tendency to nurture
online even close school friendships. Subsequently, during the summer holidays,
online communication becomes less important as school is closed and many close
school friends see less of each other. As such, while social networking extends
communication between bonding school friends this benefit is only semi permanent
(during school term dates).

The evidence in this study provides two reasons why this benefit is transitory. Social
networking is closely intertwined with homework and largely dependent on the
interaction within the peer group during term time. Firstly, as Connor explains
homework and social networking are activities which are performed in tandem:
Connor: I just go on it when I’m bored
Anne: Can you explain more?
Connor: Yeah like it’s when I get home cus I don’t really be
bothered going on it when I’m out and about doing something. It’s
when I get home and I’m in my room I go on it. When I’m doing my
homework I’m like ok I’ll just see who’s on and I’m like oh hello.
And because you’re always on the computer when you’re doing
homework it’s tempting just to check every ten minutes or so to see
who is live. You can see from the boxes down the left hand side of
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the screen when they are green you know your friend is on. I’m on
facebook mostly when I am doing my homework or when I’m bored
and I have nothing else to do. It’s such a big distraction when you
are doing your homework (COI)
Connor, like many others in the study, illustrates that social networking is a
distraction from the task of homework. This distraction is related to the fact that
homework is a computer based activity (and therefore that facebook is immediately
accessible). Young people speak about homework as something which grounds them
at their computer, often in their bedrooms, causing them to frequently dip online to
check which of their friends are ‘live.’ Therefore social networking is often used as a
platform for school friends to procrastinate about homework. When homework is
eliminated from young people’s daily routines the desire to connect with school
friends decreases. Secondly, this decrease in social networking among school friends
can also be explained by the dispersion of the larger peer group as Aislin points out,
‘when you are at school you’re in the zone more and then over the summer you’re not
as much so facebook is less important.’ As school has traditionally provided the
required ‘place’ for close friendships to develop, the question then emerges, what
additional dimension does social networking between bonding friends add to the
individual’s social capital? This is considered in the following section.

In sum, the expansion of the ‘mutual’ friend network combined with the modern
compulsion to ‘have friends’ has led to the individual amassing a very large body of
inactive online friends. Most of these stem from the peer group and are very different
to the small subsets of strategically chosen non-peer connections and close bonding
school friends. In order to determine the social capital outcome of the individual’s
large online network, it is necessary to consider what resources are obtained from the
different types of online friendships, bonding, linking and inactive relationships.

4.4 The social capital outcome of social networking
As demonstrated in chapter two social capital is not always a positive benefit to
everyone. Social capital can produce a number of negative outcomes. For example,
for those outside the network it can signify exclusion (Fortes, 1998; Field, 2008). This
darker side of social capital is considered later in the thesis (section 6.2.4). In the
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meantime, as the connections that extend from the peer group make the individual’s
online network an inclusive space, where friends are added quite randomly, the focus
of inquiry is on the positive attributes of online social capital. In the sections that
follow the positive benefit of social networking to the individual is considered.

4.4.1 Direct social capital benefits
Online communication between close friends is a direct social capital benefit for
young people. During term time close school friendships are nurtured online, and
while this is mainly a trivial recap of the school day, it does also serve as an essential
support in more stressful times, such as, during examinations. Janet and her friends
speak about the therapeutic value of social networking in stressful situations:
Janet: Especially round exam time and you’re revising, or suppose
to, you get a sort of comfort that someone is as bogged off as you.
Paula: Yep when you’re cracking up in your room you get relief
from the fact that you’re not the only one doing nothing or feeling
the way you do.
Janet: When you facebook it’s all written and it’s totally out of your
system. Then you can see what’s happening more clearly cus you
can read what you’re saying and when you’ve so much in your head
there’s no other way you can deal with it.
Amanda: Yeah you can’t tell your family cus they don’t really get it
like and so facebook is the best way you can cope like. (GFG)

The above extract highlights two unique attributes of online friendship which directly
benefits the individual through the promotion of health and well being. Online
friendship encourages communication between friends and this has added value to
face-to-face communication because it is textual. Firstly, communication with
intimate friends is therapeutic and has an important function in ensuring good mental
health and well being (Brown and Harris, 1978; Allan, 1989; Hall et al., 1999;
Sherboume, et al., 1995). The young people in this study report that during
examinations online communication through social networking is not about support
with revision, but rather is a form of counselling provided by and accessed by close
friends.
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Secondly, writing has been described as the process of thinking (Steigler, 2010) and
as far back as the time of Freud was recognised as having the capability to reorganize
thoughts and feelings (Bucci, 1995). Social networking is, apart from the visual
sharing of photographs, largely a textual form of communication where young people
frequently write comments and status updates. However, it is private online chat with
the combination of private and textual communication that can be most beneficial.
This benefit can outdo that of in-person contact in particular situations. Writing down
one’s thoughts is therapeutic following a traumatic experience (cognitive change
theory) or more generally for people who are uncomfortable or reluctant to share their
feelings in conversation with others (inhibition theory) (Graybeal, 2002). Thus social
networking not only encourages more communication between friends, which is good
in itself for health and well being, but more specifically, due to its textual nature helps
to clarify thinking.
While young people generally have to be probed to reveal in-depth personal details
about their own life, stories of other people’s experiences and lives do tend to emerge
more openly (Holland, 2007). For example, as the discussion below highlights
Amanda and her friends speak candidly about one of their close friend’s (who is not
part of the focus group) recent experience. They reveal how they used facebook to
provide her with emotional support after the death of her mother.
Amanda: A girl in our school’s mum passed away recently and the
chat between her and us on facebook was really deep and we were
consoling her through it and she was devastated. I think it really
helped her cope, I do. And it was comforting for her to let it all out
without actually seeing everyone in person.
Paula: If you had to go and knock on her door you would kind of not
know if she was up for people calling and then there’d be the thing
with not knowing what to say to the rest of the ones in her house.
But facebook was good and she was able to like draw on support
from us at a time when she really needed her friends. (GFG)
In this example, social networking is selected as the medium for supporting their
friend as opposed to in-person contact. They opt for this online platform to discuss
grief and offer support while remaining at a distance and circumventing any
awkwardness of in-person contact. The value of computer mediated communication
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as an alternative to communication in a face-to-face setting has been previously noted
not specifically in relation to death but in terms of internet research (Skarderud,
2003). In this instance the benefit of a visit to the girl’s home and quality of the
associated interaction is questionable. Whether or not the social awkwardness these
girls report is about growing up, more so than a response to death, by remaining
intimate, albeit at a distance, this online peer support is valuable. Some have found it
can be equal to professional sessions delivered by counsellors via the telephone or the
internet (Fukkink, 2010).

The value of social networking to health and well-being beyond death and sadness has
been reported by teenagers in relation to sex and relationships, depression, eating
disorders and alcohol addiction (Gould et al., 2002; Leung, 2007; Santor et al., 2007).
However, these other experiences may not require the same level of peer support as
the sadness connected to death does. When an individual experiences the death of a
loved one he or she often experiences a break away from everyday routines and
interactions. This makes death a ‘critical moment’ for the bereaved (Giddens, 1991)
and other more typical-teenage issues such as examinations seem less acute.
Therefore online peer-counselling during bereavement is all the more valuable.
Additionally, given that mourning is increasingly moving online with deceased
people’s facebook profiles becoming memorial sites (Kasket, 2012) it is likely that
bereaved individuals will find comfort from the large online network as well as closer
friends on private chat.

Notwithstanding social networking’s therapeutic power in a wide range of stressful
situations that young people find themselves in, it is notable that online
communication’s value to examination stress was only reported in the focus groups.
This relates to the peer setting of the focus group and the ‘group effect’ impact on
discussion. When the ‘group effect’ is cancelled out young people do indeed reveal
during the more private setting of the in-depth interview that online support is
common not merely during examination revision periods but also when family
members are ill.
Emma: like the whole family were really worried because my sister
was going through tests....She was quite ill.
Anne: did you speak with your friends about it?
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Emma: Yeah but only two of my closest friends but not much in
school like in front of the others, more at home using private chat.
We never actually talked about why that was but I think they knew
I’d have burst into tears thinking or talking about it in school. They
were always kind to me and tried to cheer me up. (COI)
Here social networking is a coping strategy for Emma when faced with her sister’s
illness. There are similarities in this account and that of Amanda who feels socially
awkward in dealing with the death of her close friend’s mother. Emma’s friends also
are unsure what to say about the illness and so decide not to talk about it in school and
find it easier to do so online. In these two very different situations peer support is not
provided publicly, either in the school environment (in Emma’s case) or in the
bereaved girl’s house, but privately on facebook. Therefore facebook by overcoming
the social awkwardness of in-person contact allows peer support, from bonding
friends to flourish.

These examples of death and sibling illnesses are very different to the collective peer
group experience of examinations. During examinations while online friends increase
communication this is unlikely to displace active family time.2;! This is because during
examinations family is considered, as Amanda puts it, to not ‘really get it’. Therefore,
it appears that during examinations social networking has merely replaced other forms
of communication between friends, such as chatting on the telephone and not family
communication.

While the impact of social networking on active family time during examination is
minimal, the impact on active family time during critical moments may be greater.
This is because unlike examinations, critical moments are a whole family unit
experience. During this time while support may be given by a combination of family
and friends (non-family), support from friends has its own appeal, demanding less
pressure to ‘remain or appear strong’ which can often be the case as far as family is
concerned. In addition, to being able to reveal the true extent of one’s feelings to
friends, online friends provide the additional benefit of ‘textual therapy.’ Given this

2 ’ As described in chapter one strand of internet research has focused on the displacement of family
time by online activities, distinguishing between active family (time actually spent together engaged in
communication) as opposed to inactive (time together but not engaged in communication).
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appeal of online friendship it is necessary to examine the contemporary family and
their experience of critical moments. In other words, in relation to family critical
moments does direct support by friends through social networking, merge with and
supplements active family time, or does it infringe on it? (This question is returned to
in chapter five.)

In sum, the nature of online communication between close friends yields a direct
social capital benefit to the individual. However, this benefit is derived from and
accessed by only a small sub-set of young people’s online friends who are engaged in
the process of ‘being friends,’ compared to the extensive category of inactive friends.
Nevertheless, social networking provides a textual therapy that was unavailable to
bonding friends in the pre internet era. Textual therapy has a positive impact on health
and wellbeing and appears to have replaced the ‘talking therapy’ previous generations
relied on.
This shift from ‘talking’ to ‘textual’ therapy is not a symptom of a depersonalised
modem society. Textual therapy between bonding friends depends on regular inperson contact. The textual benefit of social networking is unavailable without an
investment in personal relations. Therefore social networking is not depersonalizing
modem life and social relations. What is happening is despite the ease of connection
with anyone anywhere it is social relations in physical place that remain the most
significant factor for young people to directly benefit their social capital.

4.4.2

Non peer group links: the short term social capital benefit

While bonding friends provide a direct social capital benefit through private textual
communication (from peer group friends) young people also source direct bridging
social capital benefits online (from outside the peer group) without maintaining an
actual in-person friendship. These bridging friends are not confidants but
acquaintances who provide information. While these links, do provide a direct social
capital benefit to the individual it is only short term. Such links are easily created and
equally effortlessly dissolved.

This short term nature of linking online with others outside the peer group is
explained by Sean:
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I actually plan to get rid of her (delete his female politician friend)
cus 1 don’t need her now. I only added her for my cousin. He was
having no joy getting a new wheelchair but only for her she got the
ball rolling. I get updates from her but I don’t really even read them
now. I am actually going to delete her when I get round to it. (PCI)
Sean’s online friendship with this female politician has served its purpose. He now
ignores the facebook updates and information he receives from her. He now, unlike
when he was trying to help his younger cousin access a new outdoor powered
wheelchair, questions her relevance as a friend. He describes in a detached fashion
that he plans to delete her altogether. This supports recent findings that facebook is
more likely to be a forum for the discussion of public/civic issues between individuals
who discuss such matters offline. When such discussions do not take place offline
they are less likely to take place online (English, 2013).
However, when young people have an offline connection with their online linking
friends sometimes tensions occur. Asymmetrical power relations can enter the
relationship. For example, Michaela and Carroll discuss the downside of having a
teacher as an online friend:
Anne: Would you ever add teachers?
Michaela: Yes we have added certain teachers that we are not going
to name, not a good idea.
Carroll: It’s so easy to go on facebook and rant about a teacher and
say things like I so hate her or whatever but then even if you haven’t
them added but you have other teachers added they will tell them. It
has happened and people end up getting shouted at and stuff....
Paula: I think it is a platform for speech but you do need to watch
what you’re saying on it more so than in conversation even on the
phone or texting.
Anne: why?
Janet: it’s so different. On facebook you could so easily offend
someone because you are writing your opinion that you have about
someone and that’s different from saying something really personal.
Anne: Why?
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Janet: Well for one you could maybe deny you said it to start off
with. But on facebook they know you have said it and they know it
has to be them you’re talking about and it’s there for everyone else
to read....
(MFG)
Unlike other linking friends, such as politicians, teachers have a daily offline
connection with young people. Throughout this study young people report that often
interwoven in the daily chat sessions that recap the school day are negative comments
about teachers. This is problematic because even if this teacher is not their facebook
friend, they risk that another teacher who they have added as a friend, will report
comments made online back to the teacher in question. When the power imbalance in
the teacher-pupil relationships and the public nature of online communication are
combined these online friendships are doomed to fail from the offset.

In response schools have put policies in place against teacher-pupil-yhceftooA:
friendships. Sheila (a mother of four) a secretary in a secondary school highlights:
Sheila: before the end of term the principal asked all staff and
teachers to delete anyone under eighteen off their friend list as a way
of obviously protecting children and us as staff also.’(POI)
In secondary level schools Facebook often presents a constant threat.

This is explained by a group of teachers, who are staff at a school which has no
formal policy in place regarding teacher-pupil online friendships.
Gerard: As an adult and a professional if you communicate with
young people through facebook and the likes you are leaving
yourself open. Even without friending a child you can be really
innocently victimised on facebook. We had a recent incident
involving the vice principal where a smart Alec pupil superimposed
VP’s photo from the school website onto a scanty dressed woman in
a white bikini. They can’t do that now as there are blockers on the
website and no images can be altered unless you are an authorised
member of staff. But anyway this spread through facebook like
wildfire and you can imagine the distress it brought to the VP. (TFG)
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Gerard explains that teachers often feel threatened that information they share with
others online (not necessarily just pupils) about themselves can be easily generated
through wider networks of online friends. This example helps us understand
Michaela’s reference to linking online with teachers as ‘not a good idea.’ It may lead
to a negative situation (for her in terms of punishment) and is also a ‘risky business’
for teachers (in terms of victimisation by pupils). Additionally, without even having a
facebook account a teacher may become the butt of a pupil’s prank, which when
transferred online spreads extensively through the pupil’s social networking contacts
and gives the prank greater impact and the teacher greater humiliation. In this instance
it is a female teacher, the school’s Vice Principal, who is victimised. This resonates
with recent reports that females experience a defining amount of online abuse (Nagle,
2013).

It is not hard to understand why current pupils and teachers tend not to be facebook
friends and that online friendships sometimes develop between past pupils (who have
progressed to further/higher education or employment). Rosie and her friends are past
pupils who request a former male teacher as an online friend in order to obtain help
with their future studies. More specifically, his friendship is a resource Rosie and
friends hope to use in as they settle in to university. She says:
Rosie: Well I actually requested my biology teacher before school
broke up.
Anne: Why?
Rosie: I want to do Bio chemistry at Queens (a local university), if I
get in, he (her biology teacher) has told us to stay in touch and he is
the sort of person that would help you. It’s like he has such a broad
knowledge about everything so I suppose it’s for security. Two of
my friends have applied for the same course and they have added
him too. He’s big into facebook but he doesn’t request people. But if
you request him he will add you ok. We are all really good friends
with him. That’s what happens when you do A -levels your teachers
talk to you differently than if you were in year 8 or 9 and they
become more like a friend. (COI)
This teacher is, a ‘just in case or security friend,’ added to smooth the transition from
the smaller teacher-led environment of school to the larger university environment.
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Rosie’s two school friends have also added the same teacher, displaying that close
friends often have mutual goals (Samela-Aro and Kiuru, 2006). In this instance the
mutual goal is to have an academic backup and it is fulfilled by social networking.
The teacher becomes a mutual friend and key to helping achieve this goal. No doubt
that once these girls become accustomed to their degree programme they will,
continue to use social networking as it is an activity ‘ubiquitous among students’
(Hew, 2011:663). However, given that such links are easily severed, as demonstrated
by Sean, the benefit to the girls’ social capital will probably only be short-term. It is
likely that they will delete their teacher-friend. This prediction is validated by the fact
that, while universities have embraced facebook as a learning tool, students still
predominately associate it with sociability and not learning (Hew, 2011).

In contrast, the social capital benefit can be more enduring, than links with politicians
and former teachers, when these links are with organisations and businesses (non
people friends) from which information is welcomed on a long term basis. From her
total 480 friends Una has 19 linking online friends. One of these is a dress hire shop:
Anne: why did you add the lady from the hire shop?
Una: Well round the time of the formal last year I added her because
I wanted to see her updates. It was things like special offers or things
like what evenings she would have free appointments. Now I’m not
interested in that as much but I still love to see what new dresses she
has in.
Anne: do you consider yourself to be a friend of the business or the
lady?
Una: Neither they are not your friend but you are connected with
them. People link to loads of ‘businesses type’ friends because they
all have a facebook account now, football clubs, garden centres, toy
stores, night clubs.
Anne: how do you feel about businesses knowing what you have on
facebook?
Una: It is not a worry because they have so many people added and
they are not going to really focus on what one person is getting up to.
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You don’t mean anything to them apart from the fact that they want
to get their message out to you in order to get your custom. (COI)

Two features of ‘business type’ friends become apparent. Firstly, ‘business type’
friends perceive young people as customers and are uninterested in them as
individuals. In other words, young people feel confident that ‘business type’ friends
are not using social networking as a window into their social lives. Secondly, unlike
politicians and other ‘people type’ friends ‘business type’ friends are not usually
contacted by young people for specific information. Rather information flows in one
direction: from the business to the young person. For example, Coleen explains that
she has:
Toads of friends added that aren’t people, like I have night clubs and
bars added and that way I know who is going to be playing in them
and what type of drink promotions they will have on’.
Contemporary friendship is no longer confined to personal relations but is a mixture
of various connections, some of which are purely informational. Therefore, while a
person (an individual business owner) has set up the account this type of online
friendship is based on notifications of promotional offers and events. Interwoven in
this new dimension of friendship is a clever marketing strategy pitched at today’s
young people, ‘generation M,’ who typically read less printed text and are reading
more online (Roberts, et al., 2005).

Una’s lack of strong connection with the lady that owns the dress hire shop is
matched with the fact that they have no close connection offline. In contrast, Olive
who is significantly involved in her local sports club explains:
I have the camogie"4 club added as a friend and then I get to see all
the things happening and it helps me plan out what is coming up.
When they update it comes up as a newsfeed. If you missed training
all you have to do is log on and usually that night Geraldine (her
sports coach) will have it updated.
Anne: do you consider the club as a friend?

24 Camogie is a female sport played in Ireland.
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Olive: Yeah if you have a hundred friends and you add it then it becomes that
you have 101 friends so yeah they are a friend. I suppose they are more of a
proper friend than the hairdresser, she’s just a business I added. (COI)

Olive’s associates the club as a ‘proper’ online friend and this contrasts with her other
linking friends (i.e. the hairdresser) who are not social friends but purely
informational friends. Therefore, online linking social capital is not a homogenous
concept. It ranges in quality, from friendships with a short life-span (i.e. those
between politicians and young people) to those which are long term and embedded in
flesh and blood offline friendships (i.e. those between sports clubs and young people).

In sum, young people often forge links with others outside their peer group in order to
gain access to specific information. In doing so young people directly enhance their
bridging social capital. This benefit is, however, not a long term one. It is short lived
due to the fact that it is driven by a desire for information rather than friendship. Such
connections are extremely fragile and easily terminated. As such, the linking social
capital generated is comparable to a Google search for information, not friendship in
the traditional sense. In this way contemporary friendship is, unlike that of previous
generations, when such a wide range of linking friends were inaccessible, opening up
routes to new linking social capital. Nevertheless, it also facilitates more self-interest,
exploitation and ambition than friendship did in previous generations.

However, youth-organisation links are less individualistic and social capital is
distributed to the organisation and the individual through a mutually beneficial
ongoing connection. Organisations can reach young people in an era where
organisational vibrancy is declining (Putnam, 2000), and in turn, the young person is
always kept well informed about activities and events.

Overall the biggest change social networking brings to contemporary friendship is the
individual’s capacity to directly maintain and nurture their own stock of social capital.
Through social networking the possibility to develop online linking friends is limitless
and connections with young people and professionals, businesses and organizations
are now possible. Consequently youth social capital incorporates vertical links with
dissimilar online friends as well as horizontal links to the peer group.
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This seems to represent a notable shift in terms of the family as a hub of linking social
capital. Previously links were made with disparate friends in terms of age and
occupation, through different generations and types of ‘friends of the family dropping
in’ or visiting each others homes. Thus, linking social capital was embedded in family
social capital. Nowadays these links with disparate others are not representative of
‘family friends’ but created independently of the family by young people themselves.
As in the social networking era linking friends seem to bypass the family, what then is
the impact on the contemporary family? This is returned to in chapter five which
considers whether online linking social capital adds to or detracts from family social
capital.

4.4.3 The indirect benefit of inactive online friends
Apart from linking friends and bonding friends, the remaining social capital value of
the large online network is indirect. These fringe or indirect benefits (as revealed in
section 4.2) are a product of the desire to go online and accumulate large numbers of
online friends. For example, the individual benefits from status reinforcement, which
is both internal (in that it increases the individual’s sense of self worth) and external
(in that the individual can manage how others see them through a continuous
invention and reinvention of themselves). In addition, to assisting with identity
management, online friendship can simply just increase a sense of belonging to a
large network. This is something which is especially attractive to young people who
are geographically isolated, such as, rural youth (see section 4.2) and others who are
restricted from socialising with friends through illness or illness of a family
member."

Browsing through inactive friends’ profiles alleviates boredom, which

may be a good thing for the young person, however as youth boredom is often
associated with homework, it may from an educational point of view, be a negative
outcome.

4.4.3

Unused social capital

25 The cystic Fibrosis Trust claim that facebook opens up a new world of online friendship to those who
are house bound (The Guardian, 2011).
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Individuals also benefit from belonging to the large weak online network as it
produces extra information normally unavailable from their network of close friends
(Granovetter, 1973).

Social capital can be, as discussed in chapter two, either

bridging (information produced from weak ties) or bonding (emotional support
produced from close bonds). As young people share ongoing information among
extensive numbers of weak ties it appears that social networking has the potential to
increase bridging social capital to almost endless possibilities. However, this optimum
environment for bridging social capital to develop is not fully ulitised by young
people. In other words, the large online network of weak online friends generates
what becomes an unused pool of social capital.

This pool of social capital remains largely unused because, as mentioned earlier,
social networking is about two types of communication in two very different online
spaces. Colleen (section 4.2.4) refers to private chat as communication between close
friends and this is distinctly different to the public space where comments are posted,
statuses updated and photos uploaded. In this second space, which is generally
inhabited by weaker ties, information production is ongoing and easily accessible.
However, this information is largely irrelevant and lacks context. For example, during
Malachy’s interview, he reads aloud a status update from one of his weak online
friends in which she reports:

T definitely caught something... mouth tastes like crap, headache,
burning stomach, double vision.... Must be the new Wine Flu."
(COI)

Malachy struggles to understand if this comment is a joke or his online friend is
unwell after a night out. He concludes that:

‘it probably means something to some of her friends.’ (COI)

While young people continue to enjoy finding out about others, the social capital
outcome of the weak online network is minimal, especially when compared to linking
and bonding friends (who provide more direct social capital benefits). Inactive
friends, who for young people account for the majority of all their online friends,
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often share information which is unspecific and lacks context. Through social
networking young people can potentially have their own ‘personal community,’ as
described in (section 4.2.4), but in reality it is not an ‘online community’ where
members use the ‘context, resources and opportunities...to expand awareness of
themselves and other members’ (Aceto et al., 2010). Rather it is a group of weak ties
who, merely engage in the process of ‘information gazing.’ Unlike traditional
bridging friends (in the offline sense), this ‘gazing’ does not purposively create social
capital through ‘information seeking.’

This notion of ‘information gazing’ resonates with Carr’s (2011) claim that the
internet is creating surface reading habits (promoting the skipping from screen to
screen, and a lack of attention and reflection) as opposed to the deeper reading
associated with printed materials. While reading as an activity is not the remit of this
research, and Carr’s work is unconnected to online friendship, the surface/deep
differentiation resonates with online friendship. Young people skip from online
updates from large volumes of online friends with little chance for reflection.
Therefore, surface friends are in abundance online. With little fluidity between the
categories of online friendship these surface friendships rarely convert into deeper
friendships.

Notwithstanding the fact that young people report spending hours on social
networking sites their social capital benefit is largely unchangeable. For example,
unused social capital does not convert into bonding social capital as the majority of
online communication is from people with little understanding of each other, and is
detached from physical place, tone and body language.

The end result is often

misinterpretation, as Richard explains:
Like your status its written so people who maybe don’t really know
the way you go on might think you are being serious when you are
not. Or think you are joking when you are serious. Things like lol
(laugh out loud) after a comment doesn’t really do it cus people now
just put lol at the end of every message. If you say something in the
cafe or the chippy people get your meaning cus they see you and can
26 The lack of physical context has been also reported to limit email communication (Ryen. 2004;
Silverman. 2007).
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hear the way you are saying it. Yeah I think there is a big potential
for people who don’t really know you to get the wrong end of the
stick on face book like. (MFG)
Therefore, in one way young people are really well connected virtually, but this does
not compensate for place-based connections which yield a better understanding of
others. Such misinterpretation may have unintended and serious consequences during
critical moments when bonding friends rely on textual therapy for support. This is
returned to in chapter five, which revisits textual therapy, comparing it to in-person
support offered by family members.

In fact, in some instances, the online space is somewhere that misinterpretation may
end a weak friendship and any bridging social capital potential it has. Kyle found this
out when she wrote a message on the wall of one of her online friends. Kyle describes
her contact with this friend as motivated by a genuine desire to cheer her up:
Kyle: One girl in my year got pregnant and she has a wee girl now.
Well my best friend is really friendly with her and that’s how 1 knew
she was going through a bad time. I wrote something on her wall to
cheer her up.
Anne: What did you write?
Kyle: I just wrote happy mothers day, totally only meaning well, but
she didn’t take it that way. She replied you are so childish you need
to grow the fuck up’
Anne: Did you try to explain?
Kyle: No she deleted me. So I thought what’s the point? (COI)
It is likely that this misunderstanding is linked to bad timing on Kyle’s behalf and this
led to the abrupt end to the friendship. However, what can be gleaned from this is
that efforts to strengthen tenuous links may be thwarted by misunderstandings and it
is isolation rather than social capital that is often magnified.

In sum, the social capital benefit of online friendship can be described as a continuum.
This ranges from direct (maximum benefit), to indirect (mid range benefit) and
unused benefits (low benefit). This section reveals that the maximum benefits are
directly and purposefully obtained by individual’s bonding and linking social capital.
Young people recognise that these direct benefits bring important improvements to
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their lives. At the middle point of the continuum sits bridging social capital and the
indirect or fringe benefits of belonging to the large online network. The final lowest
point of the continuum is unused benefits which are an untapped social capital
resource. In terms of policy development and improving young peoples’ lives, the
large network has such a loose connection and so potential benefits are difficult to
harness. However, policy makers should pay attention to the textual therapy between
close friends and the direct social capital benefit it provides. This is something that
will be considered further in chapter seven.

4.5 What is the consequence of virtual space for social relations in physical
place?
Attention now turns to the consequence social networking has on face-to-face
relations in the locale. It is revealed that social norms have changed, in terms of how
individuals form social relations based on where they live. For example, opportunities
for face-to-face interaction have declined, especially in relation to the practice of
visiting each others’ homes. However, social networking alone is not responsible for
this decline but is a further symptom of changing norms. While social networking
may be limited in reviving traditional neighbourhood-based social relations it does
have a key role in nurturing friendships among young people who share a common
interest or a shared experience and this is not linked to their geographical community
of residence but rather to their personal community.

4.5.1 A further symptom of changing social norms not a cause
Despite the lack of friendship benefit between weak online ties young people continue
to waste time, usually when bored, browsing through photos, status updates and
comments from online friends. Thus the question emerges: does browsing through
inactive friends’ profiles cause a time displacement in terms of traditional face to face
communication in geographical place? In the section that follows, this question
(regarding time displacement) is examined in different social contexts, firstly within
youth-youth relations and secondly in terms of youth social relations with neighbours.
In terms of youth-family relationships this question is returned to in chapter five.
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As shown earlier (section 4.2) ‘ keeping tabs’ on what others are getting up to on
facebook helps alleviate the boredom of daily life, especially the task of homework
during term time. However, it is often an activity which is a last resort for young
people, undertaken when they have nothing else to do. For example, Coleen says:
‘no one is going to sit in and go on facebook if there is the chance to
go out and have fun with their friends.’ (COI)
And similarly Mark explains:
facebook is something extra that connects you with other people
but it’s not better than seeing them and going places with them’.
(MFG)
Therefore it seems that in terms of youth-youth relations social networking does not
contribute to the erosion of traditional place-based relations between young people
and their close friends.

While inactive online friendships do not erode traditional relations among young
people themselves, the question emerges, does time spent browsing through contacts
(often several hundreds in total) reduce time available to spend sustaining connections
with neighbours? Determining if such activity infringes on time spent with neighbours
is, however, a difficult task. This difficulty stems from the fact that for young people
the peer group takes prevalence over other relationships (Halpren, 2005). As such,
their connections beyond the peer group with neighbours (especially older people)
will appear weak, particularly when measured by associational life. For example,
young people are poorly represented in voluntary and religious participation, and
similarly, older person’s connections with youth will appear weak as they are poorly
represented in activities undertaken by young people. As such, weak intergenerational relations could be misconstrued as an ill effect of technology when in
fact it is simply related to patterns of social relations that have always been apparent.
It makes sense therefore to gauge the vibrancy of inter-generational place-based
relations by examining informal get-togethers between neighbours and friends rather
than focusing only on formal associational involvement (Spencer and Pahl, 2006).

With reference to informal contact with neighbours in their locale young people
reveal only minimal connections. For example, the practice of visiting others’ homes
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in their neighbourhood is something the young people in the study find most strange,
for example, Martin says that:
‘if 1 was to go and visit people it would be too weird I would feel
awkward and they would probably think what is he after?.’

This is in sharp contrast to recollections from parents who describe regular visiting
patterns between neighbours when they were growing up. For example, Delores a
mother of two recalls that:
‘a wide range of neighbours and their children visited our house all
the time. We played outside to all hours while they (the visitors and
her parents) talked and laughed inside.’ (PCI)
Delores has fond memories (which may be a little nostalgic and rose tinted) of
connections with her neighbours and their children. She feels that people are unable to
connect with others, beyond the family home, as she did when growing up. She
continues:
‘I am too committed to my children, making sure they have
everything they need.

I definitely couldn’t be entertaining

neighbours to all hours at night. I have to get things sorted for going
to work. I suppose my parents didn’t have the same outlook. People
have moved away from visiting and all that and when they do they
have been properly invited and it is arranged well in advance.’ (PCI)
This demonstrates that the decline in visiting between neighbours is linked to the
changing role of mothers in the home and the shift from the male-breadwinner to the
female/homemaker arrangement (Daly, 2005) described in chapter two (section 2.4).

However, this decline in visiting patterns seems to be caused by broader family
changes rather than simply the changing role of mothers. Fathers give similar
accounts to Delores, claiming they would like to see more of their neighbours, but as
Robert says, his busy lifestyle makes this impossible:
T simply don’t have the time, spending time with my family and
providing for them comes first not my neighbours’. (PCI)

These accounts indicate that the practice of regular visiting has diminished and
modem living and work commitments have resulted in a shift in community norms to
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the extent that neighbours are less prepared to visit or be visited. For example, many
young people find the concept of visiting neighbours totally alien, while parents find
the possibility of hosting visitors, especially unplanned ones, as an infringement on
their already overly busy lives. Therefore, the decline in local interaction with others
appears to be driven by changing social norms (Boase et al; 2006) and the claim that
time spent with online friends impacts on time available to devote to intragenerational relations, cannot be made. Rather social networking and having
connections with a wide online network is not causing a decline in time spent with
neighbours. Instead it is another symptom of changing social norms. Nevertheless,
while there is no effective displacement, traditional social relations are fragmented
and what can be clearly stated is that social networking is limited in reviving the
overall decline in connections between neighbours. This is not surprising, given that
the likelihood of having a social networking profile is ‘highest among 16-24 year olds
it decreases with age’ (OFCOM, 2008) and almost half of those over the age of fifty
five have never been online at all (BBC Report, 2011) .

4.5.2 The importance of physical nodes of personal community
The seasonal differences in social networking use (that are discussed earlier in the
chapter) highlight that physical interaction is extremely important to the desire to
reconnect with friends online. This is also demonstrated by the fact that during the
summer there are flurries of more intense social networking activity, especially prior
to and after an event, such as, the beach party Allison and her friends attend. It is
striking that when the larger school peer group is set to reconvene and young people
re-enter the ‘zone’ more frequent social networking resumes. Allison recalls that her
friends were:
‘all on the days before the party, all talking about what they were
planning to wear and then afterwards for the next few days looking
at all the photos but then the interest died down again’.
Once again the importance of physical interaction to virtual communication is
underscored and similar to term time it is broadly ‘here and now’ friendships which

27 44% of over 55s in the UK have never been online according to figures from the BBC charity ‘Give
an Hour"
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are nurtured, with less social networking time devoted to those which are not
activated through face-to-face interaction.

During the summer, just as in term time place-based interaction, such as through a
work environment, is important to summer friendships. New face to face interactions,
for example, through part-time jobs present the opportunity for additional and more
diverse friendships to develop, as David and friends discuss:
David: In the summer there are some requests and you are requesting
some people too.
Anne: Why?
David: I think it is because you are meeting more people in the
summer.
Clare: In the winter well you are at school and it’s not that you don’t
go places but you don’t really meet new people as much. In the
summer you meet new people.
David: Yeah like through summer jobs and that. (MFG)
The importance of place-based interaction is reinforced and it is the main motivation
for the creation of new online friends during the summer. Similar to term time when
friends reconnect online, the nurturing of online friends during summer holidays is
dependant on regular in-person contact and a common interest. Here the common
school interest is replaced by a common work-based interest.

While bonding friendships develop in the work setting, these relationships are context
bound and when summer is over and school reconvenes these job-based friends cease
in terms of social networking. Emma’s close friends from her summer job in a
supermarket have faded into inactive online friends since she has returned to school.
She explains that:
‘On private chat we would have ranted about our boss and shit like
that, who said whatever in work. But we don’t really go on private
chat now. One girl from work did send me a You tube link the other
day.’ (COI)
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This shows that social networking is not specific to the school environment. Instead
online activities relate to place-based activities (school or work). When the shared
place-based activity is removed the frequency of online contact also ceases.

While the lack of face-to-face interaction in the summer renders some school
friendships less active than during term time, unplanned closures, such as, the extreme
weather conditions during the ‘big freeze’ of December 2010, leads to facebook use
similar to that when school is open. Carroll explains that during this unexpected
school holiday she uses facebook to determine if school is open or closed. This
communication in turn leads to arrangements to meet up and plan fun activities with
school friends who lived close to her.
‘Over the snow like I would be facebooldng my friends in the
morning to hear any word if we were in (school) or not. Then when
someone knew we were off for definite I’d be like to my friends be
round in ten (minutes). It was like get your boots.’ (GFG)
Even though the school ‘as a place’ has drawn to a halt, due to the adverse weather
conditions, Carroll is able to meet up with school friends from her local
neighbourhood for fun activities to fill up the unexpected holiday.

Therefore, unlike

the scheduled summer closure, when the snow alters normal daily routines, some
school friends spend as much time together even though school is closed for two
weeks. During this time facebook has a different role (it is a source of up to date
information) but as a consequence of that role it provides an opportunity to resume
normal facebook activity (as if Carroll and friends were at school). This is because
unlike normal school holidays these young people have something in common, the
big freeze and the fact that school is unexpectedly closed.

The examples given so far in this section indicate there is a strong dependency
between social networking among close bonding friends and regular immersion in the
peer group and face-to-face interaction. This explains why even the closest school
friendships are often not nurtured online but in fact interrupted by the relatively short
summer recess and similarly close work - based friendships are also broken up by a

2S These activities are documented in online photo albums stimulating an interest in not only close
friends but also a greater understanding of more marginal friends (for more detail see chapter five).
:'1 The school summer holidays last two months (July and August)
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return to school. Therefore, regardless of the space, whether ‘virtual’ or ‘physical’
there is an ‘overlap of close friends’ and strong bonding friendships online are the
same persons from which close friendship is lived out at school or at work.

While youth social relations are connected to place they are no longer constrained
within geographic boundaries and community is no longer confined to the
neighbourhood, village or estate. Community has undergone a spatial reconfiguration,
and individuals create and sustain their own ‘personal community’ (Boase et al.,
2006)'". However, while this ‘personal community’ is not built around residence it is
rooted to place and does require physical hubs in order to generate bonding social
capital. When these physical hubs, such as, school or work generate shared interests
or experiences with others they become functional nodes in young people’s personal
community.
As young people spend most of their time at school and online friends are generated
from face-to-face interaction at school, school is a major node in ‘personal
community’. However, as only a small portion of young people in the study actually
attend the school that is closest to where they live, for many young people ‘personal
community’ excludes friendships with other youth from their geographic community.
For example, Malachy, who is now leaving his school (to attend a further education
college),' acknowledges that he has made many close friends from school but feels
he has missed out on local friendships in his area.
‘Now that I’m spending more time at home I’m starting to realise
that it definitely makes a difference where your school is. If I went to
the school in the town here beside me I guess my life would have
been different. I would have more friends round here for starters and
fit in better.
Anne: Why do you not fit in?

Personal community is when individuals find their own sense of community beyond the traditional
geographic community
11 Malachy has spent the last six years travelling almost fifty miles daily (return) to get to and from
school.
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Malachy: Cus I don’t really know that many here. To be honest I
don’t think people round here would be bothered what I get up to or
what happens to me cus they don’t really know me. ’ (COI)
From Malachy’s account it is clear that a lack of embeddedness in his neighbourhood
adds to his sense of isolation and alienation which he feels more strongly now that
school, his main ‘node of personal community,’ has ceased. Malachy’s perception that
others do not care what happens to him chimes with some of the earliest observations
on social capital and community. Individuals without strong social ties in their
geographic community do not benefit from others looking out for them (Coleman,
1998). Malachy’s perceived isolation and lack of local support is alarming, as young
males are typically more vulnerable to poor health and well being. For example, in
terms of youth suicide, the most extreme indicator of a group’s health, young males in
Northern Ireland have an annual suicide rate which exceeds that of females
(Richardson et al., 2013).

In sum, the benefit young people derive from their small sub-set of online bonding
friends through ‘textual therapy’ has all the more value when weighed against the
dwindling social relations in the locale. While without ‘textual therapy’ the likelihood
of support from others in the locale is often minimal the question arises, how does
family relationships support young people? In the chapter that follows the nature of
family relations is assessed to determine if family, which commonly has regular
interaction and shared experiences, is another node in youth personal community or
does it represent something else?

4.6 Summary
This section draws the key findings of the chapter together. It reports on what online
friendship means for the individual in terms of social capital and society in general.
While no definitive conclusions can be made at this stage of the research (this is only
the first of three analysis chapters), it is possible to make some tentative suggestions
as to how these findings advance social capital theory. Following this an explanation
of social capital as a continuum of benefits is presented. Finally, the chapter
concludes by considering the ramifications of the large online network for society.

4.6.1 Advancing social capital theory
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The findings in this chapter advance social capital theory in three main ways. Firstly,
young people are shown to be at the centre of creating and maintaining their social
capital.

In this respect the chapter departs from early social capital theory, as

proposed by Coleman (1998) and Bourdieu (1986), which gave little credit to young
people as active agents in generating their own social capital. The evidence presented
in this chapter is in line with more recent social capital literature and theory (Weller,
2007) and recognises that young people create social capital for themselves. It shows
that social capital maintenance is simplified by social networking, the ‘mod con of
friendship’. The workings and outcomes of this social capital device actively
encourage the development of a large network of weak ties.

Secondly, this chapter has advanced social capital theory further by showing that
weak online ties represent an unused pool of social capital. This is something that has
not as yet been considered in social capital theory as it is only particularly relevant to
the social networking era. Weak online friends are different to non-virtual
acquaintances of the pre social networking era. For example, previously when these
weak ties were not activated they were confined to telephone/address books or more
recently mobile phone contact lists. Nowadays weak ties are kept warm through a
constant sharing of information. This ‘keeping in the loop’ through the ongoing
sharing of information is not only more efficient and effortless but on a larger scale
than was possible in the pre social networking era.

While it would be misleading to assume that bridging ties did not have contact prior
to social networking it was likely that contact was not as continuous or reinforcing.
Such ties often dissolved in the space of a year (Burt, 2002). Social networking, by
providing a forum for continuous contact, adds to the durability of the weak online
network. As such, despite sharing little direct communication and generally not
helping each other out, weak online friends still remain friends and share information
about each other. Considering that weak ties also have a key role in demonstrating
personal popularity and status, it may be that their shelf life is lengthier than
acquaintances of the pre-internet era. Furthermore, as the exploitive and instrumental
nature of contemporary online friendship is shown throughout this chapter, it is
probable that these weak ties are a reserve of social capital that may prove useful at
some point in the future.
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Thirdly, the chapter confirms that the heavily used bridging/bonding distinction of
social capital (Putnam, 2000), devised with offline connections in mind, still has
relevance for today’s online friendships. Indeed Putnam himself later questions the
importance of such a distinction and claims a person rich in one type of social capital
may also be rich in the other (Halpren, 2005). The distinction remains meaningful and
deep-rooted with ‘bridging type friends’ massively outnumbering bonding friends.
Social networking includes a small sub-set of close bonding friends who private chat
and a large number of bridging friends who maintain weak connections through the
more open space of the online network.

Fourthly, while the bridging/bonding distinction is still relevant the evidence
presented in this chapter shows that to categorize online friends as either bridging or
bonding does little to fully understand the role social networking plays in young
people’s lives and their social capital development. The relationship between social
networking is best understood as a continuum of benefits. This continuum is
explained in greater detail below.

4.6.2 The continuum of social capital benefits
Two groups of friends which provide direct social capital benefits are identifiable:
linking friends outside the peer group and bonding friends from within the peer group.
First, non peer group friends represent a special form of bridging social capital.
Unlike regular bridging ties they do not extend horizontally but make a vertical bridge
between those with asymmetrical power and resources (Halpren, 2005; Woolcock,
1998). Historically the power imbalance between two individuals has always been
more significant during in-person contact than during non-person textual
communication. For example, the poetic letters between Browning and Barrett pay
little attention to gender divisions that governed the social gatherings of their time
(BBC Radio Four, 2012). Social networking is a great leveler and reduces the powerimbalance that in-person contact may exuberate. This is good news for young people
who are empowered to forge links with online friends who previously may not have
been accessible to them. Nowadays the online space is one where young people can
call favours from online friends without, demands on time or social awkwardness that
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in-person contact might include. The benefit is not always one way. Those outside the
peer group may be motivated to connect with young people for their own reasons. For
example, it is likely that politicians use this contemporary platform to secure votes
from young people and businesses to market their goods.

As such online friends are based on the desire to source information rather than to
nurture an actual friendship. It is not surprising then that the benefit to individual
social capital is often short lived. These fragile and easily terminated links with those
outside the peer group are often perceived by young people as nothing more than a
Google search for information.

While acquaintances in the past may have been

treated the same way, previous generations did not have access to the wide range of
linking friends that social networking affords. Contemporary online non-peer group
friendship appears to be more about self-interest, exploitation and ambition than that
of previous generations.

Second, close peer group friends also provide direct social capital benefits to young
people. The very premise of 19th century Sociology was that personal relations were
best for a healthy society (chapter two). Supporting evidence has been obtained in this
study. Despite advances in technology personal relations remain at the core of health
and well being. Online bonding friends directly benefit young peoples’ lives.

While close friends may have always been a direct source of social capital for the
young person, social networking provides ‘textual therapy’ (a resource that was
unavailable to bonding friends in the pre internet era). Textual therapy would appear
to have replaced ‘talking therapy’ (a social capital resource previously provided by
the telephone). The shift from ‘talking’ to ‘textual’ therapy is not a symptom of a
depersonalised contemporary living as textual therapy from bonding friends correlates
with regular face-to face interactions. Young people only benefit from textual therapy
if they are prepared to invest in and sustain place-based relations. Therefore social
networking (at least in terms of bonding friends) is not adding to the
depersonalization of society. In contrast, what is shown is that despite the appeal of
the virtual, social relations in physical place remains the key determining factor in the
individual’s capacity to directly nurture their own stock of social capital.
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The direct social capital benefit of linking and bonding friends contrasts with the
remaining online friends in the young person’s online friend list. The information
shared with these inactive friends is not useful or specific. It is a network of
‘information gazing’ and not ‘information seeking’. Subsequently, information from
inactive friends does not enhance the quality of these weak ties and so the social
capital outcome is often at most an indirect benefit (young people are kept informed,
enjoy finding out about others and can showcase their popularity) and at worse an
unused benefit.

In sum, the continuum of social capital benefits range from direct (maximum benefit)
to indirect (mid range benefit) and unused benefits (low benefit). Maximum benefits
are directly sourced by individuals (bonding and non-peer group bridging social
capital) and are consciously recognised by the individual young people themselves as
improving their lives. Mid way on the continuum is peer group bridging social capital,
which brings indirect or fringe benefits by virtue of belonging to the large online
network. These benefits are often taken for granted and are less obvious to the
individual. Finally, the lowest benefits are those which are unused and often remain,
as yet, an untapped reserve or pool of social capital.

4.6.3 The ramifications of the large online network for society
The long term societal effect of social networking is unknown and comparative
predictions cannot be made because it is a relatively new technology and online
friendship is a new social phenomenon. What can be said is that based on the current
findings in this chapter that it leaves social relations unchanged but in other ways
totally transforms them.

In many ways contemporary friendship is remarkably similar to that of the preinternet era. One continual pattern linking the social networking era to that of
previous times is the fact that the most important friends online are also the most
important ones offline. In other words, close friends share strong connections with
physical place and geographical interactions. They tend to have regular face-to-face
contact, usually at school or part time employment, which is supplemented with daily
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online chatting. Therefore, in relation to the physical environment and place, the story
of online friendship is by no means a pessimistic account. On the contrary, social
networking among young people is not threatening real life friendships and despite
the tendency to have large volumes of inactive online friends, the impact on place is
not a negative one. Instead, real ‘flesh and blood’ friendships are not diluted but
intensified and organised through social networking. Thus virtual and physical spaces
interfold into each other and close friends in the virtual are the same close friends in
physical space. Thus there is an overlap of friends regardless of the space.

In other respects contemporary friendship has changed considerably from previous
generations. The two key features of online friendship which set it apart from the pre
social networking era are the importance of weak ties and the ability to sustain these
ties beyond the peer group. Firstly, weak ties are widely incorporated by young
people under the very large umbrella of online friendship. While these weak ties are
important, in the demonstration of popularity and social status, they do not provide
quality relationships. Secondly, linking with those outside the peer group is now
more common and possible due to social networking. Friendship is not just about
‘getting along’ but has become a means of ‘getting along’ and feeds into selfinterested, exploitive and individualistic pursuits.

On a more positive note, however, some tentative predictions about an increase in
weak ties can be made for societies with less interconnectivity and where dealing with
difference and diversity has not always been a reality. For example, Northern Ireland
can be classified as a society deeply divided by conflict and its legacy of mistrust
between different political and religious groups (Kelly and Sinclair, 2003). In the
random addition of mutual friends it becomes likely that those from different
religious, political and ethnic backgrounds will become online friends. As the
accumulation of weak ties are crucial for lubricating healthy connections between
diverse others (Putnam, 2000; Halpren, 2005) the societal impact appears to be
positive.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Choosing our friends but what about family?
The relationship between social networking and family social capital.

5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter revealed that despite young people’s opportunity to expand their
social circles through social networking the most important friends online are the
same people they engage regularly with in face-to-face interaction. This overlap of
friendship stems from regular interaction and shared experiences in the physical hubs
of school and work. Having established the importance of face-to-face interaction to
individual-level social capital this chapter adjusts the lens of inquiry to the individual
as part of the family. In doing so it fulfils objective two of the research in that it
explores the relationship between social networking and family social capital. In
examining this relationship the overarching aim of the thesis is fulfilled as a particular
emphasis is placed on determining if social networking is a social or asocial pursuit
for family members. This is considered on three separate yet interconnected levels.
Firstly, the relationship between facebook use in the home and parent-child
conversation is examined. This reveals that communicating with online friends in the
shared domestic space is often a social activity shared by mothers and daughters but
the impact on the father-child relationship is generally minimal. However, there are
two notable exceptions: the impact is asocial when facebook use leads to a time
displacement in terms of household chores; and in the post-divorce

father-son

relationship the impact is extremely social.

Secondly, online-textual therapy and how it relates to emotional support from parents
is explored. This reveals that parents perceive textual therapy not as a threat to the
relationship they have with their children but a social necessity. This necessity is
increased for young people who have to cope with difficult family situations. In such
instances facebook provides an unique social function.

Thirdly, the chapter progresses to examine the connections between family members
and those outside the home. Firstly, in terms of those geographically separated
’ Post-divorce in this study refers to families with parents that are divorced and also those who are
separated but not legally divorced.
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facebook has a social impact on these family relationships, particularly those that have

emigrated. Unlike the family social capital of previous generations a new level of
global family social capital has evolved in the social networking era. This enhances
relationships between families and their immediate and extended members. Secondly,
closer to home the social impact offacebook among neighbours is often dependant on
people coming together in an act of solidarity or resistance. This often stems from
impelling social reasons and not simply to use the technology itself. As a result
otherwise thin physical relations in the locale often thicken online.

Finally, the chapter summarises the added value that these findings bring for
advancing internet theory, improving knowledge of contemporary family, moving
forward the social capital debate and identifying issues for chapter six (gender and
social networking).

5.2 The parent-child relationship: a crucial factor in determining the social
impact of technology
'One of the main things family members do is talk.
They talk as they go about their daily routines
in the household' (Cheal, 2002:12)
The crux of social capital theory is that family social capital equates to and is
enhanced by active family time. As discussed in chapter two active family time is
when family members are physically together (in same space) and are actively
communicating through verbal conversation, which is different from inactive family
time when family members are together but are not actively engaged in conversation.
Both active and inactive time can be valuable. Inactive time can be enjoyable whether
it is using social networking, playing computer games or watching a family television
show and it often reflects a high quality relationship where individuals are
comfortable with each others company and are happy to spend time together without
talking. Also the two do not exist as polar opposites and time spent without
conversation could actually lead to active and meaningful conversation and vice
versa. While time spent in verbal communication is not always the most valuable or
suitable it is through conversation and associated discussions about personal matters
that family social capital is strengthened (Coleman, 1998).
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Chapter four implies that social networking is a time consuming activity that
negatively impacts on conversation between parents and children and promotes
inactive family time. Not only does it involve inventing and reinventing profiles,
browsing through others pages, uploading photos or private chatting with close
friends but it is intertwined with and extends the time spent doing homework ’3 (which
is often a solitary pursuit confined to the young person’s bedroom). In order to specify
more clearly the impact of social networking on the parent-child relationship the focus
now turns to establishing if social networking is a zero sum game that reduces
available time for other activities particularly on time spent in conversation with
parents?

5.2.1 Facebook and 'Mum as friend'
There appears to be a positive correlation between social networking and mumdaughter conversation. For example, Urshla's facebook activity is not removed from
her mother but is instead often the hub of active family time. She explains that:
T have to admit and this is wrong of me I just love getting all
the bizz about some of the antics my mum’s online friends
have on theirs [facebook pages]. Some of it is shocking. Like
there is this one that is looped, just plain crazy. She comes
home with drink in her and goes on facebook. Like she is
pissed (drunk) and she rants and raves and then gets herself
into loads of bother. Then people respond to her, usually the
next day and it’s like a soap or reality TV only far better.....
1 think it’s so funny and we talk and laugh about it afterwards.
But we would have some deep conversations about some of
them and Mum would tell me about things that happened in the
past when they were younger.’ (PCI)
Urshla’s account adds to the evidence presented in the previous chapter and shows
that young people are not always potential victims of stranger requests and the
associated threat of strangers trying to infiltrate their lives. On the contrary, this

' facebook use is shown by the young people in chapter four to extend time spent doing homework
during which time they find themselves continuously checking to see who is online and available for
private chat
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shows that young people may employ facebook to view the lives of those outside their
peer group including those, such as, the woman that Urshla describes who is oblivious
to the wider impact of going online. More importantly, in terms of the current focus
on social networking and family time, it shows that social networking is a platform
for mum-daughter conversation. While this is often light hearted, as in Urshla’s case,
it also has a more meaningful dimension and it is a spring board for discussions about
her mother's teenage friendships.

Good mum-daughter relationships are not only indicated by a joint use of facebook
but also the frequent offline activities. Colette describes shopping excursions with her
mother with enthusiasm:
‘About every fortnight we [herself, her mum and her two sisters] go
shopping and we talk about absolute everything and anything and there is
always the feeling I want to do this again. Mum loves it and that’s nice
because she has done so much for us’ (COI)
Here it becomes clear that 'talk' is highly valued in the mum-daughter relationship
(Langford et al., 2001) and some mothers incorporate a 'mum as friend' approach to
parenting. Hence the joint use of facebook is one of many symptoms of this mumdaughter friendship and while mums and daughters go online together it is not
facebook that is the driving force behind this activity. Rather it is the result of a much
wider offline pattern of friendship that is typical of this parent-child combination,
such as, shopping trips. Thus, facebook is simply another mechanism for retaining this
link; in fact it may even help to strengthen these connections.

When the 'mum as friend' concept is unpacked further it is revealed that this
relationship is often a blend of friendship and parental control. Traditional family
roles have a long shelf life (Daly, 2004) and 'mum-as friend' has not made the full
circle move from authoritarianism to egalitarianism. Mothers employ strategies to
manage their daughters' social lives and these are reflected in two different types of
and approaches to parenting. It is necessary to examine these parenting approaches
and their relationship to the social/asocial impact of social networking.

First, Jules is a typical example of a mother who has a good relationship with her
daughter with both referring to each other as ‘good friends’. However, this friendship
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is not symmetrical and is based on unequal power relations.

For example, Jules

explains that:

Jules: I had to learn how to use it for her. I’m not going to rear her
up to sixteen and watch her do so well and do everything for her
just to say oh well I’ll just let her do what she wants on the
internet. Like there are certain places she’s not allowed to go and
certain people I wouldn’t have her hanging around with. And it’s
the same then with the internet. I need to know what she’s at on it
and all the friends she has on facebook.
Anne: Are you added as her friend?
Jules: Yes that way I can be sure she is using it properly and she
gets to see all my stuff but to be honest I don’t really update that
often. (PFG)

Jules' hand on approach to parenting involves close offline and online monitoring. It is
close to 'intensive mothering' where mothers' attempt to manage every aspect of the
relationship the child has with its environment (Hays, 1996). This is demonstrated by
the fact that she is motivated to learn how to use the internet to protect her daughter.
Their online friendship is part of what she perceives as her parental duty. This is
effectively an asymmetrical friendship where mother and daughter each have different
expectations from the relationship.

Given that it is parental control that drives this mother-daughter friendship online the
result is often an unequal online exchange of information between Jules and her
daughter. Jules views more information about her daughter than her daughter does
about her. This is not unique to the online environment but also something that
frequently takes place offline. Unequal disclosure happens daily in parent-child
conversation, which is often used by parents to monitor children's attitudes or maintain
control, and so what is produced is a one-sided, asymmetrical account (Langford et al.,
2001). Therefore, it appears that even in the social networking era, where the mumdaughter relationship is characterised by friendship (both on and offline), tensions
might also exist between 'democracy and control and autonomy and intimacy'
(Williams, 2002).
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While this asymmetrical information exchange does not always have an obvious social
impact on the mum-daughter relationship it can have a positive consequence when
things go wrong online. For example, Carla promptly imposes sanctions by deleting her
daughters' online friends after they behave inappropriately towards her. She explains
below the nature of her intervention:

Some of her [my daughter Caria's] online friends were running
her down and making jokes at her expense. One girl was always
posting photos of her but she’d always put up the least flattering
ones. She showed me and I said take them off delete them
immediately. The best of it was they were people that she
wouldn’t even be hanging around with really at school. She sees
them in the corridor but doesn’t hang around with them. (POI)
Similarly Geraldine states,

1 have deleted some of her [my daughter’s] friends I’m not a big
bully but you have to be firm. (POI)

This deletion of offending friends reduces cyber bullying. Unlike face-to-face
bullying, cyber bullying involves more prolonged humiliation. Online messages can
be read and re-read and images viewed over and over. This is something that does not
happen with face-to-face comments. Additionally, these messages are shared across a
wider base than possible offline (Kowalski et al., 2012). Cyber bullying is also more
widespread and can happen between young people who have no connection in the
physical environment, such as Caria, and online friends from the margins of her
school friendship circles. Therefore, parent’s deletion of online bullies is welcomed
by young people. Caria confirms this in her individual interview. She says:

'itfdeleting the friends] was the only way to stop it [the online bullying]. (COI)

Therefore, while the mum-daughter friendship might be high in terms of parental
control, it is a positive force in tackling cyber bullying. Otherwise, bullying might go
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unnoticed. This is likely especially since young people are generally reluctant to show
evidence of it to their parents (The National Association of Principals, 2013).

Deleting online friends might address cyber bullying but it also reduces the
individual's level of inactive friends which are largely an unused social capital
resource. While unused in terms of social capital these inactive friends do boost status
and popularity and are links to other potential online friends. Therefore, the shaping
of daughters' online friend lists by mothers is positive in terms of cyber bullying, but
severs other connections and so reduces the individual's stock of social capital.

Other mum-daughter friendships exist with a low level of parental authority. This is
revealed by Maria who prefers to occasionally carry out an ‘over-the-shoulder’ type
spot check of the online lives of her eighteen and nineteen year old daughters.

While I use facebook quite a bit myself mainly for my son in
Australia 1 have never asked to be friends on their [her
daughters] page and wouldn't want to be. 1 think it’s important
to allow your children some private space and trust in them. I
have taught them about how to look after their identity et cetera
on facebook. They have however shown me their pages when I
ask them and I have many times.............
I don't get too alarmed at what others are up to and I keep my
focus on theirs and make sure they are presenting themselves in
an appropriate way. Sometimes they [her daughters] call me
over to show me something that one of their friends posted.'
(POI)
Maria gets to view first hand her daughters' online lives without being their actual
online friend. Her subtle approach to monitoring often leads to active conversation
especially around some of the posts others put up. Not only is, this approach less
threatening to the individual's stock of social capital, than the more authoritarian
approach, but it may also lead to conversation and joint use offacebook beyond just
problematic times such as cyber bullying. Thus in the mum-daughter friendship the
less technology is used as a parenting tool the greater the social impact of facebook
on this relationship.
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5.2.2 Mum-son relationship and the influence of gender
Having established that mum-daughter friendships result in mostly social rather than
asocial experiences the following section examines if such a correlation exists in
terms of the mum-son relationship.
Throughout the study there are several indications of good mum-son relationships.
For example, since his parents divorce Michael's duty to his Mum often withstands
the pull during adolescence from family to peer group (Coleman, 1998). He agrees
to go on a family holiday to Turkey to keep his younger brother company and his
loyalty to his Mum and brother overrides what his friends think about this.
Resentful of the fact that his friends are making their own holiday plans he has
reservations that:

‘my mates will think I’m a bit of a wus going on holiday with
my Mum but Tm looking forward to a fortnight in the sun.....
and I suppose it is true what they say blood is thicker than
water.’ (COI)
This 'family over friends' approach indicates that family often is the cornerstone of
people’s lives (McGlone et al., 1998) and that duty to family is still paramount despite
claims that in contemporary society family is no longer at the centre of how individuals
organise their lives (Beck and Beck Gerstein, 1995; Giddens, 1992; Comaille, 2000).
Thus the process of individualization which is a shift from a primary concern about
others 'to a self conscious reflection of one's own needs and plans for the future as the
basis of social action' (Cheal, 2002: 33) is often stemmed by duty to family.

However, this duty does not necessarily equate to mum-son conversation and both
Michael and his Mum do not really talk either about the holiday or other matters. While
the fact that they are going on holiday together does mean that family time will be
increased it remains unclear if the holiday improves quality family time and
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conversation.'4 Therefore, while duty to parents is often a child's (irrespective of
gender) desire to repay parental care (Lewis et al., 2002), for sons it is not, like the
mum-daughter relationship Colette describes, tied up with friendship.

It is not surprising that in the study these high-duty (putting needs of other family
members before one's own needs) but low-friendship relationships display no evidence
of joint mum-son facebook use similar to that found in the mum-daughter relationship.
For example, Brenda has a facebook account but has never used it with her son and she
categorically states that:
' with me and him [her son] that just wouldn't happen.'
As a result mothers have a lack of knowledge of their sons' online lives. For example,
Brenda guesses that her son:

'probably has in the region of sixty online friends because 1 have
thirty and he probably has twice as many.'
She is astonished by the reality that he has well over nine hundred friends. Furthermore,
she has never seen his facebook page or profile pictures and this along with his
friendships in general is something she 'lets him get on with'.

This lenient attitude to boys' facebook use contrasts with the previous section where
involvement is more active in terms of girls online lives. This demarcation is most
notable in families where both a teenage boy and girl have facebook accounts. When
mothers' attitudes towards daughters' and sons' online activity are compared it is clear
that supervision of girls' facebook activity is considered a higher priority than that of
boys. For example, Clare reveals that in relation to her son Sean she is aware of his,
‘status updates and occasional inappropriate language... I sometimes
turn a blind eye to some of the things he writes whereas with my
daughter Jamie- Lee I tend to let less slip.’ (POI)

'4 In the run-up to the holiday Michael has little conversation with his mum however it is unknown if
this improves during the holiday as there was no follow-up interview with Michael and his mum after
the holiday.
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Considering mothers' leniency and general lack of knowledge about sons' online lives,
as opposed to that of daughters, it would seem likely that there is a correlation with
facebook and the asocial nature of this parent-child combination. However, when this
is examined further it is revealed that while facebook does nothing to improve active
parent-son time neither does it deter from it.

Brenda and Philomena describe the minimal conversation between their sons and
themselves in a taken for granted way:
Brenda: I have a lad who at the moment is going through this
thing where he doesn’t want to talk to anyone. Well I mean
verbally because he’s stuck all the time in his room on his
laptop on facebook with his friends. He comes out for dinner
and tea and to go out but that’s about it. Conversation at the
moment between me and him is at a minimal. Don’t get me
wrong we haven’t fallen out (had an argument). It’s his age.
Philomena: My boy is the same there’s no conversation, ask
him how he is and it’s good, everything is good. I say what sort
of day did you have at school? It’s good too. No more than one
word. (FPFG)
These mum-son relationships involve little active conversation and this is something
that is typical of teenage boys’ and their parents (Hanafin et ah, 2007). As there is a
deficit in active communication in terms of the mum-son relationship the time spent
together in shared domestic space is typically asocial. Therefore, while boys tend to go
onto facebook when they physically withdraw from the rest of the family, it is not
facebook that is causing this withdrawal rather this is something that is likely to occur
anyway.

While facebook is not a casual factor in reducing family time for teenage boys it does
tend to exacerbate the situation. This is because boys' solitary use of facebook may
extend time spent removed from the family (especially when homework as shown in
chapter four is intertwined with facebook) and reduce the possibility that parent-child
communication will occur.
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While social networking does not impact on mum-son conversation, which is likely to
be minimal anyway, this technology often performs the main communication role when
boys leave home. For example, Rebecca describes:
He’s off to Uni and although I’d say we would have a good enough
relationship he wouldn’t of have (sic) added me and I really had no
interest. To be honest I let it be his space. Well that’s up until now. I
said if you’re expecting me to pay nine thousand a year[university
fees] for the next four years you’d better be prepared to work your
ass off. I’m taking a second job to fund him to the tune of thirty-six
thousand. He’s going to work part-time to pay for the Halls
[accommodation in the Halls of Residence] I think it’s a hundred and
eight pounds a week and then there’s his food on top of that. (POI)

Rebecca no longer views facebook as her son’s own private space and she now plans
to use it to monitor his university life and ensure he is devoting enough time to his
degree in Business Management. Unlike Jules, who wants to protect her daughter in a
more holistic way and influence the company she keeps, Rebecca is less concerned
with protecting her son in a bodily sense, from his social environment, but rather the
financial assistance she is giving him.

Facebook use in this case is not about online conversation and so while it has a
communication function it is less likely to have a high social impact on the mum-son
relationship. It is unlikely that this will change while Gavin (Rebecca's son) is at
university, as he reveals in his individual interview he holds several online accounts:
‘Parents nowadays think they can check you out on facebook but
ones I know are one step ahead. Like I have a few social networking
accounts, that’s common enough.’ (COI)
Gavin admits that more of his true self appears on other social networking accounts
and only part of his online life is visible to his mother. This proves young people are
in a better position to manipulate technology than their parents. His online friendship
with his mum does not automatically signify a good quality relationship or high
quality social capital but is a means to an end in order to get her financial support.
Therefore parents may believe social networking is a social tool which provides a
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window into the lives of their children, when the reality is it may be only one window
into certain aspects of their lives, while others remain invisible.

5.2.3 Facebook and the father-child relationship
In the section that follows the nature of the father-child relationship in the social
networking era is considered. A recurring theme emerges throughout the study that
fathers have little knowledge about their children's online lives and this correlates with
little time spent in active conversation with either sons or daughters.

Fathers are not particularly concerned that facebook increases boys' withdrawal from
the rest of the family or that this impacts negatively on parent-child conversation.
However, time spent online becomes an issue for fathers when it poses a risk to the
computer. Bobby explains that:
‘I work a bit with computers and although I am an amateur I know a
fair bit about them but I’m not into facebook or have any inclination
to be.......... I have not got one clue how many friends he has or who
he is friends with. I just keep an eye on the maintenance of his
laptop.’ (PCI)
Bobby is unconcerned that social networking may pose risks to his sixteen year old
son but generally feels that going online presents a risk to the actual computer. While
Bobby understands the mechanics of computing he, like Brenda, has little idea of how
many online friends his son has or his general online activities. He does however
frequently run security checks on his son’s laptop and is extremely particular that anti
virus software is installed and running properly. Therefore, his perception of
technology is not influenced by dystopian internet rhetoric which claims that
technology corrupts innocence, damages and transforms children (Marvin, 2004;
Sturken and Thomas, 2004)

While not concerned for their sons’ personal safety, fathers do tend to take issue with
time spent on facebook that is at the expense of physical work. For example, Brenda’s
earlier description of her son’s withdrawal from the rest of the family as a phase typical
of his age is contrary to that of her husband. She looks forward to having her husband
back home (he works oversees for a three week stint before returning home for a three
week period) but not the father-son tension that frequently occurs. She explains:
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But the thing is when my husband comes home he’ll go for him because
he doesn’t get this sitting around thing. He would rather see him
spending his spare time doing the lawn or something rather than being
onfacebook. (PFG)
Given the rise in unemployment due to the current economic downturn and the fact
that male unemployment has been steadily increasing in the last thirty years and has
crept up 14% since the early 1970s (Williams, 2004), technology may be set to
increase father-son tension while at the same time restrict textual therapy and health
benefits for boys. This negative impact on health may be extended over a longer
period of time as more young people, and particularly young men aged 20-24, are
remaining at home with their parents than in previous generations0 (Williams, 2004).

This reduction in textual therapy is significant as boys turn to friends because
traditional gender roles are often a barrier to communication. For example, Martin says:
Martin: It would be better if something was annoying you that you could go to
your Dad. Instead cus dads and sons don't really have heart to hearts you
would probably go online with your mates.
Anne: Why would it be better to go to your Dad?
Martin: Your mates don't really know any better than you they wont really do
anything. That's why if dads talked more to you about things life would be
well not so miserable at times.(COI)
Martin's account is typical of other evidence presented in the literature where fathers’
provide a link to the outside world by taking children places but are less likely to
provide emotional support (Brannen et al., 2001). Emotional support is the 'ability to
turn to others for comfort and security during times of stress, leading the person to feel
that he or she is cared for by others' (Cutrona and Russell, 1990:332). Martin's father
does not provide him with emotional support and he like Philomena's son does not turn
to his mother. This is indicated by the fact that he says:
' mums and sisters see the world from a softer view whereas dads really
understand what its like to be a man or a boy' (COI)
His wish for a better relationship with his father is typical of the mismatch between
teenage boys' desire to have in-depth father-son conversation and the actual experience
'5 In 2003 56% young men were living at home with their parents compared to 37% of young women
(Williams. 2004)
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of disappointment when it does not happen (Frosh et ah, 2002). As fathers often
struggle between being an authoritarian figure and providing something other than the
stem paternal discipline which ordered their teenage years (Langford et ah, 2001) the
end result is that the father often assumes a 'distant' role in the emotional lives of
teenage boys (Val Gillies et ah, 2001).

In contrast, the fact that mothers continue to offer emotional support is something that
might be attributed to mothering as an unending process of 'nurturing and caring that
enables a child to grow and flourish' (Cheal, 2002: 102). Additionally, while
husband/wife roles have become more egalitarian (Daly, 2004; Du Bois Reymond,
1998) they are not symmetrical and the reality is that mothers whether in part-time or
full-time employment spend more time with childcare and this may contribute to the
fact that mothers are more in touch with the emotional needs of their teenage
children. This support is often rejected by teenage boys as indicated by Philomena's
attempts to initiate conversation with her son despite the resulting one word answers
from him. Given that emotional support is unavailable from fathers, available but
unwanted from mums, teenage boys continue to be 'relationally isolated' in the family
(O'Connor, 2010).
Improved father-son relationships through an increase in conversation could not only
benefit health and well being ’6 of sons but also fathers alike. Men as well as boys are at
a distinct gender disadvantage in terms of health and well-being and are five times
more likely to die by suicide than females and rates of attempted suicide and deliberate
self harm are higher among younger males than younger females (Richardson et al.,
2013). The current policy response to male suicide is based on a public health model
which combines a general population approach and a targeted approach incorporating
two strategies:

'Primary Level (suicide awareness, skills based enhancement and restriction of
lethal means) and a Secondary Level (screening for vulnerable adolescents.

36

see chapter four for the link between emotional support and health and well-being
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gatekeeper training, media education, crisis intervention, crisis centres and
suicide hotlines)'37
A lack of focus on the father-son relationship in this strategy reflects a longstanding
trend in policy development that family relationships are important in terms of how
they impact on children's educational performance and behaviour (Wiliamns 2004).
While a better understanding of family relationships in general is needed to provide 'up
to date information to influence policy development' (Cheal, 2004:149) a focus on the
father-son relationship within current health strategies might buffer against youth
suicide and increase male health and well-being.

5.2,4 Facebook and the father-daughter relationship
So far it is shown that fathers have little knowledge about their son's online lives and
this correlates with little time spent in active conversation by this parent-child
combination. The section that follows examines if such a correlation exists in relation
to the father-daughter relationship.

Caria has what she calls a 'frosty' relationship with her dad since he restricted her use
offacebook. Caria's father now pays particular attention to her facebook activity since
a serious incident occurred. For example, Carla, her mother says:
Carla: We had a bad experience. An Asian sounding man rang
the house one evening at five and asked for Caria (her
daughter) by name. By luck she wasn’t in and when I asked
who’s calling he gave me her friend Leah’s name. She claims
she gave our house (phone) number to Leah on private chat and
somehow this Asian person got hold of it. My husband and I
were livid and banned facebook for a few weeks.
Anne: Do you think he got your number from private chat?
Carla: The papers always have stories about Asian men
grooming young girls so we do in that respect but then there’s
always a niggle in the back of your mind that she may have had
contact with him or Leah might have been. Because we can’t

37

Report for the Mens Health Forum in Ireland (Richardson et al., 2013)
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say either way I persuaded my husband to let her back on it.
She gets twenty minutes per day and we take the dongle’8 out
so as she can’t use it without us knowing. My husband sees
that as solving the problem whereas I think she should be less
restricted and be given the option to work out what is the best
thing to do....... I totally understand where he’s coming from as
it gives him a sense of parental control as to when she can go
on facebook. But the only thing is it doesn’t teach her selfdenial and self-control. But I think it’s because he actually
phoned the house rather than sent her a friend request it’s had
such an impact on him (her husband). So he won’t back down.
(POI)

Two important points are made here. Firstly, this intrusion of private domestic space
which is a region traditionally perceived as “out of bounds to members of the
audience” (Goffman, 1959:124) is made more real for Caria’s father as it is via the
telephone. Non-verbal textual communication on facebook seems to be perceived as
less intrusive that that on the telephone. Such subtle blurring of the boundary between
private and public space due to its silent and possibly unnoticeable nature may have
more of an asocial impact on the family unit than realized by its members.

Secondly, facebook brings new challenges to contemporary parenting. New decisions
must be made in relation to how to manage online incidents. Caria’s father’s ‘no
tolerance approach’ on stranger interaction contrasts with that of his wife who
believes that young people must find their own way online and monitoring must be
less invasive. While it is unclear if Caria actually did engage in online communication
with the stranger, either way, by knowingly or unintentionally sharing information
about herself online, she has compromised her privacy. There is a need to examine in
more detail in the next chapter to what extent gender attitudes in relation to stranger
type friends, privacy and online protection are transferred from parents?

’8 As a lot of the families in the study were too far away from the internet exchange they are unable to
get broadband and have to rely on a dongle to provide internet connection.
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Other less serious examples of father-daughter friction caused by facebook is noted in
the study. While fathers are often unconcerned about and lack knowledge about the
actual nature of their daughters' online activity they quite frequently take issue with
time spent online. For example, Collette explains:

When Fm in the house 1 do go on it all the time. God yeah it’s something
I do like just breathing. Like she (her mum Sheila) finds that weird cus
Mum you’re not on it with friends that much. Dad knows nothing about
facebook or how many friends I have, how much I’m on it but he still
gives me all this ‘back in the day business.’ He goes on about how young
people weren’t like sitting around gossiping on computers they hadn’t
time they were always made to work. (PCI)
From this it becomes apparent that fathers lack of tolerance with time spent online is
something that is not exclusive to the father-son relationship. Throughout the study
girls also report a lack of tolerance from fathers towards using facebook instead of
physical work. Collette’s father has no desire to become more knowledgeable about
her online life but he is convinced that it is causing a time displacement. The
restriction offacebook use for girls may, as in the case of boys, reduce private online
chat between close friends and the subsequent textual therapy which improves health
and well-being.

Girls, in a similar way to boys, also report that such negative attitudes to time spent
online is increased by fathers spending more time at home due to unemployment. For
example, Michelle says:
My Dad is not working now so this last while he gives
off even if you are only on a minute he thinks if he walks
by and sees you on it (the computer) that you’re
automatically on facebook. (MFG)
As male unemployment is not new, as noted earlier, and it has been a growing trend
over the last thirty years, then tensions caused by facebook may be a symptom of
other factors inherent to male parenthood. It may be that a lack of earning power
increases tensions at home as men, unlike women who are more concerned with
responding to their children's emotional needs (Fisher and Tronto, 1990), see good
parenting as being a good economic provider (Van Dongen, 1995). While facebook
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use increases the asocial impact on the father-child relationship in the past this may
have been triggered by other pastimes such as television viewing or chatting on the
telephone.

5.2.5 Facebook, fathers and children in the post-divorce scenario
While fathers tend not to get involved in their children's online lives and spend little
time in active conversation with them, other social trends demonstrate the social
nature of facebook for the father-child relationship. For example, in the post divorce
family fathers often, due to physical separation, employ facebook to maintain contact
with their children. Facebook is an extremely social tool for fathers and children to
communicate especially when the relationship between ex- partners is asocial.

For example, since his divorce two years ago, Brian uses social networking to
maintain contact with his two children and it compensates for active (face-to face)
family time. Social networking appeals to him on two levels. Firstly, he
communicates with his children through private chat and shares photos with them.
Secondly, it bypasses the need to speak to their mother or her boyfriend, both of
whom he has a fraught relationship with. He states:

facebook is a way I get to keep in touch with my kids without
having to make small talk with my ex wife and her boyfriend on the
landline’ (POI)

The positive impact of facebook on the post-divorce family is significant as divorce
rates in the last thirty years have doubled and 40 % of children in the UK experience
divorce by the time they reach their sixteenth birthday (Williams, 2004). Not only is
the father-child relationship enhanced but it ensures that relationships between ex
spouses do not become any more fraught. This social function of facebook is
particularly relevant to fathers as custody usually rests with the mother (Bawin and
Legros, 1991; Stamps et al., 1998). As the switch from full-time to part-time
fatherhood is a role which is often difficult to construct (Kruk, 1994) the continuous
communication (viewing comments on others pages, status updates etc.) facebook
offers seems likely to smooth this transition.
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While it is ironic that, fathers are separated from their children before they are
involved in their online lives, the textual therapy that such online connections sustain
may be a vital support for young with divorced parents. This is because divorce and
the physical separation from a parent can be a critical moment for young people,
greater even than the death of a parent (O'Connor, 2008). This is especially significant
for sons, who as shown earlier, experience the emotional unavailability of fathers.
Thus, in the post-divorce scenario, facebook might buffer against poor mental health
and well being, for both father and son.

In terms of the analysis presented in this chapter thus far Brian's exclusive
communication with his children and not others in the household resonates with
accounts from the young people discussed earlier (section 4.4.1). For example, his
choice offacebook is similar to Paula and Amanda who choose to go online to avoid
the social awkwardness of physically visiting the home of their bereaved friend.
While these two situations are very different they do suggest that social networking is
used to prevent the inconvenience of communication with those outside one’s
personal community.Therefore, the analysis in the previous chapter is enriched in
that, social networking’s appeal of exclusively one-to -one communication, extends
beyond young people to other age groups. As such, the role of social networking
during bereavement is less likely to be linked to puberty and growing up (as
questioned in the previous chapter) but appears to be symptomatic of the broader shift
towards online personal communication and the growth of online personal
communities. Direct online communication reduces the likelihood that individuals
will have to suffer the inconvenience of communicating with others outside of their
personal community (Baym, 2010).

As already mentioned in chapter two personal community (Boase et al.,2006) is a concept where
technology such as the internet allows individuals to become networked to each other. In this process
the networked individual bypasses chance encounters with others who are outside their own personal
community.
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5.3 The relationship with textual therapy and family
So far this chapter has commented on the nature of shared family time in general
family life. Attention now switches to the relationship between parent-child
communication and textual therapy.4" Chapter four reported that when young people
go online they often present a frontstage view of themselves while a backstage self is
often revealed on private chat to close friends (Goffman,1959). This backstage self is
revealed through written communication and ensures good health and well being but
the relationship with textual therapy and family remains unclear? In other words, what
is the impact of family on youth access to textual therapy and the impact of textual
therapy on young people’s relationships with their parents.

On the surface it appears that because young people are continuously in contact with
their peers, much of which is private online chat, there is a negative impact on seeking
and receiving support from parents. For example, Sheila and her daughter Collette
describe their very different patterns offace book use:
Anne: Is this different to how you use it?
Collette: for starters she [her mother Sheila] plays games while
I go on it to chat with the girls. She is on it all the time playing
her games. I don’t like that type of thing. Where’s me I’m on
with the girls chatting about the latest gossip and all.
Sheila: I chat too but there is not really many my age on and
the ones that are, aren’t on it all the time maybe once or twice a
week, not as much as her age. It’s something that young ones
do. They have to be constantly chatting online or texting on
their phones. I do chat with some friends and they are ones I
work with like over the summer holidays. I would chat a
couple of times with the girl I work with in the office and that
because I don’t see her but I wouldn’t be on with her when I
see her at work really. So I’m not on it really talking to people
as much as her. (PCI)

40

Textual therapy is the outcome of private chat between online friends as identified in chapter 4
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Sheila’s friends only occasionally use facebook, possibly explaining why games are a
significant part of her online life, something which more importantly points to a
digital divide (Norris, 2001; Warschauer, 2004) between young people and their
parents. The notion of a digital divide has received much academic attention (Baym,
2010) and broadly speaking is a reference to the distinction between, on one level,
those who do and do not have internet access, and on another level, between internet
users and their differences in internet skill (Hargittai, 2002). The evidence presented
in this study suggests a third level digital divide exists between parents and children in
terms of frequency of use. Unlike young people whose online lives are basically a
mirror of their offline encounters, parents do not typically contact friends who they
see on a regular face-to-face basis.

Parents and children have different patterns offacebook use and so it would appear to
fulfill two different social capital functions. For parents, it is a restorative function
which restores links with those who do not have regular physical interaction, and for
young people, it has a sustentative function sustaining links with those who do see
each other on a regular face- to- face basis. Understanding social capital as a dual function concept goes some way to clarifying the confusion surrounding its definition
(Fortes, 2000; Astone et ah, 1999; Paldam, 2000; Ellison, et ah, 2007).

Acknowledging that in the social networking era social capital functions differently
across the generations advances not only our understanding of social capital but
implies, as stated above, that the continuous use offacebook by young people impacts
negatively on family social capital. However, it does not necessarily follow that
young people's online communication automatically equates to sharing problems with
online friends and accessing online textual therapy. For example, girls often turn
equally to their online friends and mothers for support. Coleen adds to the abundance
of evidence of the modern mum-daughter friendship noted in the study and describes
her mum as a confidant and first point of call before online friends to resolve
problems.
Anne: When you have a problem who would you turn to?
Coleen: Well for me if mum was there and something was
bothering me I would tell her but if she wasn’t and say I’m in
my room upstairs I would probably go online. But only if my
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best friend was on private chat and after speaking with her later
if mum was about I would go to mum anyways. (COI)

When Coleen has a problem she often comes to either her mum or her friend and
quite often she confides in both of them. Therefore, the time girls spend online does
not impact negatively with time spent in conversation with mums about important
issues. In short, textual therapy is not detracting from the quality of this
relationship.

Similarly for boys, textual therapy is not detracting from their relationships with
parents. This is because boys typically do not share their problems with friends or
family. Michael says,
‘boys just get on with things if you don’t you only appear weak.’
Boys tend not to seek or receive help when they have problems and in consequence
they are less likely to benefit from the textual therapy that is outlined in the previous
chapter.
Parents in this study did recognise boys' reluctance to open up about their problems
and as such feel it is irrelevant as to whether family or friends, on or offline, deliver
support. For example, Sharon says:

I say to my fella (her son), if you don’t want to you don’t
have to talk to me. Talk to your friends. And if there’s
anything, I will know anyways from his mood. But if he
talks to his friends he’ll find it easier to open up as they (his
friends) probably have the same problems themselves.
And similarly Dermot (a father) says (of his son),
I would be grateful he felt able to share his problem with
someone and he would eventually come to family to sort it. You
just have to look around this area over the last few years there
has been a big problem with young ones and suicide especially
young boys. This is every parent’s worse nightmare so if they’re
talking about their problems to someone, whether on facebook or
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at school or home, it doesn’t matter as long as they have
someone to talk to.
Sharon and Dermot make an important point about the role of family and friends in
offering support to young people. Parents prefer that children spoke to someone about
their problems rather than to no one and as such tend to adopt an ‘either- or
perspective’ on emotional support. However, when this is pitched against the fact that
fathers perceive facebook use as a time displacement the reality is that boys are much
more unlikely to benefit from online textual therapy when it is most needed.

Girls on the other hand are at a gender advantage to benefit from textual therapy, as
indicated by Colette earlier. However, the quality of support on offer is sometimes
questionable. As youth problems range in their level of seriousness sharing problems
with peers is not always advisable. Carla refers to advice that her daughter, Caria gave
a close friend:

The girl had virtually ate nothing for three days in order to lose
weight and Caria advised her if she had ever done it before and
she said yes, then Caria told her to go ahead you’ll probably be
alright. So that shows how it’s not a good idea for young ones
to be giving each other advice. They share the same immature
views on things. They have no life experience. They only see
the short term and not the long term. It’s the long term
perspective that usually solves the problem. But on trivial
things like makeup, hair and boys it’s probably ok. On these
things young people who are the same age can relate better to
one another and know what the other person is going through.
(POI)

From this an important point is raised about peer support during difficult times. There
is a risk that advice from within the peer group, due to a lack of life experience, may
actually do more harm than good. This augments the analysis presented in the
previous chapter and indicates that, while private online chat is a source of textual
therapy, which in itself has a positive impact in some circumstances, the value of peer
counseling might vary depending on the maturity of the person giving the advice.
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5.3.1 A social lifeline in difficult family situations
Textual therapy is vital for young people who socialise less in person with friends due
to their family situation. For example, Pauline uses facebook as a strategy to cope
with her family situation and to make her time spent as a carer more bearable. While
the data is peppered with examples of young people’s duty towards family it is
Pauline’s story that speaks loudest in terms of a youthful sacrifice for a parent.
Pauline is a young carer and lives her life around the needs of her elderly and
increasingly ill father. She is the only child of this marriage which ended when she
was four years old and although her father has other children to a previous marriage
they only help out occasionally. She describes her caring role:

‘Dad is taken care of during the daytime. I take over in the evenings.
I stay with him. 1 sort everything for him, his food, his medications,
doctor’s appointments and clothes.’ (COI)
The pressure of being a young carer surfaces frequently during her interview in which
she is often tearful about her family situation: her parent’s separation, her father’s ill
health and the pressure that she feels under to look after him. She is also emotional
about her relationship with her step sisters which has become increasingly fraught.
She feels they continuously avoid their responsibility to her father and that she is duty
bound to care for him. For example, she states in a taken-for-granted way:

T’m the only one he has really so I have to be there for him.
When Mum left us (her and her father) he looked after me. Now he’s not able
to care for himself so I’m the one that must see to him.’ (COI)

When Pauline states that she must look after her father she is implying something
much more than a personal opinion. She reflects unspoken societal expectations and
rules about 'the proper thing to do' in providing care for ageing parents. While these
rules are not strictly followed by everyone there is a priority ranking that help should
be given first by a spouse, second by a daughter, third by a daughter-in-law, fourth by
a son, and fifth by a non-relative (Qureshi and Simons, 1987).
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Pauline unquestionably takes on this caring role but her frustration at the restrictions it
places upon her is vented on facebook. She describes how chatting with her friends
online is often a comfort to her:

‘Dad doesn’t talk much so facebook is a way that I can be here
with him and still be in touch with my friends without actually
speaking to them. Sometimes I moan to them on private chat a
bit that I don’t get to go all the places they do.....Anyways I
don’t think facebook is rude to him but I think maybe
complaining on the phone would be’ (COI)

From Pauline’s account two key story lines are revealed about family social capital in
the social networking era. Firstly, parental separation and the existence of steprelations might open up routes to wider networks and increase social capital (Field,
2008) but it is often friction not social capital which is produced for young people
who have caring responsibilities for ageing parents. Even though facebook has made
the linking with step relations very accessible and widespread (Fursland, 2010) it is
questionable if it can alleviate family tensions. This is because, as shown in chapter
four, young people's close online friends tend also to be close offline and share
regular face to face contact.

Wo'wzwer, facebook might be a useful forum to draw support from the young person's
existing online friends. This might involve something as simple as status updates, for
example, 'need help for an hour on Wednesday.' Alternatively, this support could be
sourced through private chat. It may be easier to discuss ones feelings online as it has
both therapeutic properties and circumvents the social awkwardness of some physical
encounters. The promotion of asking for help online by Carers Associations might
make a difference to young carers who represent a sizable portion of young people in
the UK. For example, 5.3% (229,318) of young people in the 18-24 age group are
carers and 56,069 of these provide care for more than 20 hours a month (Becker and
Becker, 2008).

Secondly, Pauline's distinction between chatting verbally with her friends on the
telephone as opposed to textual online chat touches on the bigger picture of the non127

intrusive nature of new technologies in domestic space. This is something that is
noted by others. For example, Sheila refers to the fact that facebook does not intrude
on her time spent with her husband:
Sheila: I like that though 1 am still with him, beside him on the
sofa. I’m not off down the hall on the phone. (PCI)

There is something about non-verbal communication in the domestic sphere and
Sheila, like Pauline who spends her time with her father chatting online with her
friends, feels comfortable about the fact that she is right beside her husband and not
on the telephone in another room. Thus, facebook is less asocial than the telephone of
previous generations where verbal conversations may have interrupted and been
interrupted by others in the household.

While non-carers like Sheila find the non-intrusive impact offacebook valuable it has,
however, greater significance for young carers for two reasons. First, it allows them to
socialise with online friends while remaining in close proximity to the person they are
caring for. Thus textual communication is easily integrated into the lives of carers and
those being cared for. Second, this is vital for young carers, who in comparison to
their non-caring peers, have a busier and more demanding lifestyle with little
opportunity of rest and relaxation, (Becker and Becker, 2008). Carers Associations in
their overall objective to improve carers’ lives might want to prioritise computer
access and good quality internet connection especially for those in isolated rural areas
which typically lag behind urban areas in terms of internet provision.

While Pauline’s family circumstance, particularly her father’s age and illness, is more
of an exception than a typical example of the family situations reflected in the study it
does resonate with other young people’s accounts. For example, Michael also uses
facebook as a coping strategy to lessen the burden his family situation presents to him.
However, this takes a different shape for each and Michael keeps up his spirits by
engaging in some macho boasting. This is evident from his latest status update which
reads:

T’ve a feeling I am going to meet some really fit Turkish birds.’
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In contrast, Pauline is more open and honest to her friends and discusses her feelings
of frustration about her caring role with them on private chat. Not only does this
indicate a gender distinction in how young people engage in the front stage and
backstage ‘online presentation of self (as discussed in the previous chapter) but also
shows once again that boys are less likely to benefit from private chat and textual
therapy. The question emerges, what factors lead to this gender distinction? This is
something that is developed further in the next chapter as the lens of inquiry turns
from the individual as part of the family back to the individual in their own right.

In sum, while social networking and textual therapy does impact on parent-child
communication this, on the whole, is not a negative impact. It does not appear to have
a negative impact on girls who equally share problems with their mothers and their
friends. Similarly, it does not impact negatively on boys who have a general
reluctance to share problems with family or friends (both online and face-to-face).
However, there may be a negative impact in terms of the quality and accuracy of the
advice given.

Online support from family members seems to offer a beneficial

alternative.

5.4 Facebook and increased sociability beyond the household
The connections between family members and those outside the home are now
examined. This section begins by examining the impact of facebook on
geographically separated family members. This reveals that facebook has a
significantly social impact on family relationships, especially with those family
members that have emigrated. Closer to home the social impact of facebook among
neighbours is often dependant on the existence of social problems in physical space.
In such instances otherwise thin physical relations in the locale may thicken online.

5.4.1 Global family social capital: the dawn of a new era
Social capital has become a wider concept not just applicable to the family that is
bound together in a shared physical location. Family social capital in the modem era
cuts across geographical boundaries to become global family social capital which
connects the geographically dispersed. This evolution of family social capital in the
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social networking era is not due only to new technology but also female investment in
relationships with a wide range of family members.

Prior to departing for Australia Carla’s niece initiated online friendships with her
mum and wider family circle. Carla explains:
‘she was so sad leaving that before she left she got us to agree, us
her aunts and her mum, that facebook would be our contact place.
She had a beebo account but for some reason preferred that we stay
in touch with her on facebook. I found from my own experience it
was full of drivel and I stayed on it for her even though it wasn’t
my cup of tea. (COI)
Carla shows that facebook provides a ‘contact place’ where family members can stay
in touch with those who have emigrated. While Carla’s niece freely adds family
members as online friends, Gavin in contrast is coerced into adding his mother. She
like Gavin has additional online accounts and possibly also a ‘family free’ online life
on beebo. This gives credibility to Gavin’s earlier statement (section 5.2) that young
people tend to manipulate the technology much more than their parents. It also has
similarities to Aislin’s experience:
'this one girl in our class has really strict parents and she is forever
rebelling against them and she has created a secret facebook
account: in case they check, she has a nickname!' (COI)

For some the bulk addition of family friends prior to emigration may be similar to the
‘honeymoon period’ and going online for the first time that Richard describes in
chapter four. It might reflect reluctance to leave rather than the desire for continuous
communication with family left behind.

In other instances the aunt-niece online friendship does appear to reflect a genuine
desire to build a meaningful relationship. This is because throughout the study details
emerge of aunts’ provision of online support to their nieces. For example, Marie
recalls how her father’s illness was a time when her aunts’ support to her on private
chat was valuable.
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Anne: Do you think it is facebook or your Dad’s illness that
brought you together?
Marie: I think it’s a bit of both really.
Anne: Can you explain?
Marie: Well obviously it was because Dad was sick but also I
think facebook kept us in touch once he was better. Like I’m
not on chat with them much now. 1 probably could delete
them now but there’s no real point. They’re just so
nice.’(COI)
Marie however does not plan to delete her aunts even though she is no longer on
private chat with them. This contrasts with Sean's account (in chapter four) regarding
deleting his online politician friend because the friendship has served its purpose.
Marie's online bond with her aunt is more enduring than other links beyond the peer
group. Also compared to friends from within the peer group the online aunt-niece
friendship does not need regular face-to-face interaction and can be sustained purely
by online interaction. As such family social capital appears to carry more weight with
young people than the endless online connections with non-family. However, the
social power of technology cannot be credited entirely with enhancing this
relationship. Aunts have traditionally played a vital role in young people’s lives (in an
offline sense) as teacher, role model, confidante, savvy peer, and second mother
(Ellingson and Sotirin, 2006). Therefore even if the bulk addition of aunts by nieces is
motivated, as in Carla's niece's case, by a reluctance to leave home it is possible that
after the initial emigration period the online friendships will remain active.

These findings suggest that while peer support is not always appropriate or valuable,
aunts with greater life experience can offer better quality support and have an
important role to play online in improving young people's health and well being. It is
unlikely that the same holds true for boys who are less likely to welcome aunts or
indeed uncles as online friends even when they have a good offline relationship with
them. Richard explains why he regrets adding his aunt as an online friend:
Richard: It’s because I think about her reading my status and looking
at some of my photos so sometimes I am going to update it and then
I have to think about how it would sound to the likes of her....That’s
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why they [young people] probably don’t add aunts and uncles in the
first place.(BFG)
It is striking that, as revealed in chapter four, young people allow strangers, such as
politicians, into their online lives but have reservations about granting access to some
family members. Given the lack of family presence in boys’ online lives, their part in
global family social capital seems to be different. It may be that boys who remain at
home have no desire to tap into global family social capital but those who emigrate
are much more active in its investment.

5.4.2 Female investment in global family social capital
Mothers, typically more so than fathers, are pulled into the world of social
networking. This is often in order to maintain ties, reconnect, or make initial contact
with distant friends and family. The data is peppered with examples illustrating the
gender imbalance in the use of and interest in facebook to connect with distant friends
and relatives. For example, Roisin says of her brother Brian who is now in Australia:
'I don't have to be online chatting with him all the time but with facebook
and seeing all his photos and posts it feels that Brian is just over the road
from me, well apart from the sand and sun' (POI)

This is in sharp contrast to Dermot’s account:
I have no interest but my wife does. She keeps in contact with our
son in Australia and also my sister in Australia and brother in
Canada. My daughters use it among their own friends mostly.
(POI)
The fact that mothers as opposed to fathers pursue an online connection with wider
kin confirms a long association with women, as opposed to men, as the primary kin
keepers in the familial network (Dill, 1998; Moore, 1990). This can be explained by
the fact that adolescence brings identity issues not only for young people but mothers
as well. Mothers often re-find themselves in the outside world, renew aspirations
about work and reconnect with friends and family while fathers carry on with life very
much as when their children were younger (Val Gillies et al., 2001; Williams, 2004).
Therefore while technology is stimulating the female investment in global social
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capital it is not the casual factor. Rather gender, the life course and children growing
up all seem to move mothers in the direction of online family.

While mothers have the motivation to connect with dispersed family members, the
driving force behind these connections often comes from daughters. It is no surprise
that, given teenage boys’ lack of communication with parents, the concept of mum as
friend and the subsequent joint facebook use (common to this parent-child
combination) mothers are assisted to go online by daughters and not sons. Girls have
a vital role to play in creating family connections with geographically dispersed kin.
For example, Roisin’s lack of knowledge about facebook was reversed by her
daughter’s encouragement to go online. Roisin states:
The only reason 1 started using it was to keep in touch with my
brother Brian and kids who are in Australia. Emma[my daughter]
was saying to me go onto it. Then one day Emma set me up on it.
She’s great and keeps me right on the computer. (PCI)
Here the notion of joint parent- child use offacebook (as discussed in sub-section 5.2)
is enriched. From this it is evident that it is not always motivated by the young
person’s curiosity about others but stems from a genuine desire to help familiarise
mothers with the world of social networking. Additionally, while teenagers are often
credited with providing the rest of the family with technical-computing help, more so
than any other age group (Kiesler et ah, 2000), in terms of social networking this help
is predominately female -to- female. Thus, females are more predisposed to nurture
these types of connections and this may be particularly significant in the context of
the global economy and the modem workplace where skills, such as networking and
sustaining online relations are valued therein.

5.4.3 Thickening otherwise thin physical communities
As outlined in chapter two the autonomous nature of virtual community has led
modem community theorists to seriously question the quality of bonds formed online.
They conclude that, unlike traditional community where place-based social relations
are based on frequent face-to-face contact, deeper feelings and trust; the virtual
community is less supportive and only facilitates a weak commitment to others
(Delanty, 2003; Chambers, 2006). While undoubtedly virtual community in some
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instances only produces thin and not thick social relations online relations can
enhance social relations in the locale. The section that follows gives examples of this,
one where physical relations are thickened virtually in a response to crime and
another where physical contact is compromised by sectarian tensions and violence but
strengthened online.

5.4.4 Virtual neighbourhood watch groups
As already discussed in chapter four (section 4.5.1) there is a decline in informal
socialising in terms of family-to-family visiting. This has not been caused solely by
the growth of social networking: instead much busier lifestyles, and structural
adjustments in the family (many resulting from shifts in the economy) have been
influential. However, while whole families are not interacting with other families, as
in previous generations, there is a rise in parent-to-parent communication and
exclusive neighbourhood groups which produce increased horizontal links between
adults as opposed to vertical links between generations. For example, as a response to
crime, or a perceived threat of crime, virtual neighbourhood watch groups have
emerged. Charlene describes how facebook is used by some of her neighbours:
My neighbour started a group page because there were reoccurring robberies
in our area. It’s totally private to us. There are no young ones on it or anyone
from outside the area. Basically it reports any unusual behaviour and it has
already prevented crime and it’s good for reporting theft. One neighbour
posted the other day on her status, ‘my shed was broken into and my son’s
bicycle is gone. We lost him at 21 and I want it back.’ She then had a
description of it followed by her mobile phone number. (POI)

While this virtual neighbourhood watch group may indicate a lack of reliance on
formally organised residents associations it does have similarities to the
neighbourhood watch schemes that were popular in the 1980’s. These schemes were
found in high crime areas but often failed to reduce crime (Husain, 1988). Low
commitment to such schemes following their set up is thought to be the reason for this
failure (Barton, 2000; Laycock and Tiley, 1995; McConville and Shepherd, 1992).
However, as the fear of crime is significantly worse than the actual crime it may be
that setting up a scheme is enough to reduce anxieties and the need for the scheme
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decreases. In contrast, the virtual watch scheme may have more impact in reducing
and solving crime due to the effortless and instant sharing of information among the
group.

This has particular significance to rural residents where rural police stations have
closed and community policing has declined (Yarwood and Edwards, 1995).
However, as indicated earlier by Sheila, parents are not frequent users of facebook
and therefore these schemes might never achieve their full potential or like their
predecessors in the 1980s through time experience a declining commitment to them. It
may be worthwhile for Community Associations to take the lead in helping
neighbours form virtual groups and encourage regular patterns in relation to logging
on.

In terms of social capital this group appears to be geographically exclusive and does
not for obvious reasons include young people or those outside of the neighbourhood.
While it does not make links across generations it indirectly helps improve family and
individual social capital through neighbours working together to reduce crime for the
good of all residents. However, youth involvement in these schemes might make the
virtual tackling of crime more efficient and also boost community and intragenerational capital. Given the recent interest by schools and charities in intergenerational technology it would make sense if virtual neighbourhood watch schemes
featured in some of these novel initiatives.41

Furthermore, understanding the problem-based motivation (a response to crime)
motivation for online parent-to-parent communication among neighbours adds to the
analysis of the evidence presented earlier. In contrast to the joint mum-daughter use
of facebook, which as Urshla describes is driven by a youthful motivation to view
information about people’s personal live that would normally be invisible to her,
parents have a clear purpose or reason for engaging with their neighbours online. This
is explained further in a combination interview with Kirsty and her daughter Aislin:

41 BBC Give an Hour (2001) encourages young people to give an hour of their time to help an older
person go online for the first time. Other youth-led -technology coaching for older people has been
carried out by charities such as Abbeyfield. These novel initiatives help older people log on and find
their way around the internet, shop online, use Facebook, Twitter and Skype.
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Kirsty: A neighbour of ours is on facebook. She requested me and I
thought I suppose maybe I should and then 1 said no. 1 go up to the
school and see her in the shop and she has never said as much as
hello ever to me. I don’t believe I have actually heard her speak and
so I said no I am not going to feel guilty. You see 1 think that’s
something that comes with age you learn to say no. I think it is
harder for kids to refuse people or what is it called decline people
because they are younger.
Aislin: She is so weird. You should have added her and then we
could have a laugh at her photos.
Kirsty: I never thought of that. (PCI)
From this it becomes clear that Kirsty has no inclination to accept her neighbour as an
online friend because she does not know her personally and is bewildered as to why
she has received this friend request in the first place. Kirsty’s attitude is in sharp
contrast to her daughter Aislin, who like Urshla, believes that following the lives of
certain individuals online could be a potential source of entertainment in much the
same way as contemporary 'reality television.' While the desire to understand or
frame the world and explore boundaries of what is valid or acceptable behaviour has
always been a typical teenage pursuit, facebook appears to be a new way of doing
this.

Not surprisingly this curiosity does not appear to be applicable to adults who (despite
usmg facebook to have a window into the world of their children or to reconnect with
old friends, as shown earlier in the chapter) are less motivated to observe the online
activity of other people. For example, Carla, (a mother) says,
The sort of things kids put on facebook is often meaningless
stuff that makes adults lose the will to live. Adults wouldn’t
want to talk about it and kids are sucked into a world of their
own where they don’t notice anyone else around them. (POI)
From this it becomes clear that the motivation for adult -neighbour online connection
is linked to an impelling social reason for individuals to come together online.
However, the solidarity or resistance that builds through community efforts is
achieved with more efficiency that was possible in the past. Thus technology is
valuable for community spirit especially in light of the modem busy lifestyles
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(documented in chapter four). For example, communication is ongoing and instant
and group members do not have to wait on postal letters nor is one member burdened
with the task of trying to phone around the entire group. Furthermore, this virtual
community, unlike stranger-based virtual communities which only offer thinned out
relations and lack trust (Delanty,2003; Fukyama, 1995; Bynner ,2007), is based on
legitimate connections.

5.4.5 Online respite from sectarian tensions
At the time of writing media reports acknowledge the power of facebook and social
media to mobilise crowds to engage in the street violence that has flared up over
recent years in Northern Ireland (UTV News, 2012). However, the data in this study
actually points to facebook as a reconciliation tool to bring young people from
different traditions together virtually.
For many young people spending time on facebook at home is often preferred to as
‘hanging out’ in the local town. Raymond describes this:
Raymond: My mum would rather me on facebook rather than hanging
out down in the town. Cus she worries I’ll be in a row.
Anne: Is there much trouble in the town?
Raymond: Yeah Catholics stay on one side and Protestants on the other
and I’m not saying everyone wants to pick a fight with you but you need
to stay with your own sort (religion). Like I can talk to [on facebook]
about thirty people my age from round here from both sides and that
wouldn’t happen in the town. There’s shit all to do down there anyways.
Most people are only on facebook at night and it’s because there is
nothing else to do. (COI)
From this example the earlier analysis is advanced by further explaining why mothers
as opposed to fathers have a lenient attitude to time spent online.

The clear

demarcation between Brenda and her husband's attitudes to time spent online, may not
be due to a greater knowledge of and use of facebook by mothers, but a ‘knowing
where they are perspective'. This perspective renders dystopian views of the internet
unfounded. Such views often highlight only the risks and generally paint a picture of
the online environment as unsafe. In line with other findings this evidence also
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displays that the internet is often a safer place to socialise than some face-to face
encounters (Internet Safety Task Force, 2008).

When Raymond says that that he can go online and talk to a range of young people
'from both sides, 'something he could not do in his local town, he is referring to the
longstanding sectarian tensions in Northern Ireland between Protestants and
Catholics. This is something that has been well documented in recent literature. Even
though Northern Ireland is a post-conflict society division is deeply entrenched,
several geographical 'no go areas' exist (Kelly, 2002) and opportunities for integration
and cohesion are hindered by residential segregation (Kelly and Sinclair, 2003;
Connolly and Maginn, 1999; Nolan, 2012). This residential segregation is increasing42
and when combined with a similar pattern of educational segregation (Kelly and
Sinclair, 2003) which impacts on 93.5% of children (Nolan, 2012), it becomes easy to
see why divisions in physical space between Protestant and Catholic youth run deep.
As a result young people feel that cross-community friendships are limited by the
absence of physical spaces which promote cohesion and integration (Sinclair et al.,
2004; Kelly 2002). It is not surprising then that young people report difficulty around
taking the 'first step towards a compromise on issues important to them and their
identity' (National Children's Bureau, 2004).

The parental preference for virtual, as opposed to physical contact, has particular
significance to Northern Ireland society, where family upbringing, geographic
location and place of residence play a part in developing sectarian attitudes and lack
of tolerance for those perceived as culturally different (McCole et al., 2003; Kelly
2002). Where the family socialisation process has led to sectarianism this parental
encouragement of facebook use over physical interaction might actually reverse
negative family influences. Such family influences may have previously prevented
young people interacting with those perceived as different.

However, while facebook can improve community relations on a youth-youth basis
evidence in the study suggests that this is not applicable where sectarian divisions
span across longer timeframes. It is interesting to note that as the study progressed,
42 Housing segregation has risen from 80% (Kelly and Sinclair, 2003) to 90% (Nolan. 2012)
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the politician referred to in section 4.3.3 for his frequent use of facebook to help
constituency members, tends only to add those from his own religious background.
For example Chole explains that:

'he accepted a girl from tech cus she had the right surname but not me . He
knew from my surname I was the other side of the house' (MFG).

This suggests that social markers such as surnames have a long shelf life and have the
power to increase division even when they enter the virtual realm. While this may be
cancelled out by the use of virtual names, such as the nick names referred to earlier,
for the most part older people, more so than younger people, appear less likely to
embrace online friendships with those perceived as culturally different. Nevertheless,
as is widely shown throughout the study young people, as opposed to older people,
rely more on facebook and, therefore, technology has a more productive role in
negotiating youth social relations in segregated social landscapes.
These findings appear to contradict the reports in Chapter four which clearly point to
an overlap of youth friendships in the physical and virtual space. However, the
influence of gender might be at play here. For example, in chapter four it is also
shown that boys more so than girls are consumed with a desire to add as many friends
as possible as this is linked to social status and popularity. It is possible that, as boys
have a larger number of online friends, this network will include strangers and those
who are culturally different. This deserves more attention and chapter six will
examine the relationship between gender and online connections with those perceived
as culturally different. Considering that culture and ethnicity are underdeveloped
areas of research into new technologies (Baym, 2010) chapter six will therefore
bridge a major research gap.

This examination is extremely significant in a Northern Ireland context not just in
terms of traditional divisions among Protestants and Catholics but also between new
migrant minority groups who are poorly integrated with majority groups who are
inexperienced at hosting other nationalities (McAreavey, 2004). Beyond the Northern
Ireland context minority ethnic groups make up 8% of the entire UK population and
account for 10% of the under sixteen population (Williams, 2004). The examination
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of culture and the internet has also international significant, as 'no major society
consists entirely of people who follow just one cultural tradition' (Cheal, 2002: 21).

5.5 Summary
Attention now turns to the implications of these findings for advancing theory,
improving knowledge of contemporary family and moving forward the social capital
debate. In addition, the emerging issues for chapter six (gender and social networking)
are detailed. Throughout chapter five the central question has been whether or not
social networking is a social or asocial pursuit for family members? The findings have
advanced knowledge and theory in three important ways.

5.5.1 Advancing internet knowledge and theory
Internet research incorporates two schools of thought (chapter two). The ‘asocial’
body of literature implies the internet lures individuals online at the expense of time
spent in physical community (Turkic, 1995; Nie, 2001; Lenhart et al., 2001; Thurow
and Nir, 2000; Katz and Aspden, 1997; Mitchell, 2004). In contrast, the ‘social’
literature claims that social relations in the virtual community are equally legitimate to
the geographical community (Wellman, 1997; Rheingold, 1993). The findings in this
chapter advance this debate in two important ways. Firstly, evidence is presented to
show that informal physical interaction reinforces the divisions between religious
networks and a withdrawal from the physical community to the virtual has a positive
impact on youth community relations and social capital.

It has also been shown that a sharp distinction between the social/asocial impact of the
internet is not always applicable, especially where deeply embedded divisions exist
and physical interaction promotes exclusion or the ‘darker side of social capital’
(Fortes, 1998). In this context the withdrawal from the physical to the virtual is not
necessarily a bad thing as it does not come at the expense of meaningful contact.
Virtual interaction has positive consequences as it increases the individual’s social
capital and helps overcome sectarian divisions. The end result is a possible thickening
of relationships that otherwise would remain thin on a face- to- face basis. This up to
date insight informs policy makers that utilising the online realm might help fulfill
their objective to promote better community relations in Northern Ireland. For
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example, current initiatives like 'Hand Of Friendship'4 ' could have a virtual follow-up
to their physical encounters. The promotion of good relations online makes sense
especially given the economic downturn and increasing fuel costs associated with bus
hire and transporting groups of children. Furthermore, online interaction and the
absence of cultural difference such as skin colour or clothing may help to transcend
traditional binary relations in Northern Ireland to take account of ethnic diversity.

While particularly relevant to Northern Ireland, these findings can be generalised
beyond this context as they develop and differentiate the longstanding debate on the
social/asocial nature of the internet. Through the examination of different parent-child
relationships what is discovered is that people use technology rather than being used
by it. It is a tool that facilitates certain actions. The internet is not changing the parentchild relationship in a technologically deterministic fashion. Rather what happens in
the family and within relationships influence what shape young people's online and
offline lives take more so than technology. For example, the joint parent-child use of
facebook is a symptom of quality offline relationships and the mum-son relationship
which is characterised by minimal conversation is likely to happen with or without the
use of technology. Additionally, in the post-divorce father-child relationship, where
the shuffling of family life caused by the actual divorce/separation is undoubtedly a
profound test on family relationships social networking opens up new channels of
communication used as a tool that was not available to families in the pre- social
networking era. Similarly, in the absence of or lack of desire to use this tool some
fathers and children may be rendered at a disadvantage and suffer isolation if they are
not able to nurture the types of connections and contacts that prevail in the 21s1
Century.
5.5.2 Improving knowledge of contemporary family
The examination of these parent-child relationships also improves our understanding
of the role and status of family in the contemporary social networking era. The
unquestionable sense of duty young people have to parents sits in stark contrast to the
evidence in chapter four which displays a lack of support offered or expected from the
individuals’ large online network of several hundred friends. Thus the popular mantra
43

The Hand of Friendship Project is a three-year, cross-border initiative which provides school pupils with an opportunity to make
friendships with children from a different background and culture while helping to instill positive attitudes that is hoped will stay with
them into adulthood. This project is funded by the International Fund for Ireland.
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that Michael reflects, ‘blood is thicker than water’, has ongoing currency in the social
networking era. Even though online friendship has stretched the definition of mutual
friendship, promoted the practice of having friends and extended social ties beyond
the peer group, family still plays an important role in shaping young peoples’ day to
day lives.

As young people continue to put family first, claims are unfounded that contemporary
society

displays a freedom from traditional restraints placed by family such as

generational prescribed obligations and responsibilities (Giddens, 1992; Beck and
Beck Gemstein, 1995). This might be explained by the fact that, as found in chapter
four, young people value face-to face relationships over anything the internet has to
offer. Family is the comer stone of young people's face- to- face world and a solid
feature offering a sense of security and well being in the ever changing fluid world of
technology. For this reason young people may continue to prioritise and value family.
There is no doubt that everyday life is moving further away from opportunities for
face- to- face personal interactions, to depersonalised social practises, such as, online
shopping, self scanning checkouts, automated transaction machines (ATMs) and even
robot doctors! It is refreshing that flesh and blood relationships found in family are
more valued now than ever before.

Probably the greatest impact of social networking to the contemporary family is that it
has moved extended kin from the peripheries of family life to the centre of family
connections. Families are connected with their members like never before and so a
significant social trend, one that has been growing since the 1950's (Chambers, 2006),
is reversed. In the 1950s family had at its core parents and children (the immediate
family) and aunts, uncles and cousins (the extended family) were on the outer layers
(Parson's, 1949 as cited in Cheal, 2002). Today technology can bring to the core of
the family even the most geographically distant and biologically extended members.
As such family really is the key beneficiary in reaping the rewards of new technology
and positive predictions in the early days of the internet have come into being. For
example, while this chapter coins the term 'global family social capital' it is a notion
that is not too far removed from Hapgood's claim in the mid 1990s that the internet
will eventually ensure that 'every family will have its own mailing list carrying
contributions from it's members' (Hapgood,1995, cited in Anderson , 2005:64).
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The fact that social connections are unbounded by geography has major social
implications for both emigrants and family members at home. The social fabric of
family in the homeland has always been important to emigrants (Lidgard and Gilson,
2002;Condon, 2005; Tiemoko, 2003), so much so, that return migration is often
driven by a 'quest for anchorage' among family (Corcoran, 2002). Whether or not
continuous online contact with family quells the desire to physically return home is
beyond the remit of this study but there is no doubt emigration in the social
networking era is quite different to that of previous generations. For example, Roisin
feels that by viewing her brother Brian's online photos and status updates she has a
sense of ongoing connection with him even if they do not directly chat online
(Humpreys, 2007). This continuous connection makes it unlikely, in contrast to
previous generations, that migrants will lose contact with family over time (Cheal,
2002). Undoubtedly the social power offacebook and the global family social capital
it sustains has made emigration a more social experience and it is not the asocial split
from family that it may have been in the pre-internet era.

5.5.3 Moving forward the social capital debate
This chapter's findings move forward the social capital debate in three main ways, all
of which depart from the original social capital literature, particularly that of Coleman
(1998) and Bourdieu (1985).

Firstly, the chapter shows that girls, unlike in the

traditional ‘upbringing version’ of social capital, do not merely receive social capital
from adults, rather they create it for themselves and their parents (Morrow 1999). This
not only supports the literature emphasising the vital role young people play in
increasing their parent’s social capital (Morrow, 1999; Weller, 2007), but it also
advances this literature by indicating that young people’s role in creating their
parents’ social capital is not merely circumstantial. In other words, parent's social
capital is not an unintended consequence of the virtue of their connections with
others, such as, their children’s friends or other parents, but is more decisive. In the
social networking era young people strengthen their parent’s social capital and have
an instructing role, something which was less applicable to the youth of previous
generations. There are positive implications from this especially for rural women who
due to geographical isolation may experience disadvantage, such as poor access to
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public transport44 or be under financial pressure with rising fuel costs,^ and therefore
be restricted from physically visiting family members.

Secondly, the chapter has identified and explained a new level of social capital,
namely global family social capital. This new interpretation of social capital informs
the wider social capital debate by questioning some of the assumptions that dominate
the traditional social capital literature. For example, in the original interpretation of
social capital there was a strong focus on the joint father- mother investment for social
capital production. In contrast, the evidence presented here suggests that, unlike early
claims about social capital, non-intact families or lone motherhood does not equate to
a deficit in social capital or threat to social order. Instead, global family social capital
exists with little to no male input and should flourish just as well in the variety of
modem family forms beyond the nuclear family.

Thirdly, it has been demonstrated that as a result of the social impact of technology
social capital is no longer rooted in place and location which was evident in early
social capital literature during the pre- social networking era. For example, despite
their very different applications and interpretations of social capital Coleman (1998)
and Putnam (2000) both demonstrate its quality is something that varies across
cultures. While Coleman perceived social capital as a public good from which a
degree of social mobility could emerge he clearly demonstrates it was location bound
(as illustrated in his classic example of the distinction between New York and
Jerusalem). Additionally, while Putnam’s central thesis is primarily concerned with
the decline of social capital over time in the Untied States he does draw distinctions
between the quality of social capital between North and South Italy. Given that in the
social networking era young people, such as Carla’s niece, can essentially call on
support from family members regardless of being separated by geographical distance.
44Rural households have a longer time to walk to their nearest bus stop than those living in urban
households. For example, 8 in 10 urban households are situated within a six minute walk to a bus stop
whereas only 5 out of 10 rural households have a bus stop within a 6 minute walk. Also 10% of rural
households are a 44 minute walk from their nearest bus stop compared to 0.5% of Urabn households
(Department of Regional Development for Norhtem Ireland, 2012)
45 54% of households in rural Northern Ireland are in fuel poverty (2009 Northern Ireland House
Condition Survey NIHE)
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social capital now transcends space and place and connections are not curtailed by
geography as they were in the past.

Finally, strong gender aspects are revealed in relation to patterns of social networking.
These are explored further in chapter six. In particular it seeks to address key questions
relating to how boys and girls seek and receive emotional support through their online
lives:
1. To what extent do gender attitudes in relation to strangers transfer from parents?
2. To what extent do gender attitudes in relation to those perceived as culturally
different transfer from parents?
3. Are there gender distinctions in how cyber bullying manifests and is resolved?
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CHAPTER SIX: Gender distinctions in the purpose and nature of online
friendship.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous two chapters determined the asocial/social impact of social networking
in terms of individual, family and community social capital. Chapter four examined
the relationship between social networking and individual social capital, while chapter
five examined the relationship between social networking and family social capital.
Both chapters revealed that gender differences exist in the purpose and nature of
online friendships. These gender differences are now examined further as the focus
turns back to the individual and specifically the extent that gender influences the
social capital formed through social networking sites.

Social capital is essentially the resources people gather through their relationships
with others. This can be bridging (information produced from weak ties), bonding
(emotional support from close bonds) or linking (where information is sourced
outside of one’s usual social circle). In terms of online social capital the benefits to
the individual are often direct, indirect or unused. In this chapter online friendship is
revisited to determine the relationship between gender and the ability to nurture one’s
own stock of social capital. From this it is possible to determine the impact of social
networking on rural youth not only in terms of their social capital but also how new
technologies impact on rural space.

This chapter reveals that similar challenges face both genders in terms of sustaining
their friendships and online lives in a world where the boundary between public and
private is becoming increasingly blurred. Both genders uphold trust as the key
attribute to friendship and close friends are expected to have the same loyalty to each
other online as offline. When close offline friendships break down social networking
is often used as a forum for revenge. The public act of humiliating the “victim” online
often leads to the cyber bully’s deletion from the online network and a subsequent
depletion in social capital.

It also shows that online friendship is largely gender specific and gender differences
exist on two separate yet interconnected levels. Firstly, the precise nature of the
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overlap between friendship in physical and virtual space is gender dependent. Gender
impacts on the characteristics young people are looking for in an online friend: girls
tend to strive for homogeneity of friendship above all else, while boys in contrast,
often casually add dissimilar online friends. As a result there is a greater likelihood
that males will encounter more cultural difference online but this does not usually
equate to quality relationships where individuals provide support for each other.

Secondly, and linked to this, a gender differentiation exists between boy’s and girl’s
online lives as boys reveal less of their true selves online while girls take their profiles
more seriously. This is most evident in young people’s use of online photographs
which are largely social for girls and encourage anti social behaviour among boys
who engage in high risk poses. This gendered use of online photographs leads to
different social capital returns.

Finally, the chapter moves on to summarise how the gendering of online friendship
has implications for advancing knowledge of youth social capital and internet
research.

6.2 Blurring public and private space

While undoubtedly social networking brings many opportunities for the development
of social capital the blurring between private and public space brings many challenges
and influences the shape that online friendship takes for the individual. This section
examines these challenges and opportunities and examines to what extent they are
gender specific.
>

In the previous chapters online group norms and internal peer moderation were shown
to regulate behaviour for both genders. Young people want to be in control of their
privacy and what is publically disclosed online. It is not, therefore, surprising that
sanctions are imposed by online friends when norms are not adhered to. In addition,
friends are expected to behave in the same trusting manner as they would offline.
Weaker ties are less trusted and young people are wary of divulging too much
information to such friends.
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Despite young people’s attempts to stay in control of what they reveal to the online
network, contemporary friendship blurs the traditional distinction between private and
public space. Personal details and opinions are publically exposed, unlike traditional
place-based friendships. Thus contemporary youth, unlike those of previous
generations, navigate through a confusing environment, where on the one hand, they
are able to connect easily to a wide range of people, but on the other hand also face
new challenges as they sustain very large friendship networks. One such challenge
hinges around the fact that social networking has changed the meaning of the word
'friend,' from close confidant or companion, to relate to a very broad spectrum of
connections.

These challenges make young people’s online lives less straightforward and command
them to make a number of choices and judgment calls as to how exactly they should
present themselves online. As with face-to-face communication social networking
entails certain unspoken rules, conventions and practices which individuals must
decide whether or not to adhere to. For example, at the most basic level there is
putting one’s setting to private or going on private chat and keeping one’s private
feelings to oneself and instead only posting trivial comments or status updates. Some
individuals withdraw all together to a blog site (which by its very nature allows more
space for private discussion) and, in some instances, others retreat from their facebook
life altogether. Attention now turns to blogging and going off facebook as these two
actions, unlike the others listed above, have not been discussed in previous chapters.

6.2.1 Blogging on the middle ground
In the extract below Amanda and friends discuss that the sharing of deep feelings
among close friends in the online environment of private chat4h is considered
appropriate, whereas going beyond trivia in the more openly accessible environment
offacebook is unwelcome. Amanda refers to girls who became pregnant and have left
school.

46 Online chat is referred to as private as it is usually between two friends and is referred to often by the
young people as similar to two friends communicating by text on their mobile phones. It is private
compared to the more open realm of the facebook page
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Amanda: There are things that shouldn’t be on facebook like oh look my baby
has just grown her first tooth. 1 don’t care if your baby’s got four teeth or two
teeth!
Paula: Yeah stuff like that can be very unfulfilling and not relevant to you.
Micheala: Loads of girls are like bla bla bla but the whole offacebook doesn’t
need to know about their relationships and their break ups and you don’t even
really know them that well to start off with.
Carroll: They should share things like that with close friends not the whole of

facebook..............
Paula: Yeah that’s why I have my own blog site and there’s more space like
cus it gives you more room to explain what you’re thinking or to show what
you’re feeling about say something that’s important to you. Like facebook
isn’t that much about going into anything that deep well not for me anyways.
Amanda: Yeah certain things are your own thoughts and like they’re what you
have in your own head and them things are best kept private or only shared
with closer friends and not the whole of facebook. But there are only a few
ones I know that put really deep stuff on their facebook page. They’re the sort
that don’t mind people picking their opinions apart.
Paula: Yeah that’s why I put them into a blog cus I can monitor the amount of
hits I get and control who has access. I can make sure just my closest friends
see it. That way I know that no one will read my blog that I don’t trust or think
might be a bit dodgy. You can’t go into detail like on all your views on your

facebook page but on a blogger you can. (GFG)

In order to have privacy from, the ‘whole offacebook’, some girls either choose not to
reveal their private thoughts on facebook or use an alternative virtual outlet such as a
blog site to discuss them. This evidence supports other internet research which
indicates social networking users hold accounts for two or more sites (OFCOM,
2008). It also reinforces earlier evidence (section 5.2.2) by showing that the use of
more than one social networking site is not solely to avoid family surveillance but
also to retreat from the public online network to a more private online space.

Paula explains that blog sites promote the discussion of deeper feelings by providing
more screen space than facebook to develop ideas as well as restricting access to only
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close trusting online friends. As such, blogging is used as an escape from the
superficial links formed on facebook where the majority of friends are only token
ones and only a small minority represent trusting relationships.

Blogging has created two conceptual stretches. Firstly, it stretches the ‘presentation of
self from a concept with traditional frontstage and backstage performance regions
(Goffmann, 1959) to accommodate an ‘in between stage.’ This middle ground is open
to more individuals than the backstage region of private chat but is more exclusive
than the frontstage region that incorporates the whole of facebook. This middle
ground might impact negatively on non-bloggers whose exclusion equates to the
‘online version’ of the ‘dark side of social capital’ (Fortes, 2000).

However, for the

select few blogging offers respite from the challenges faced by the blurring of private
and public space.

Secondly, blogging makes the distinction between thick and thin community less
sharp and unlike the early days of the internet virtual relations no longer equate to thin
community and physical relations to thick community (Delanty, 2003). Individuals
can easily alternate between thick community (such as the blog site) and thin
community (the whole of facebook). Nowadays technology can provide both thick
and thin community in a simple keystroke.

This simultaneous use of thick and thin community is more likely to be a feature of
girls’ online lives. Females, as opposed to males, frequently use this middle ground
to disclose personal feelings and opinions with close friends. The gendered use of
blogging may reflect females tendency to nurture more intimate, confiding and ‘face
to face’ friendships while males develop interest driven, non intimate and ‘side by
side’ friendships (O’Connor, 2002). It may also reflect gender differences in
processing online communication. For example, girls perceive negative or aggressive
online comments as a representation of hostility whereas boys interpret such messages
as healthy debate (Herring, 1996). Thus the use of blogging by girls is pre-mediated
and recognised as suitable for developing personal opinions but it is also driven by
intrinsic traditional female gender traits.
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Blogging buffers relations between close bonding friends (strengthens existing
bonding social capital) but hinders the development of weak ties into stronger bonds.
In this light, the potential for friendship development that social networking offers
girls is limited and unlikely to nurture deeper friendships. However, blogging is not
always a barrier to weak links developing into stronger bonds. Despite the fact that
girls’ online friendships are generally more selectively chosen and homogenous than
those of boys some online friendships remain un-nurtured. For example, Amanda has
no intention of nurturing relationships with teenage mothers who have now left her
school. This is unrelated to the technology used and more to do with a removal from
the school environment and these girls having dissimilar lives. Here earlier evidence
(section 4.3.4) is supported, and it is shown, that despite the many ways young people
can connect virtually with each other, school remains a major source of close
friendship for contemporary youth.

While some girls go off facebook to discuss and share deeper feelings other shy
individuals find that putting their private thoughts and feelings online is empowering.

Amanda: Most people I know don’t put anything too deep on their page.
Anne: Why?
Amanda: Because people will confront you. It’s easy to confront on facebook
and they are free to say whatever cus they know there’s no comeback.
Facebook is not like in school where you’d be like "what’s your problem?"
That’s why I think for shy people who wouldn’t normally confront you about
something they’re the ones that can do it on facebook.
Carroll: That’s true
Michaela: Like there’s a girl in our school who you wouldn’t hear her talking
any other time but the real her came out on facebook and she attacked and we
were like oh my goodness this is so bad that it affected her. (GFG)

This shows screen-to-screen communication circumvents the ‘social awkwardness’
young people experience in some face to face encounters (section 4.4.1). This
advances earlier evidence by showing that beyond occasional awkward social
situations; particularly shy individuals find empowerment from social networking.
Shy individuals, such as the girl Michaela refers to, become more confrontational and
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are liberated to explore relationships online in a way they feel unable to do offline
(Sheperd and Edelmann 2005; Valkenburg et al., 2005; Ritchie and Lewis, 2008).

The online environment alleviates shyness but it also offers greater potential for
criticism. Receiving online information that would usually be considered private in
an offline setting is perceived as pointless. Most girls therefore, refrain from posting
their private thoughts and feelings to the wider online network. Thus, while Emma
says that 'girls put up less of a front than boys,’ they are not close to the media panics
which claim that ‘the children of the internet age are ready to bare their bodies and
souls in a way that their parents never could’ (Sunday Times, 2007 as cited in
Livingstone, 2008).

6.2.2 Going offfacebook
Girls often alternate between blog sites and facebook, and sometimes they temporarily
withdraw from their online lives altogether. For example, note the pact between Una
and her best friend which involved surrendering their passwords for each other to
change and so disenable their facebook access during exams. Una recalls:
facebook was really coming between me and my revision. I was going on
to simply browse through others updates, aimlessly reading how other
people hadn’t done anything, when 1 knew right well they were on top of
it. We didn’t actually realise that loads of other girls were coming off it
(COI)
Going ‘offfacebook' is something that the two girls decide to do together to eliminate
the distraction from school work. Others also report facebook in similar terms. For
example, Connor complains that facebook is ‘such a big distraction when you are
doing your homework’ (section 4.3.4). However, in contrast to girls there is no
account from boys (interviewed in this study) to indicate they are prepared to
withdraw from their online lives.

This gendered nature of ‘going offfacebook' may be partly explained by the fact that
girls, more so than boys, are likely to spend more time on social networking sites
(Anchor Watch Your Space Survey, 2008). However, another explanation might be
that girls are more likely to stay in school longer and do better academically than boys
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(O’Connor, 2008). While it is beyond this study’s remit to comment on gender and
student conscientiousness, the giving up of online friends by girls, the majority of
which are carefully selected and important to them, in order to study demonstrates a
high level of academic commitment.

This emerging trend to ‘go off facebook’ leads also to the temporary loss of the
textual therapy obtained through online private chat which was shown earlier (section
4.4.1) to bring health and well being during examinations. As Una says satisfactorily,
T gave it [her revision] my all.......... the one thing I missed was private chat
with my close friends.’ (COI)
Boys by not following the trend to ‘go offfacebook’ are likely to continue to benefit
from textual therapy and so may be better equipped to cope with the stress of
examinations. In this instance boys have a gender social capital advantage over girls,
unlike in chapter five (section 5.3) where boys were found to be at a gender
disadvantage in terms of the social capital obtained through social networking.
However, the boys’ advantage here might be wasted. It is what they do online that is
important. Using the m\.zmz\/facebook for communication purposes (such as online
chat) is linked to less depression, while non-communication use (such as photo
browsing as discussed in section 6.4) is linked to higher depression and social anxiety
(Selfhout et al., 2009).

6.2.4 Falling out and facebook
Despite gender differences in the purpose and nature of online friendship trust is
valued in online relationships by both boys and girls.

Close friends are expected to

have the same loyalty to each other online as offline. However, when close offline
friendships break down social networking is often used as a forum for revenge. The
impact is felt not only by the victim but also the cyber bully whose public act results
in their depletion of social capital and deletion from the online network.

Social experience for young people is governed by feedback from peers and when this
is negative the result is damaging (Strauss et al., 2007; Allison and Schultz, 2001).
The negative portrayal of others sometimes goes online in the form of cyber bullying,
which involves, lying, starting rumours and setting up fake profiles (OFCOM, 2008).
Therefore, the use of social networking to develop and sustain social capital through
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keeping in touch and managing relationships must be weighed against the negative
impact that cyber bullying might have. In other words, young people might enjoy the
social capital benefits of social networking but fall victim to cyber bullying and
experience a dark side of online social capital. While social capital always had a dark
side, which includes: the exclusion of outsiders and group leveling norms, (Fortes,
1998) the consequence of cyber bullying can be more extreme and has been linked to
suicide.

The young people participating in this study felt that offline norms and practices were
transferred online and cyber bullying was not a major concern for them. For example,
Rosie says:
Usually if someone is being horrible to someone else online you would usually
stick up for the person even if they’re not your best friend (COI).
And in terms of online photos, Amanda explains the loyalty online friends have for
each other:
but like 1 think if you have good friends that are taking photos and one
goes on that you hate if you say to them most people will take it down, like
most people will do that for you. Like it’s really when there’s parties and
stuff like 1 was at an Ann Summers party and some of the photos were
mad to say the least, but like they were taken down and there was no
problem with it. (GFG)
The peer group has a positive impact on ensuring that social norms are upheld
between online friends: something which seems to be an unwritten rule of young
people’s social networking. Thus behaviour is regulated just as in the offline world
and there is an expectation that bonding friends will behave in the same trusting
manner as they would offline.

It is, however, when friendships break down that revenge is often sought through
facebook. Martin recalls how his brother, having fallen out with a close friend, had his
face book account fraped:47

47 Frape as described earlier is defined by young people in the study as facebook rape when someone
uses another person’s password goes onto their facebook and pretends to be that person.
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he went on pretending to be him, made this big announcement that he
was gay. That type of thing like can ruin your life with everyone
laughing behind your back. He was mad that loads thought it was him
and believed it. It was like totally awful. My brother deleted him and
some of my brother’s friends deleted him too (MFG).

Here the ramification is felt much wider than the victim and the bully’s social circle is
depleted as he is ostracised from the online network. Therefore, the public nature of
online bullying is something that gives it greater impact than offline bullying
(Kowalski et al., 2012). It is also the very thing that leads the peer group to pick up on
it and possibly stop it. Considering that young people are generally reluctant to show
evidence of online bullying to their parents (The National Association of Principals,
2013) the peer group are possibly able to counteract something that might go
unspotted by parents. Here young people’s self-regulation of online behaviour acts as
a safeguard against the negative use of technology. However, the emerging stories of
'anonymous cyber bullying' show such regulation strategies are not foolproof and the
peer group has limited capacity to identify the bully. With he or she remaining part of
the online network cyber bullying is likely to be prolonged. In some extremes
unresolved bullying may lead to the devastating consequence of suicide.4<s

6.3 Overlapping physical and virtual space
Central to youth social networking is a desire to increase online friend lists and this
often introduces and connects them with those not known in person (section 4.3.1).
These people, unlike close friends, remain on the margins of the online network. As
close friendships represent links with the ‘ordinary and even mundane not the exotic’
(Park and Floyd 1996: 94) there is largely an overlap between virtual and physical
space.

However, the precise nature of this overlap may alter depending on gender
(Subrahamanyam et al., 2008). The section that follows determines if the presence
and significance of those not known in person (strangers) differs for boys and girls. In

48 Daniel Perry (aged 15). Hannah Smith (aged 14) and Erin Gallagher (aged 13) all died by suicide
which has been reportedly linked to cyber bullying on the social networking question and answer
website Ask.Fm.
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other words, it examines the relationship between gender and young people’s
perceptions of online friend requests from strangers. This examination addresses
earlier recommendations (section 5.5.3) for further analysis on the role of gender in
determining online friendship with those perceived as culturally different.

6.3.1 A neat overlap for girls
While youth interest in strangers and distant others is minimal (Boneva et al., 2006)
strangers continue to present themselves to young people online (Mesch and Talmud,
2007). Girls typically decline requests from those not known in person especially if
they are from someone perceived as culturally different. Amanda, in the focus group
below discusses her decision to decline a potential friend from Turkey.

Amanda: I had a Turkish request one day last week and I was thinking is it the
Turkish fella (boy) in the kebab shop down in the town? So 1 had to check
with one of my friends. He wasn’t worse luck, no free kebabs (laughter). But I
had to check it out, like seriously, cus he looked gorgeous and seemed really
cool and all. He had a pile of friends but the name was a give away. Like when
someone wants to add you and they are called Abdul you know you don’t
know any Abduls so you just don’t add them. (GFG)

When Amanda light heartedly says, ‘worse luck, no free kebabs’ she is reinforcing
other young people’s accounts (section 4.4.2) which highlight online friendship is
often valued for its potential usefulness in the future. However, this statement has
racist undertones and implies something more subtle. Girls tend to pitch potential
friends against a ‘sameness criteria’, looking out for similarities between the requester
and themselves. Despite Abdul’s attractive profile picture Amanda weighs up the
potential for a proper friendship with him and decides to decline his request. Had
Abdul lived locally and worked in the Kebab shop then she probably would have
accepted him. In this instance they would have certain things in common such as
living in the one physical community, sharing mutual friends or going to the same
school. Uncertain that he will have anything in common with her she considers it
futile to accept him as an online friend. Thus, the evaluation of sameness has an
extremely physical nature, and it is this, not the virtual, that holds the most currency.
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Amanda’s response to this friend request is typical of females who tend to make
online connections with others on the basis that they can build or sustain relationships
with them (Pew, 2000). In many ways this is something that is not new to the social
networking era. For example, it has been well documented in the literature pre-dating
online friendship that girls, more so than boys, focus their friendships on emotional
sharing and as such have fewer friends than boys who associate more friends with
better social status (Blyth and Foster-Clark, 1987; Caldwell and Peplau, 1982; Eder
and Hallinan, 1978). However, in other regards social networking is challenging this
traditional concept of friendship with friend totals taking on a new importance. For
example, girls’ also associate friend totals with a person’s status, as evident in Janet’s
earlier comment, ‘when the amount of friends matters, mostly for me anyhow, is
when somebody wants to add me’ (section 4.2). Girls evaluate the popularity of
potential friends based on their friend totals, while boys tend to randomly add
strangers in a continuous endeavour to project themselves as being popular. While
boys are more proactive than girls in increasing their online social circles, the bottom
line is that, the number of online friends a young person has actually matters to both
genders.
While social networking is challenging the traditional concept of friendship traditional
gender traits still govern girls' online friendship selection and the importance of
homogeneous friendships for girls is much greater than an extensive list of online
friends which indicates a high social status (section 4.2.1). Even though girls aspire to
have large volumes of friends for their own profile and admire potential friends for
having a high social status (section 4.2.1) it alone is not enough to overcome cultural
difference. This reluctance to embrace cultural difference both advances internet
literature where culture is an unexplored area of research (Baym, 2010) and explains
why there is a neat overlap of girls’ physical and virtual space.

6.3.2 Socially constructed stranger danger
This desire for homogeneity of friendship is something which is not purely instinctive
but is something reinforced through the peer group and family in order to protect
personal safety. For example, Kate declines requests from what she terms people with
‘weird sounding foreign’ names.
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Anne: Are there any disadvantages to facebook?
Kate: The main disadvantage for me would be people pretending to be
somebody else.
Anne: How do you mean?
Kate: You are always getting people with weird sounding foreign names and
all and they keep always pestering you.
Anne: What way do they pester you?
Kate: Like wanting to add you and I’m like no way it’s too weird
Anne: Why?
Kate: Their language and food and all to start off with and you have nothing
really in common with them. (MFG)

While Kate’s decision to decline these requests is similar to Amanda, in that it is
based on cultural dissimilarities, such as, food and language, it is however based on a
deeper logic, namely that these may be from people who have created false profiles.
When perceptions of stranger requests are teased out further, in the interview setting,
concerns emerge that these are not merely false profiles but from requesters with
sinister intentions.
During an interview with Aislin and her mother Kirsty it becomes clear that Aislin
and her friends suspect that some requests, supposedly from outside the UK, are in
fact local people who are trying to target young girls.

Anne: What about stranger requests?
Aislin: People from other countries are always requesting you and it’s always
men.
Kirsty: I never get them.
Aislin: You’re too old.
Kirsty: This is the first I have heard of this does this happen to everyone?
Aislin: Absolutely, everyone 1 know gets them and you see their photo and if
you click on them they are not private they have a public profile so you can
see absolutely everything about them.
Kirsty: The thing that I don’t understand is how they get your name. Where
does that come from?
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Aislin: I think it is local people. They are not people from where they say they
are. How else could they get in touch with you? They would have to type in
your full name to do that. Other than that they would get millions of people by
only going by a first name or even a first name plus a surname. So I think it's
local people posing as exotic online friends. We were talking about one of
them in school and a good few of us had got the same one. We thought it was
a bit of a coincidence.
Kirsty: They could be paedophiles or even worse a paedophile ring. Oh my
good God.
Anne: Have you talked about this before?
Kirsty: No just things like don’t add strangers or keep your profile private. I
realised that when I went on if your profile is private then it is ok. But I see
people that are public and you could be looking at their photos and then go
onto someone else's page and God knows where you would end up. (PCI)

Aislin’s suspicion hinges on the fact that it is extremely unlikely that a requester from
another country would coincidently contact her precise group of friends and this is
something that she has discussed with her friends. She presumes, much to the shock
of her mother Kirsty, that the man who has requested her is not from outside the UK
but living locally. Kirsty, after listening to Aislin’s story, concludes this request could
be from a pedophile with the intent to cause harm to her daughter. Considering that
recent literature reports that the majority of social networking users search for people
they have or have had an offline connection with (Ellison et al., 2006) this conclusion
may be credible. On the other hand, their fears may be an over-reaction and it could
simply be a bored neighbour rather than a pedophile ring. Nevertheless, as this
research is based on the social construction of meaning about social life (chapter
three) whether or not these views are sensationalist is not as important as the fact
individuals have developed them. Kirsty's arrival at this sinister conclusion may be
linked to living in a close knit rural community where everyone knows everyone else
and 'outsiders' are treated with suspicion.

The rejection of stranger requests is reinforced by and socially constructed through
the female peer group. Similar evidence of the peer regulation of girls’ online lives
emerges throughout the study. For example, Michelle warns:
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You just know you can’t trust people that you don’t know who
request you. All the girls I know don’t accept strangers. For one,
their picture might be false and they could be a lot older wanting
to talk to you cus they’re a paedo. Anyhow my friends would kill
me if I did something daft like add someone from another
country. I never would. (GFG)

These girls are instrumental in ‘warding off strangers from featuring in their lives
and that of their friends. Therefore, unlike the early social capital literature which
reports the negative impact of the peer group through gang activities (Coleman, 1998)
here the female peer group is shown to have a positive role.

It is striking that Aislin’s perceptions of the incidence, is initially influenced by and
discussed with her peer group and not her mother. This refutes reports that parental
rules most often concern meeting new people online (OFCOM, 2008) and earlier
evidence that mothers are particularly active in monitoring girls’ online lives (section
5.2.1). On the surface it seems that the peer group influence is more significant than
that of family in determining what shape a young person’s online life takes.

However, while peer group influence is strong it is parents who have the most
powerful influence. Maternal influence over connecting online with strangers often
contributes to that of the peer group. For example, Michelle explains:
‘My friends’ mums are also friendly with my Mum. That’s what happens in
country [rural] areas cus everyone knows everyone. They [the mums] talk
about all sorts, from about whether we should be allowed to go to a certain
place or how we shouldn’t add strangers online.’ (COI).
While parental influence appears less powerful than that of the peer group the social
norms shared among friends is the sum effect of close ties among parents. This close
knit rural area has high ‘closure relationships49’ which facilitate communication about
childrearing among parents and ensures the adherence of social norms by children
based on strong social ties between parents (Coleman, 1998). The relevance of closure

49 Closure is explained in greater detail in chapter two
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to young people’s online lives might be greater for rural youth where social norms
often limit and control behaviour (Dixon and Welch, 2000). It may have less impact
on youth who inhabit less homogenous urban areas50 where social norms do exist but
social relations are possibly less based on shared location and individuals are more
anonymous (Philo et al., 2003). While the distinction between closure in rural and
urban areas remains unclear there is no doubt that closure, which to date has been
examined in light of its relationship to academic achievement (Fletcher et. al., 2006),
applies in the context of online parenting. Importantly then it is parental involvement,
more so than the peer group or technology, that shapes the overlap of physical and
virtual space.

6.3.3 Macho defense against strangers
Aislin, Michelle, Kate, and Amanda’s stories have similar outcomes and the girls do
not accept requests from strangers. They perceive the requesters as real people,
regardless of whether or not they are masquerading behind false profiles locally or
further afield. For example, Kate considers the friendship potential of the requester
before deciding whether or not to decline him. Such perceptions contrast with those
of boys, who are less likely to associate stranger requests with real people and more
likely to believe them to be viruses from which they need to defend their computer.
The response often reflects traditional gender traits.
Anne: So do you add people from other countries?
Barry: You shouldn’t add requests from other European countries
because they can be (computer) viruses. And some keep persisting too. I
had this man wanting me to join a chat room. I replied rubbish and just
hit random letters on the keyboard back to him and he’d still send me
perfectly typed answers. So I knew it was a virus.
John: Just tell him he’s an absolute fuck and to piss off. (MFG)

Barry’s macho display has no room for intimidation from online strangers. This is
typical of teenage boys who, as opposed to girls, are less likely to report feeling
scared and uncomfortable when contacted by strangers online (Smith, 2007). Barry’s
projection of himself as a defensive male and John’s ‘hard man’ depiction of himself

50 As no urban youth participated in the study this claim can only be speculative.
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(Jagger, 2002) indicates that traditional gender roles are being transferred online.
Unlike the girls’ suspicions, the threat of viruses is perceived by boys as a risk to the
computer not themselves (in a physical sense). This is something that fathers instill in
sons (section 5.2.3).

6.3.4 Becoming friends with strangers
Despite the fact that young people generally tend to distrust and reject stranger
requests, from, what Kate terms ‘weird sounding foreign’ names, strangers with
‘normal names’ frequently become part of boys online lives. Although boys tend to
reject stranger requests they do frequently send friend requests to strangers and this is
often done in a casual manner in order to extend their friend lists.

As a result, boys are generally drawn more into the ‘number loop’ (section 4.2.1) and
fail to consider the long term impact of accepting these inactive and completely
virtual friends.
Anne: Do you know how many friends you have at the moment?
Simon: 1 haven’t actually a clue how many facebook friends 1 have at the
moment I think it’s like 800 or a 1000 or something.
Anne: How many of those do you know personally?
Simon: Probably like 100 or so of them.
Richard: Like facebook friends are not like real friends, well most of them.
There is only a certain amount of friends you can actually have like unless you
stop calling them facebook friends and start calling them my directory of
everybody in the world (laughter). Like they’re not friends they’re just people
you only know a little about and they... well some of them you don’t even
know a little, you know nothing.
Paul: I’ve added people simply because they have the same name as me. You
just type in your name and you can add everyone with the same name so I
think why not more friends for me (laughter).
Anne: Do you chat to them?
Paul: No way, some of them tried to chat to me and I was like no.
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Gary: I’ve done that before but you wouldn’t want to chat to them because
they could be absolutely anyone, all they have to do is google young boy and
use it for their profile and it’s not their own image.
(BFG)

This extract raises three important points in relation to how strangers come to feature
in boys’ online lives. Firstly, it is often so casual, that boys are commonly unaware of
the exact number of online friends they have. Simon’s uncertainty regarding his
precise number of friends, at face value could be interpreted as an exaggeration
produced by the ‘group effect’ (chapter three), or simply a desire to impress.
According to Leung, (1993) children are frequently imperfect reporters of their
number of friends.

However, when the ‘number issue’ is probed further (during individual interview) it
becomes clear that the amount of online friends that boys tend to accumulate is so
extensive that some genuinely are unsure of their latest count. For example, at the
beginning of his interview, Malachy says,
T have something over 900 online friends.’ As the interview proceeds and
Malachy is logged onto his account he says Took I wasn’t far wrong I have
982 friends at the moment.....most fellas I know have over 500 and a good
few have up on a 1000’. (COI)
Thus Simon’s inaccuracy (he is unsure if he has 800 or 1000 friends) is not about the
projection of a ‘don’t care attitude’ to the group or an exaggeration but is typical of a
gender that casually adds many online friends.

Secondly, the ‘wholesale addition’ of online friends in one sitting that Paul and Gary
describe is a common feature of boy’s social networking habits. Other boys in the
study disclose similar ‘spree like’ patterns of adding new friends. For example,
Brendan, who is due to transfer soon from school to a Further Education College, and
will be separated from his close school friends has recently started to request and add
more online friends in a discerning manner. He believes this will project a better
image to his new class. Brendan says:
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‘I have been adding loads more online friends lately. I am going to meet so
many new people it probably looks better to them because in a way I am
starting from scratch.’ (COI)
Brendan, in a similar way as Paul, is adding complete strangers simply to improve his
social status and has no intention from the outset to develop real friendships with
them or even engage in occasional online chat. As such, boys often are unconcerned
with adding 'real' friends, but are ‘alpha socialisers’ who engage in intense short
bursts of social networking for entertainment, flirting and simply adding new people
(OFCOM, 2098).

Thirdly, no negativity is displayed towards those in the group that casually add
strangers. For example, Simon, Gary and Paul broadly demonstrate a consensus that it
is acceptable to add strangers, as long as this does not involve online chat. Therefore,
there are issues of power and control at play. This may explain why, when boys are
motivated to connect with strangers, as opposed to being contacted by strangers, their
fear of danger is reduced. For example, Brendan by engaging in the bulk addition of
new friends demonstrates little concern that he or his computer may be put at danger.
These friendships are on his terms and are purely to project a positive image of
popularity, confidence and power on entering a new social grouping (Weller, 2006;
Pahl, 2000). Although Brendan does not have physical friends by his side he feels he
will have similar status benefits from his online friends.

In contrast, Rosie and her friends, who are also going through a transition in their
education adopt a different approach, adding new friends, who might only be ‘just in
case friends’, but nevertheless are friends whom they plan to stay in touch with
(section 4.4.2). Rosie is more selective than Brendan referring, for example, to her
former biology teacher as a ‘safety net’ for coping with the demands of university.
Her ‘fine tuned approach’ to new friends is about more than simply boosting her
social status: this is more typical of girls' social networking habits than boys.

Girls ‘selective approach’ to accepting new online friends is part of a process of
diligent and careful consideration especially when the potential friend is a stranger.
For example, Carroll says:
Carroll: This guy wanted to add me from where I lived as a child.
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Anne: Where was that?
Carroll: It was in Scotland before we moved here but I couldn’t remember
him. I mentioned him to my auntie and she was able to tell me about him so it
was no problem then adding him.
Paula: It’s really mostly mutual friends that request you and you would mostly
say yeah I probably know them from somewhere down the line but you might
feel uneasy about them so you’d ask a friend about them or just ask them
where do I know you from again?
Carroll: Just cus you add them doesn’t mean you will become best friends and
chat all the time but you have to be happy that they get to know certain things
about you.
This diligence manifests itself in the measures taken when deciding whether or not to
accept a potential friend. During this decision process Paula and Carroll make
inquiries similar to Amanda when contemplating adding her Turkish request. This
behaviour separates girls’ actions further from that of boys. For example, in contrast
to Amanda’s offline investigations with her Aunt, Barry checks out the intentions of
his potential friend by engaging in online chat with the requester. This demonstrates
central gender differences; boys tend to venture further online while girls tend to
remain firmly offline while probing into the intention of potential friends.
In sharp contrast to the spontaneous creation of friends that Paul, Simon and Gary
discuss, the girls accept a friend on the basis that the friendship has the potential to
grow or they at least feel comfortable to share aspects of their lives with their new
online friend. Thus, in contrast to boys, girls engage in less risk taking in terms of
adding friends and this is matched with tighter group norms, compared to boys, who
socially endorse the addition of strangers.

As a result, the correlation between bridging and bonding social capital where an
individual rich in one type of social capital is likely to be rich in the other (Halpren,
2005) no longer exists in the social networking era. Expectations of, and
characteristics sought, in an online friendship are clearly gendered. The quality of
online friendship is not a priority for boys and so they accumulate a wide variety of
weak ties which have the potential to produce bridging social capital. In contrast, girls
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rationalize more about the quality of online friendships and so typically sustain
bonding social capital with a small number of online friends.

The longer term implication of boys becoming online friends with strangers is hard to
predict. It appears to be harmless and related to boosting numbers rather than
obtaining support. However, as suggested earlier (section 4.6.2), young people
develop reserves of social capital and so these strangers may become more significant
at a later point. Given that boys have a deficit in communication within the family,
being particularly unfulfilled within the father-son relationship, it is possible that
strangers, especially older males, may bridge this gap in support. The quality of this
support could be questionable and even dangerous given the lack of commitment
between boys and their very large online network.

In the meantime, superficial links with online strangers and the sharing of information
which is often meaningless, irrelevant and lacks context might only feed into the
overall feeling of isolation, which boys already experience emotionally in terms of
communication with their parents. This isolation may be exacerbated for rural males
due to their geographical positioning.

6.4 Online photos: the social capital outcome
Young people are not a homogenous group but divided by the process of performing
different activities which are seen by society as traditionally feminine or masculine
(Butler, 1990; Cameron, 1998). Central to this performative concept of gender is
communication (Herring, 1996). Through language and ways of relating to others we
perform and ‘continually bring our gender identity into being....in this way we show
ourselves and other people that we are man/woman’ (O’Connor, 2008:12).

As social networking is about language and ways of relating it is essentially a
platform where gender identity is continually performed. When this performance goes
online the ‘presentation of self (Goffman, 1959; Livingstone, 2008), which is much
wider than physical presentation, increasingly becomes the ‘visual presentation of
self. As such it is important to examine the relationship between online photos (as a
visual presentation of self) and gender identity.
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Distinctive gender differences are observed in the interviews. Coleen says of the boys
she knows:
They don’t use it [facebook] for photos as much as girls do. Girls have so
many photos while boys have far less. Yet they love going through other
people’s photos alright. But they don’t want to give away much about
themselves (COI).

Gerard and John describe how girls use social networking differently to boys:

Gerard: Boys don’t take it as seriously as girls. Girls take it too seriously.
With boys they will have maybe a footballer, either Soccer or Gaelic, as their
profile picture. Whereas girls will always have a glamorous photo of
themselves or them and their best friend and it’s always the best, bestest one
of them that they have. They look way better than they ever would normally.
Boys aren’t into photos. I don’t upload many photos. Most of the photos on
mine are people that have tagged me. Girls upload so many more. Like there
are 200 photos in an album and something like 12 albums in total. Boys I
know wouldn’t even fill an album in the space of something like five years.
(COI)

Boys have a ‘take it or leave it attitude’ regarding online photos and this is further
highlighted by John:

‘photos are ok but fellas are not as big into them as girls.
Like if a bunch of lads were out it would be usually a girl
who would end up taking a photo on her phone and then
she would upload it.’ (BFG)

These accounts reinforce the gender differentiation in the use of online photos. Girls’
glamorous ‘presentation of self through online photos is not surprising considering
that girls typically more so than boys have always been preoccupied with glamour
(Beechey, 1996) and displaying their physical attractiveness to others (Jagger, 2002).
Additionally, it is no coincidence that, as Gerard says, boys often do not put
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themselves on their profile picture but instead a famous footballer. This is because
masculinity is perceived by males as equating to strength and sporting ability (Lynch,
1999). Thus, while the widespread use of and popularity of online photos is
something distinct to contemporary society they reflect traditional gender traits of the
pre- social networking era and these govern how online photos are used.

Online photo albums are a modem social tool and young people, unlike the youth of
pre-social networking era, have an added advantage in developing and sustaining
quality friendships. It would have been impossible to share offline photos among such
a vast network of people in previous generations. However, as boys invest little time
and effort in taking and updating photos they do not fully utilise this friendship tool.

In stark contrast, online photos are a valuable part of Kerri’s life. She spends hours
maintaining her profile and tends to upload every photo she takes. Her ‘attention
seeking’ behaviour is typical of young people who constantly crave attention and
comments from others by posting photos and customising their profile (OFCOM,
2010). She continually reinvents her profile picture, which she refers to as ‘my face to
all my friends.’
Colleen’s resentment that boys don’t put many photos of themselves online but ‘they
love going through other people’s photos alright’ implies that while boys engage with
the ‘visual presentation of others’, they share less of the ‘visual presentation of self.
This unequal amount of visual self disclosure between genders restricts boys in terms
of the benefits online friendship brings to social capital development. Males are
typically ‘followers’ (who use social networking to keep up with what others are
doing) (OFCOM, 2010) but following others’ photos does not increase meaningful
friendship with their many inactive online friends.

In contrast, intertwined through girl’s accounts of viewing online photos is a sense of
enjoyment and a ‘wanting to get to know others better.’

Janet: It’s nice to let people know what you’re doing. Like over the snow
loads of people took photos over that and it is nice to see what everybody was
up to when the school was closed. And some had photos of big igloos and it
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was nice to see things like that that. You wouldn’t otherwise see them unless
you put them in the paper and then it would be a week later or something.
Paula: More people are encouraged to put their pictures on facebook cus
there’s no cost and it’s free to send them. On your mobile it costs you and
there’s a section on facebook that allows you to show what you’re into which
is a good way to let other people know what you get up to out of school.
Michaela: You see different sides to people and you’d be like I didn’t think
they’d be into that and it can be a surprise.
Janet: Yeah.
Paula: You see you have more in common with other people than you thought
you did. (GFG)

Girls tend to accept online friends when there is potential for a meaningful friendship
to develop (Pew, 2000). Therefore it is not surprising that these girls portray the
practical motivations behind viewing photos to be: cost effectiveness, immediacy and
based on a desire to nurture friendship. Online photos provide snapshots of other
people’s lives and this increases a sense of ongoing connection (Humpreys, 2007).
However, the social capital outcome of this connection is clearly gendered. For girls
there is a deeper connection that leads to a better understanding of others’ spare time
activities and reveals commonalities which often go unnoticed especially in the school
environment. As the visual impact of communication through online photos increases
understanding of dormant friends and leads to deeper friendships, girls increase their
bonding social capital through online photos. In contrast, boys casually add strangers
to boost status and not to nurture friendship so it is likely that online photos generated
through these friendships do little to transform weak ties into bonding friendships.

6.4.1 Planking: the dangerous side offacebook
Boys in this study are found to use online photos for a different purpose. Unlike girls,
boys do not foster a better relationship with inactive friends but rather do so to
entertain and frequently shock their close friends. Boys have embraced the internet
craze of ‘planking’ (the lying down game), which involves sharing of online photos of
oneself lying in strange places with the more bizarre backdrops commanding the most
attention. Una explains:
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Well it’s not seen to be cool for boys to be taking what girls would see as fun
photos. They (boys) are only really into dare devil outrageous ones. That’s
why boys have got into the whole planking thing. I have never seen a girl
planking. No if they (boys) are into photos it’s the more extreme ones and
definitely that’s why they have latched onto planking. (COI)
Although teenagers in general have always been involved in ‘boundary performance’
which involves risk taking activities that push the boundaries of what is considered
normal behaviour (Hope, 2007) planking is exclusively an ‘all boy’s pursuit.’ One
explanation for this lies in earlier accounts (by Colleen and Gerard) which show how
online photos are used by girls to present their serious side and by boys to project
their non- serious side (as illustrated by Malachy and his friends.)

Malachy describes a recent shopping trip with the sole purpose to ‘plank’ in various
shops. Malachy says:

Me and a bunch of lads went shopping the other day and we never actually
done any shopping we were planking the whole time. Here (he shows some
photos) we are in a shop and this one is of us making a shape on the floor and
people look are staring at us. I laughed so much when I seen that one. But
there are better ones. Yeah here we are on the inner thingie of the canal, this
one is totally mad (COI)

Planking often involves low risk photos which lead up to more extreme high risk
poses. Having completed a number of low risk prankish stunts Malachy and his
friends progress to what Una describes as ‘dare devil outrageous’ situations and
photos. Proudly referring to these high-risk poses as the ‘better ones,’ Malachy
demonstrates that boys are prepared to go further and put their safety at risk (on the
canal) to entertain and shock online friends. Thus boys, in a similar way to girls such
as Keri, also demonstrate ‘attention seeking’ behaviour and crave attention and
comments from others. However, boys seek this attention in more extreme ways and
so are physically at risk. As girls seek attention in more emotional ways it is likely
that they are more emotionally vulnerable.
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In contrast, to Malachy’s enjoyment of the more risky antics of the trip, the
progression from low to high risk planking is a concern for both parents and teachers.
Annette (a mother) describes her ‘no tolerance policy’ on planking saying:

‘it is simply too dangerous and for that reason with my kids, they know
better not to do it themselves but if they even receive a photo from
someone doing it 1 just tell them to get rid of that person, delete them.
(POI)’

She goes on to explain that her ‘spot check approach’ involves occasionally looking
over her son’s shoulder to view his photos and sitting down with him to have what she
calls ‘a proper look.’ This second measure on one occasion leads to the termination of
an online friend due to his circulation of planking photos. Thus, while the maternal
monitoring of girls’ online activity is focused on the girls’ reputations,'1 planking
does not raise a reputational concern about boys from their mothers but a safety
concern emulating from the danger associated with extreme poses.

The hazardous nature of planking has led Annette to eliminate her son’s online links
with the boy who sent him planking photos. However, the management of planking
on a larger scale proves more complex. Martin, head of pastoral care, in a co
educational school describes his unsatisfactory outcome in attempting to manage a
recent planking incident involving a group of his pupils,

Martin: The Principal, myself and the Vice Principal were standing in the yard
one day and we were seeing it before our eyes about twenty young boys laying
down in the yard. We were confused at first and thought what the hell is this
all about. It was something they organised to do the night before on facebook.
We were very alarmed about this and were unsure how to proceed in handling
it. From this a group of fifty to sixty young boys, which included most of the
boys in the yard and others from other schools and the Tech [local Technical
College], went into one of the banks (in the town) and lay down on the floor,
said nothing, lay there for about five minutes and then got up and walked out.

51 the parental monitoring of daughters by mothers forms a central part of the analysis in chapter five
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It is a phenomenon throughout the world. It is widespread and it is called
planking and a young person died from it last week in New Zealand. He was
laid down between two buildings and fell. He was killed instantly. It is crazy
but it is going round all the schools. We had our first experience of it in the
yard the other day. I am only learning about it but it is for impact and then it is
shared by photos with others on sites like facebook.
Anne: What happened about the bank?
Martin: After the bank episode we got together and said you know what we
could do boys we could actually go out into the pitch and lie down and then
spell, with our bodies, the name of the school. I thought that would be a good
way of dealing with it and turning it into a positive thing and put it on the
website. They agreed to it and I said I would look into it, obviously clear it
with the Principal. The next afternoon the same boys and some additional ones
went down the town and lay down in the bus depot preventing the buses from
pulling out. Again this was organised on facebook and they blew any chance
they had of having fun with it. The boys got detention of course, they had on
their school uniform and they had several detentions in the week that followed
even on the Friday afternoon. (TFG)

Here the negative influence of the peer group on the boy’s online lives takes priority
over the influence asserted by Martin, who adopts an ‘accommodating approach’ and
attempts to curtail this internet craze to a controlled school website project. However,
on returning home the boys organise a higher risk stunt than the ‘bank episode’ which
counteracts Martin’s enthusiastic plans to channel their planking into a school project.
Here it is shown that planking typically involves low risk photos which are precursors
to higher risk ones. This reinforces Malachy's earlier account where his friends put
themselves at greater danger as their planking on the canal progresses.

This negative peer group influence permeates through young people’s ever expanding
social circles, evident in the swift command of the ‘bank’ and ‘bus’ events, which at
short notice draws in other boys from beyond the school environment to form a larger
group. As such planking commands and demonstrates group solidarity and this is
something that males have always perceived as being important in order to showcase
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their masculinity to others (Lahelma, 2000). Traditional gender traits, which as shown
earlier drive the use of technology, have the capacity to produce anti-social outcomes
that may not have been as possible in the pre-internet era. The power of technology to
command groups of young people to specific venues may be linked to the recent
number of drowning incidents in Northern Ireland’s disused quarries

where it is

possible that planking or similar risky behaviour may put young people's lives at
danger.

In sum, in contrast to previous generations the negative impact of the peer group on
males and its positive protective impact on females most likely is of greater
significance to contemporary young people and extend over a longer period. The 2024 age group is more likely to be living at home rather than married or living
independently from their parents (Williams, 2004). As such, today’s young people are
living through an extended period of youth.

6.5 Summary
This chapter has examined social practices relating to young people’s online lives in
relation to the inherent gender differences typical of each. The findings have shown
that online friend selection, presentation of self and attitudes to self disclosure are
gender differentiated. Attention now turns to the implications these findings have for
theory, rural space, young people and wider society.

6.5.1 Improving understanding of online social capital
While the prevalence of the peer group is well documented in young people’s lives
(Coleman, 1998) the early social capital literature reports only it’s negative impact on
youth social capital (Coleman, 1998 and Putnam, 2000). By contrast, the evidence
presented in this chapter shows that such dystopian views are not always accurate.
Peer influence on youth social capital can be positive as well. It has been shown that
peer influence has a positive function and, for example, provides a protective layer to
girls’ online lives. In relation to ‘stranger type’ friend requests, it ensures these are
met with caution and risk assessed in terms of personal safety. In sharp contrast, peer

52 In the recent heat wave young people have died as a result of swimming in disused quarries. Armagh
District Council area alone has 180 disused quarries (BBC News Report 2013)
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influence is often negative for boys and encourages and endorses online risk taking
such as the casual addition of strangers and the dangerous engagement with planking.

Peer influence over social networking use produces gender differentiated social
capital outcomes. Careful friend selection and the associated group norms that
reinforce this behaviour put girls in a good position to strengthen their bonding social
capital through meaningful information and interesting visual presentation of others
through online photographs. In contrast, boys, who despite declining stranger requests
presumed to be viruses, have online friendships that reflect risk taking, looser group
norms and a social endorsement by peers of the addition of strangers. These strangers
are not added for their friendship potential but in order to ‘clock up numbers’ of
online friends. Thus in relation to social capital generation large numbers of online
friends may have a positive impact on linking and bridging social capital but do
nothing to improve deeper friendships and bonding social capital.

Salient gender variations in relation to expectations of what online friendship entails,
along with the characteristics that an online friend has, influence the social capital
outcome of online activity. Boys give little thought to the quality of friendship and
consequently casually include a wide variety of friends. Overall, boys are more likely
to develop bridging links while girls typically sustain bonding social capital. Thus the
correlation between bridging and bonding social capital (Halpren, 2005) which
implies a person rich in one type of social capital will automatically be rich in the
other is not relevant in the context of young people’s use of social networking.

Even though boys may be potentially rich in bridging social capital it remains for
them a largely unused resource in terms of health and well-being. This is for two main
reasons. Firstly, the constant flow of information received from weak friends is
meaningless and does nothing to assist actual friendship development. Secondly,
because of their large numbers of inactive friends boys generally are reluctant to
present their true selves online and are more than likely to post presentations of their
non-serious self. For example, planking at best does nothing to improve inactive
friendships and at worse has a negative impact on personal relations with teachers,
parents and the termination of some online friends. In contrast, through girl’s
projection of their ‘more serious self they are more likely than boys to develop
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meaningful friendships online through their distribution of online photos and
browsing of others photos.

The end result is that boys, who also are relationally isolated offline (O’Connor,
2008), especially in the home, continue to be missing out on a valuable way to
overcome shyness, avoid social awkwardness and buffer against poor health and well
being. As boys long for emotional support from fathers (section 5.2.3) an increase in
social networking among fathers might, as in the case of the mum-daughter
relationship, pave the way for joint father-son internet use and act as a springboard for
discussion. This could compensate for the gender imbalance in bonding social capital
and improve male (father and son) health and well-being (chapter five). This could be
something that new voluntary groups such as ‘Dad, Lads and Grandads^’’could
prioritise in their mission to increase male health and well-being.

6.5.2 Internet knowledge and theory: four key developments
The evidence in this chapter refutes technologically driven assumptions in the early
days of the internet that technology would make children more asocial, change their
personalities, corrupt and damage them (Marvin, 2004; Sturken and Thomas, 2004).
Young people in this study use technology more than they are used by it. It is
traditional gender roles, not technology, that shape young people’s online lives. This
informs the internet literature in four important ways.

Firstly, claims that online communication is void of trust (Fukyama, 1995; Bynner,
2008) and produces thin not thick community (Delanty, 2006) are not fully warranted.
For example, the use of blog sites shows that a sharp distinction between ‘thick and
thin community’ that was applicable in the early days of the internet (when online
chat rooms and MUDs were in vogue) no longer exists. Technology has moved on.
While some online friendships may remain weak, inactive and be based on low trust it
is too simplistic to claim all online connections are of a similar low quality. An
individual can alternate between thick community (such as the blog site) and thin
community (the whole of facebook). This simultaneous use of thick and thin

Dads, Lads and Grandads is a voluntary group which formed in Craigavon in 2011 in response to the lack of provision for
males in the community and voluntary sector.
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community is more likely to be a feature of girls’ online lives. For example, boys put
less of their serious selves online and have often many hundred online friends while
girls have deeper connections and select friends more carefully. Policy makers might
consider how boys could use the internet to sustain closer bonds especially given their
greater risk of suicide and mental health problems (Richardson et al., 2013).

Secondly, a better understanding of blogging progresses internet knowledge and
theory by showing that technology has stretched the concept of the ‘presentation of
self from the traditional frontstage and backstage performance regions (Goffmann,
1959) to accommodate a middle ground. Blogging introduces an ‘in between stage’
which is open to more individuals than the backstage region of private chat but is
more exclusive than the frontstage region that incorporates the whole offacebook.

Thirdly, the evidence presented in this chapter shows that the categorization of users
can only be tentative. For example, five groups of users have been documented in the
literature^4 alpha socialisers, attention seekers, followers, faithfuls and functionals
(OFCOM, 2008). While boys are largely followers, in that their primary use of social
networking is to follow others online, they also, through planking, display
characteristics of attention seekers who crave attention and comments from others.
Any attempts to categorise internet users soon become very outdated due to the fast
pace of internet trends. Additionally, the internet allows for the construction of
multiple identities and so it is easy for people to belong to several categories of users.

Fourthly, this chapter goes some way to bridging a major research gap. Despite the
fact that this chapter is primarily interested in gender it also touches on culture which
is an underdeveloped area of internet research (Baym, 2010). This chapter shows that
boys, once satisfied the requester is a real person and not a virus, will become online
friends with others regardless of cultural dissimilarities, such as, skin colour, country
of origin, language and so on. However, these online friendships might never go
beyond ‘first steps’ as males tend not to nurture relationships online (Pew, 2000) or

54
Alpha Socialisers: use is in intense short bursts for entertainment, to flirt and add new people, Attention Seekers
constantly crave attention and comments from others by posting photos and customising their profiles, Followers: use is to keep
up with what peers are doing, Faithfuls: use is to rekindle old friendships and Functionals: use is for a particular purpose
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engage in private chat with these friends. As 10% of the UK population aged sixteen
belong to an ethnic minority group (Williams, 2004) ) consideration should be given
by policy makers wishing to integrate majority and minority communities as to how
online friends can become more accepted by girls and more nurtured by boys.

In terms of Northern Ireland, the religious division produced and reproduced by
segregation of education and recreational space between Protestant and Catholic,
youth social networking seems to offer a neutral space for friendship development
(section 5.4.3). Religion aside, Northern Ireland youth meet the acceptance criteria to
be online friends with each other. For example, there appears to be a level of
sameness that appeals to girls (they are white and English speaking) and a localness
and realness which appeals to boys (at least enough for potential friends not to be
mistaken for viruses).

However, while it is likely that friendships will develop

between the two traditions,^the gender differentiation in friendship quality means that
once online friendships are formed, males are less likely than females to nurture these
friendships.

Nevertheless, as the online network produces different levels of social capital with
different benefits which range from direct, to indirect, to unused benefits (section
4.6.2), boys’ online friends may be useful or important in the future. Young people
have always turned to certain people in their network at various times in their lives for
support including academic, emotional and social (Burleson and Kunkel, 1996;
Furman, 1989; Hunter and Youniss, 1982). Social networking makes this support
more accessible. Future support is also more probable. Unlike communication in the
pre-social networking era, online friends have a continuous sense of connection with
each other (Humpreys, 2007). Thus community cohesion and a better understanding
of those from different religious, cultural or ethnic backgrounds might be enhanced
not now but at a later stage in the young person’s life.

55 Due to religious backgrounds Northern Ireland youth have deeply entrenched division and limited
physical opportunities for integration in physical space (see chapter five)
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6.5.3 The changing nature of rural space
Rural areas have faced a number of significant changes over recent decades including
changes to population structure, public services and economic activity/income as well
as counterurbanisation with population moving from more urban areas and increased
environmental influences on land use (Mitchell 2004; Stockdale et ah, 2000).
Collectively these changes have opened up the rural to new residents or visitors (for
tourism and leisure). At the same time, social networking has opened up rural space to
geographically-dispersed others like never before. The online exchange of private or
personal information between rural youth and an extensive number of people not
known in person has changed the traditional notion of rural space. Unlike in the past
when rural space was defined by geographic boundaries, nowadays the rural can
include the unlimited connection with anyone anywhere. As boys’ casual addition of
strangers pushes the geographical radius of their social circles further than girls, who
tend to reject strangers as friends, how far the boundary of the rural has changed is
highly gender specific.

In the pre social networking era it was widely noted that geographic places differ in
terms of social capital and health (Amick et al., 1995; Putnam, 1996; Wilkinson,
1996; Kawachi et al., 1997; Baum, 1999). In the social networking era place is still
important to social capital (section 4.5.2), both to rural young people and possibly
more so to a less technological -reliant ageing rural population.M> However, gender
more so than place is increasingly a major contributing factor in social capital creation
and benefits to health.

Social networking is not eroding traditional face- to- face relations. The relationship
young people have with physical place is shown not to have changed with technology.
Instead, gender has a significant role to play. Young people’s online and offline
worlds are found to mirror each other (Livingstone and Haddon, 2009), however, the
precise nature of the overlap between these worlds is clearly gendered.

Social networking use and frequency is highest among 16-24 year olds (54%) and decreases with age. (Ofcom, 2008)
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6.5.4 The implications for young people and wider society
Social networking has possible implications for individuals and wider society. Firstly,
young people, especially males, may be drawn more into the lives of online strangers
than they think. We are always subject to the influence often unknowingly of
television, supermarket music, radio and novels. It is likely that the constant online
reception of others' opinions and behaviours has greater influence than fictional
influences. Social networking is a narrative of real people’s lives. It is likely when
positive this influence will enhance young people’s lives. However, when negative
the outcome may be harmful and in some cases devastating especially since some
strangers use the internet to prey on vulnerable others and encourage anorexia, self
harm or suicide (Bell, 2006).

Secondly, isolation may be increased by having hundreds of weak links and not really
being friends with any of them. The continual viewing of others show case of
popularity and ‘happy shiny’ social lives might make lonely youth feel even more
isolated. This isolation might be increased for boys, who visually follow others’
online without online chat, and lead to greater depression (Selfhout et, al. 2009). Thus
the longstanding correlation between good health and well being and social
integration (Durkheim, 1959) is slightly more complicated in the social networking
era. The potential for social integration is high but only beneficial to individuals
depending on their gender and how the technology is used.

Thirdly, females more so than males might, as shown in the previous chapter (section
5.4.2), be better prepared for the skills of the global economy but they might also be
easily distracted by technology, become side lined and find it difficult to stay focused
on the task in hand (section 6.2.4). So while the world of work might be moving more
from face-to- face communication to screen- to -screen communication females might
be more tuned into virtual relations than males but find it challenging to remain
disciplined in their approach to work. By taking virtual relations less seriously than
females, males might have a productivity advantage in the global economy of the
future.

Fourthly, while males possibly avail of more textual therapy than females during
examinations it is females overall that are at a gender advantage in terms of social
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capital as they tend to nurture bonding relationships online. Young males, on the other
hand, have numerous weak links with often geographically distant others. So while
social networking might be the ‘mod con of friendship,’ (section 4.6.2), it is
traditional gender traits that fuel its working and consequently determine the quality
of social capital produced. Thus social networking alone has no magical power to
improve people’s lives, friendships or social capital. The power is with people and
how much power an individual has is something which is intrinsic to their gender.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Introduction
This thesis set out to investigate emerging social relations among rural young people
and the relationship between social networking and individual, family and community
social capital. Specifically the research had four objectives.

1.To evaluate social networking’s potential to create and sustain individual youth
social capital.
2.To determine if social networking is a social or asocial pursuit (in terms of
family social capital).
3.To investigate the significance of gender to online friendship and youth social
capital.
4.To advance rural research with specific reference to how social networking
contributes to social capital for residents of rural communities.

A series of individual and parent/child interviews and pupil, teacher and parent focus
groups were conducted. These resulted in a rich description of young peoples’ lives
and those of their families in the social networking era. This chapter presents the main
conclusions of the study in six sections. First, the research conclusions are organised
into four sections (reflecting the research objectives) which reveal that social
networking is used by individuals to create their own online social capital, it is largely
a social pursuit in terms of family social capital, it is an extremely gendered activity
and it makes a positive contribution to social capital for rural residents. Second, the
chapter outlines the boundaries of the study. Third, the contributions made to
knowledge of social capital and internet theories are highlighted. Fourth, policy
recommendations for rural planning and health are made. These recommendations
identify how rural service provision can increase the positive outcomes associated
with social networking for young people and their families. Fifth, some reflections on
research involving young people as participants are made. Sixth, the chapter
concludes by identifying areas for future research.
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7.2 The main findings

7.2.1 Facebook and individual social capital
This section explains how this study has fulfilled objective one, which was to evaluate
social networking’s potential to create and sustain individual youth social capital.

The literature review (chapter two) highlighted that social capital is the resources
people gather through their relationships and connections with others. When people
work together resources become available that individuals are unlikely to access on
their own. However, the resources obtained depend on the strength and intensity of
the relationships formed between individuals. In other words, different relationships
represent different types of social capital (Putnam, 2000). Bonding social capital is
mostly found in emotionally deep relationships and is usually inward looking,
facilitates exclusive identities and reinforces homogenous groups. Bridging social
capital is a product of weak connections between individuals who share information
but do not give each other deep emotional support. Bridging social capital is outward
looking, facilitates inclusive identities and is accessed by individuals outside of their
usual social circle.

The literature review highlighted that early social capital theory (Coleman, 1998;
Bourdieu, 1984) failed to recognise that young people have the potential to create and
sustain their own social capital.

This is acknowledged most recently by Weller

(2007). This current study shows that young people’s online friendships consist of a
small sub-set of close bonding friends (chat privately online) and a large number of
bridging friends (who maintain weak connections through the more open space of the
online network). Social networking, therefore, has the potential to create and sustain
two types of social capital: bridging and bonding.

The fact that social networking creates and sustains social capital suggests that
‘technology enters society from outside and impacts on social life’ (Fischer, 1992:12).
However, as young people nurture online friendships with the same close offline
friends (section 4.3.4) it is people not technology that have the greatest power. The
real potential of social networking to create and sustain social capital is driven by
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individuals and their particular situations (such as being in or out of school or needing
to call on others for a particular favour) rather than the technology itself. For example,
throughout chapter four it is shown that face-to face communication is central to
young people’s bonding social capital. When young people see each other regularly
on a face-to-face basis they often ‘private chat’ online and this enhances health and
well being through textual therapy.

However private chat and textual therapy

decreases when their face-to-face interaction is less frequent. This is because social
networking contact, in particular, private chat, feeds from face-to-face contact. For
example, close friends who normally keep in touch on facebook during term time
report a significant decline in their online contact with each other during school
holidays. This is in contrast to what might have been expected if social networking
sites were simply used as a way of ‘keeping in touch’ with those not seen regularly.
Importantly it also suggests that the potential of social networking to produce bonding
social capital between close friends is greatest when there is interplay between virtual
and physical encounters. In other words, social networking, in terms of bonding social
capital, does not replace or negate physical contact.
In relation to bridging social capital social networking has increased the likelihood
that today’s youth have the capacity, unlike those of previous generations, to share
more information with friends and belong to larger networks of weak ties (Donath and
Boyd, 2004; Ellison, et ah, 2007) This contemporary bridging social capital advantage
is due to three factors. Firstly, websites such as facebook continuously make friend
recommendations. Secondly, the online environment is one where personal popularity
and status is showcased through measures such as numbers of online friends. Thirdly,
keeping in touch with the large online network (which is reported by young people in
chapter four to be generally between several hundred and a thousand friends) is more
efficient nowadays than in previous generations (when the task of contacting several
hundred people by letter or telephone would have been mammoth and time
consuming). Nowadays, when members of the online network update statuses,
comment on others statuses or post photos these are automatically available for all the
other members to view. Thus, despite the large scale of the network by simply going
online one member can view details about the lives of a vast number of people.
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Despite being predominately made up of weak ties this large network of online
friends is durable. Unlike weak acquaintances of the pre-social networking era which
tended to fade quickly (Burt, 2002) online friendships are kept warm through the
continuous sharing of information. As one of the key ingredients to friendship
maintenance is communication (Blieszner and Adams, 1992), social networking really
is the ‘mod con of friendship’ that simplifies the practice of having several hundred
friends which without access to the technology would not exist.

Notwithstanding its durability and efficiency, the reality is that the majority of
information individuals receive from the online network is useless and unspecific.
This is because, as shown in chapters four and five, most online friends are not known
personally and exist only in the virtual realm. They are not grounded in physical
experiences. Section 4.4.4 noted that online comments have meaning for some of the
online network (those who know the person that posted the comments personally) but
for other weak online acquaintances these comments do not lead to being better
informed but to greater confusion. Thus, while individuals are highly networked and
at the centre of their own personal communities (Boase et al., 2006) it is still
relationships in physical community that remain most meaningful.

These weak ties may be better considered as a reserve of social capital that becomes
more useful in the future. For example, young people were found to depend on weak
online friends for certain information at specific times (section 4.3.3). Some young
people described adding their favourite teacher as an academic backup when going to
university, using politicians to lobby for a specific cause and linking with local
businesses to keep up to date on latest offers. Thus, the potential is high for an
individual’s social capital to increase at some unknown later date in the future.

When young people activate such weak links it is often to source specific information
that is unavailable through their usual social circle or peer group. These online friends
provide a special form of bridging social capital: linking social capital. Unlike regular
bridging ties which extend horizontally linking social capital friendships allow
vertical links between those with asymmetrical power and resources to develop
(Halpren, 2005; Woolcock, 1998). For example, young people utilise links with
politicians for help with homework (section 4.3.3) or to lobby for a specific item such
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as a cousin’s wheelchair (section 4.4.2). Politicians, on the other hand, readily enter
into these linking friendships in order to secure young people’s votes (section 4.4.2).
So while social networking increases the capacity for linking social capital and might
lubricate connections between diverse others (Putnam, 2000; Halpren, 2005) it leads
to ‘getting ahead’ rather than ‘getting along’. Even though social networking’s high
linking social capital potential can overcome power imbalances it does not benefit
quality friendships but instead feeds into individualistic pursuits of self-interest and
ambition. Therefore, while the impact of online linking social capital is beneficial for
individuals, at the societal level the long term impact of online linking social capital
might increase the process of individualisation.

7.2.2 Facebook and family social capital
The following details how objective two of the research, to determine if social
networking is a social or asocial pursuit (in terms of family social capital), is achieved.

In terms of the parent-child relationship this study shows that technology alone has little
impact on how social or asocial this relationship is. Instead it is how the relationship is
lived out on a face-to face basis that has the greatest influence on communication and
family time. For example, the mum-son relationship is found to lack in-depth
conversation but this is not related to the use of social networking in the home.
Additionally the mum-daughter relationship is enhanced by social networking but only
when it is nurtured in an offline context. Thus it is the nature of offline interactions not
the technology itself that determines the social or asocial nature of the parent-child
relationship and subsequent family time spent together.

In other instances, parents are the cornerstone of young people’s lives and this is more
to do with duty than a particularly high quality parent-children relationship.

For

example, some young people sacrifice their available spare time to care for elderly
parents rather than socialise with friends (section 5.3.1), while others go on a family
holiday out of loyalty to their mother (section 5.2.2). In such instances, facebook is
reported to be a social lifeline for young people to stay connected with their friends.
Therefore,contact (while young people fulfill duty to parents i.e. child carers)
compensates for time missed socialising face-to-face with friends. This duty to parents
is found to remain strong despite claims that traditional restraints and generational
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prescribed obligations are no longer applicable to the contemporary family (Giddens,
1992; Beck and Beck Gemstein, 1995). Here, unlike the linking social capital described
above (in section 7.2.1), family social capital quells individual pursuits and the process
of individualisation.

In terms of family members who are separated by distance social networking is an
extremely social activity that facilitates a global form of family social capital. Unlike in
the past, when social capital was more linked to place and space and connections were
more geographically restricted (Coleman, 1998; Putnam, 2000), the geographically
distant family now benefits from global family social capital. Families participating in
the study reported the benefits of social networking to connect with distant family.
University represents for many young people their first move away from home. Online
contact with home is shown to smooth this transition even though some manipulation of
technology takes place to keep some online forums parent-free (section 5.2.2). Parents
anxious that their children will fulfill their full academic potential have a particular
interest in social networking. Additionally non-custodial fathers, a typical group of non
users, are prompted to go online to stay in touch with children in the post-divorce
scenario. Those who have emigrated keep in touch with families left behind via social
networking. Social networking has enabled geographically distant family members
(depending on the quality of their relationship with each other) to either ‘touch base’
from time to time or experience a sense of continuous connection by regularly sharing
online photos, viewing and posting status updates and engaging in private chat. Thus,
the concept of ‘family as friends’ (Spencer and Pahl, 2001), discussed with offline
connections in mind, is all the more significant and widespread in terms of
contemporary social relations.

The transformation of households into ‘virtual homes’ has created a very different
family environment than that which the early social capital authors (Coleman, 1998;
Parsons, 1949 as cited in Cheal, 2002) based their analysis on. In the contemporary
family home new technology, such as social networking, allows the relationally, not just
geographically, distant to connect with each other. Extended kin, such as, aunts, uncles
and cousins are no longer on the peripheries of family life.

In this way social

networking has reversed a persistent asocial trend. Since the 1950s parents and children
(the immediate family) form the core of the family while extended members remain
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marginal (Parsons, 1952 as cited in Cheal, 2002). Social networking technology has,
therefore, pulled extended kin from the peripheries of family life to become a prominent
feature (albeit a virtual one) in the family home. For example, young people frequently
add aunts as friends (section 5.4.1) and daughters instruct mothers to use social
networking so that they can connect with wider family (section 5.4.2). Thus, both
geographically distant and biologically extended members can easily connect in the era
of 'global family social capital'. This new form of social capital, which is not widely
recognised in the literature, is discussed in more detail in section 7.3.

7.2.3 Gender, online friendship and youth social capital
Objective three was to investigate the significance of gender to online friendship and
youth social capital. This study found that gender was extremely important in the
development of youth online friendship and the social capital that it in turn produces.
Gender is seen to influence young people’s expectations of online friendship and the
associated characteristics of online friends. This in turn influences the quality of the
social capital produced from online activity. Boys appear unconcerned about forming
quality online friendships and instead favour a high number of online ‘friend’ totals
(section 6.3.4). Numbers of friends in the region of approximately one thousand was
not uncommon for boys in this study (compared to girls who typically have three to
four hundred friends). Boys therefore are more likely to add friends who are not
known in person. In contrast, girls rationalise more about adding new friends and are
less likely to add strangers as ‘friends’. This is not something new to the social
networking era but something that has been noted in studies pre-dating online
friendship (Blyth and Foster-Clark, 1987). The end result is a gender imbalance in the
social capital outcome of online friendship: for girls it is a rich source of bonding
social capital while for boys it is mostly a forum for bridging links.

These gender differences in the social capital outcome of online friendship are largely
the product of peer group influence. The influence can be positive or negative. In this
study the female peer group is shown to perform a protective role. For example, girls
commonly decline ‘stranger type friends’ because their close school friends perceive
online strangers as dangerous (section 6.3.2). These group norms reinforce careful
friend selection and girls frequently carry out offline research into their friend
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requester (section 6.3.4). Only when satisfied they can share meaningful information
and online photos with this person is the request accepted. This careful approach
makes social networking a fertile ground for bonding social capital to develop. Boys,
on the other hand, casually add strangers and this is endorsed by the male peer group.
Male group norms are looser than those of the female peer group and risk-taking is
encouraged as is the addition of strangers. This casual approach makes the online
network a suitable environment to nurture bridging social capital.

However, while social networking is potentially a rich source of bridging social
capital the actual benefit to boys’ lives in particular is minimal. Firstly, while there are
fringe benefits of belonging to the large online network, such as, reaffirming
individual status and an increased sense of belonging to a bigger group, the
information circulated is often meaningless and does not further friendship
development (section 7.2.1). Secondly, matched with having online friends that are
not known in person is a reluctance from boys to post their serious side online.
Instead, they are more likely to present their non-serious self through activities such
as planking (section 6.4.1). Nevertheless, this is not a story of wasted social capital:
online friends may prove more useful or important in the future as the online network
can produce different social capital benefits in the future (section 7.2.1).
The social capital benefit from online friendship for girls is more direct, immediate
and recognised by them as significantly improving their lives. Having a more serious
attitude to facebook use, and being more careful about who is and is not added as an
online friend, gives them a gender advantage over boys. The advantage is that social
networking nurtures more meaningful friendships for girls. For example, girls (more
so than boys) utilise online photos as a social tool that helps to nurture friendship,
opens a window into others’ spare time activities and reveals commonalities which
can go unnoticed in the school environment (section 6.3.4). This better understanding
of online friends leads to deeper friendships and increased bonding social capital. In
contrast, boys casually add strangers to boost status but not to nurture friendship so
the online photos generated through these friendships do little to transform weak ties
into bonding friendships. Additionally, throughout the study girls are shown to
manipulate technology to suit their needs more so than boys. For example, it is girls
(section 6.2.1) who report alternating between thick community (such as the blog site)
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and thin community (the whole offacebook). In this way, girls stretch the concept of
the ‘presentation of self from the traditional frontstage and backstage performance
regions (Goffmann, 1959) to accommodate a middle ground which is more exclusive
than the whole of facebook. This manipulation of technology (section 6.2.1), along
with careful friend selection, puts girls at a bonding social capital advantage over
boys.

7.2.4 Facebook and social capital in rural communities
The fourth objective of this research was to advance rural research with specific
reference to how social networking contributes to social capital for residents of rural
communities. This study shows two important and interrelated points about the
relationship between social networking and the physical rural community. Firstly,
social networking does not displace or pose a threat to connections in physical
communities. Physical nodes such as school shape young people’s lives more so than
social networking. For example, it is reported that school not technology is the
building blocks of close friendship section (4.3.4). Secondly, social networking will
not create close friendships in physical communities if none currently exist. For
example, it is reported in section 4.5.2 that despite having hundreds of online friends,
travelling outside one’s community to go to school results in no local close
friendships. Thus the presence or absence of physical nodes (such as school) has a
greater impact on the shape of social relations in physical communities than social
networking.

Notwithstanding social networking’s failure to create new close bonds in the physical
community the young people in this study welcome being part of the large online
network. It creates a sense of belonging beyond the much smaller rural physical
community. Young people often perceive rural life as dull (Matthews et al., 2000;
Skelton, 2000) and interacting with online friends compensates for this boredom
(section 4.2.4). This appeal of social networking may apply to young people in
general. For example, even though urban youth might perceive their place of
residence less dull than their rural counterparts, urban youth may feel disconnected
from their locality and welcome the sense of belonging provided by the personally
constructed virtual community.
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While such findings might relate to young people in general (rural and urban) some
outcomes of social networking is of greater relevance to rural residents and their
social capital. These outcomes are largely positive and social networking, while most
productive in terms of youth social capital when there is interplay between physical
and virtual space, may in some specific instances offer an affordable and efficient
alternative to face-to-face contact.

While social networking can generally benefit all those who live in rural areas it can
be an important lifeline for some residents. The barrier that the rural might present for
the post-divorce family, carers and people who feel threatened by crime might be
circumvented by online contact. Each of these groups are discussed in turn. This
discussion highlights that the point made by Haythomwaite and Kendall (2010) seems
particularly well suited to the case of rural communities. They argue that ‘early on the
question was whether community could exist online, now the question may be
whether it can exist without online’ (2010:1086).

Young carers, for example, may find the online network a valuable way of socialising
especially if their geographic isolation is matched with isolation brought about by
their caring role. Pauline describes how social networking fits seamlessly with her
caring duties for her elderly father (section 5.3.1). She is restricted from physically
socialising with her friends but through social networking feels a sense of ongoing
connection with them. Similarly, while the elderly and the infirm were not included
in the study, it can be speculated that they too may benefit from the online network
especially if there is little service provision in their geographically bounded area.

Fathers in the post-divorce scenario are another group of rural dwellers that often
utilise online communication to maintain relationships with children who no longer
live with them. This study shows that social networking helps overcome the
challenges divorce poses for father-child communication (section 5.2.5). Post-divorce
fathers report that maintaining contact with children by telephone can increase the
potential for aggravation between themselves and ex spouses (relationships which are
often already highly fraught) and others, such as boyfriends, who make up new family
forms. In such instances social networking creates a positive bonding social capital
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outcome for fathers and children. This is particularly beneficial for rural families who
may find that physical venues suitable for face-to-face interaction are limited.
Moreover, it might have greater significance for the father-son relationship, as
daughters, more so than sons, were often found to have strong friendships with
mothers (section 5.2.1). Sons, on the other hand, express the desire to have more
communication with their fathers (section 5.2.3).

The use of social networking among people living in rural locations may also help to
strengthen bridging social capital when there is a common concern or local issue. This
study shows that some rural parents use social networking as a ‘virtual community
neighbourhood watch scheme’ (section 5.4.4). This offers a form of security and
empowerment as neighbours notify each other of crime and suspicious activity in the
local area. Since rural families feel threatened by crime now more than ever (BBC
News, 2013)

and rural police stations have closed and community policing has

declined (Yarwood and Edwards, 1995) the existence of these virtual schemes is a
positive outcome of social networking. In the past neighbourhood watch schemes
tended to fail due to a low level of residents commitment (Barton, 2000; Laycock and
Tiley, 1995; McConville and Shepherd, 1992) but the virtual watch scheme may have
more impact in reducing and solving crime due to the effortless and instant sharing of
information among the group (section 5.4.4.). Whether or not these schemes are
effective might not be as important as the fact that they increase sociability and
cohesion between people living in the one locale. Given the increasingly busy
lifestyles that is reported throughout the study this in itself is a positive outcome.

Social networking opens up the social circles of rural residents but at the same time it
opens up the rural to ‘geographically-dispersed others’ like never before. In other
words, the nature of rural space is changing. Rural space can no longer (indeed if it
ever could) be solely defined by geographic boundaries such as place. Today rural
space reflects the unlimited connection with anyone anywhere. This change impacts
on rural youth more so than other age groups. In particular the impact of the changing
nature of rural space is most notable for boys who exchange private and personal

57 BBC NEWS 2013 Highlighted the plea from Ulster Farmers Union that rural residents are living in
fear of crime to their livestock, property and belongings and that such crime is estimated to cost £3.4
million.
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information with an extensive number of people who they do not know in person.
Accordingly, they expand the geographical radius of their social circles. However,
being ‘friends’ with many strangers from beyond their locality is not necessarily
advantageous in terms of individual social capital for rural boys. On the other hand,
rural girls have a neater overlap of virtual and physical space than boys and so are at a
gender advantage in terms of social capital. As noted already because girls are more
careful about adding online friends than boys (section 6.3.4) the social capital return
is richer and emulates from quality relationships. As social networking produces high
female bonding social capital and potentially high (but often unused) male bridging
social capital the immediate benefit of social networking to rural girls is greater than
their male counterparts. Therefore, exactly how much social networking has changed
rural space is highly gender specific.

7. 3 Limitations of the present study
While the main objectives of the study were achieved there are three limitations that
must be noted. These relate to the study of friendship, the study of family and the
nature of the sample.

First, the topic of friendship brings limitations in that some accounts throughout the
study are second hand. None of the children in the sample were actually bullied (or
admitted to being bullied) but frequently knew someone that was. This was
unavoidable as the topic of investigation was friendship and the children naturally
offered details about their friends lives. However, as children generally are often
reluctant to inform adults that they are bullied online (chapter five) their accounts may
have been a form of disguise. As an examination of online bullying was not a central
objective of this study the impact of this limitation is only minimal.

Second, the study of families and family life is challenged by the fact that families are
good at hiding certain aspects of family life and keeping family secrets (Cheal, 2002).
Several measures were taken to overcome this and so uncover accurate and
transparent reports of family life. For example, children were interviewed with
parents, separately and while logged onto their social networking accounts. This was
to avoid misleading reports or semi-truths from young people or their parents who
may have wanted to create a good impression during the interviews. How fool -proof
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these measures were in obtaining absolute truth must be questioned. On reflection,
young people demonstrated in their accounts that they were very good at using
technology to hide aspects of their online lives from the adult world (section 5.2.2)
and realistically that might also have happened during the research process.

Third, the nature of the sample brought limitations. The paired parent-child
combinations had a good relationship at the time of interview which was evident in
their agreement to participate in the study. This is not an overt flaw as the study set
out to interview ‘ordinary’ young people in contrast to most of the youth social capital
research which has been with the problematic or spectacular (Holland, 2007).
However, in hindsight the relationship between social networking and family was
only tested when the parent-child relationship was good and this misses out on
periods of family difficulties or tensions. Therefore the study is limited in that it does
not explore the impact of social networking during the lows as well as the highs of
family life. A longitudinal study would overcome this (see section 7.6).

7.4 Contributions to literature and theory
Despite the limitations mentioned above, this study makes a valuable contribution to
both the social capital and internet literature and theory.
First, it demonstrates that peer influence can have a positive effect in the social
networking era. This is in contrast to the early social capital literature (Coleman, 1998
and Putnam, 2000) which emphasised the negative influence of the peer group on
young people’s lives. While dangerous activities such as planking and the random
addition of strangers are socially endorsed by the male peer group, the female peer
group serves as a positive protective layer against online stranger requests (section
7.2.3).

Second, this study has clearly demonstrated that social capital is not a homogenous
concept. Young people’s membership of the online network produces high female
bonding social capital and potentially high (but often unused) male bridging social
capital. Therefore the bridging/bonding distinction of social capital (Putnam, 2000),
originally developed in relation to offline social capital, still has currency in the social
networking era. However, unlike the pre social networking era where it is noted that
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a person rich in one type of social capital could be rich in the other (Putnam, 2005), a
similar online correlation is not observed. This is especially the case for boys where
online ‘bridging type friends’ significantly outnumber online bonding friends. For
girls while online bonding friends do not outnumber bridging friends there is a greater
likelihood that bridging links might develop into bonding relationships through the
use of online photographs (section 6.3.4).

Third, this study advances an understanding of the role of children in developing their
parent’s social capital. The traditional literature tended to follow an ‘upbringing
version’ of social capital, where children only receive social capital from their parents
(Morrow, 1999). More recent literature presents a circumstantial version of how
children create their own social capital and indirectly increase their parent’s social
capital (Weller, 2007). This study shows that children’s role in parental social capital
development is not only unintentionally through parents connections with their
children’s friends and other parents but often more by design than accident. For
example, young people and girls in particular, motivate and show parents, quite often
mothers, how to use social networking sites to connect with old friends and relations.
Thus females are largely responsible for using social networking to increase the
overall pool of social capital within the family.

Fourth, a new level of social capital, namely global family social capital, has been
identified and explained in this study. This questions two central suppositions in the
traditional social capital literature. First the assumption, as outlined in the literature
review in chapter two, that the breakdown of the nuclear family and subsequent lack
of joint mother-father investment in family life would lead to declining social capital
is not warranted. The nuclear family, deemed necessary for maximum social capital
production, is not a key ingredient of global family social capital. Instead, global
family social capital will flourish in the variety of modem family forms beyond the
nuclear family. This is because, as shown in chapter five, mothers and daughters are
the driving force behind global family social capital and males have little input in
creating it.
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Second, the assumption is that social capital is very much location-bound. The
literature reviewed in chapter two reports that the quality of social capital is different
between New York and Jerusalem (Coleman 1998) and between North and South
Italy (Putnam 2000). The current study, however, has demonstrated that in the social
networking era social capital is less location-bound. Rather it transcends space and
place and connections are not curtailed by geography as they were in the past. Social
networking opens up new possibilities for social capital which are unrelated to the
geographical place people live or the geographical distance that separates them. For
example, Roisin explains (in section 5.4.2 ) that by seeing her brother’s photos and
online status updates she feels that he is still living close by her despite the fact he is
now living in Australia.

Fifth, this study advances the longstanding social/asocial debate which has dominated
the literature on internet use (for more detail see section 2.2.3). It is an argument that
incorporates two assumptions: that the internet is ‘asocial’ and lures individuals
online at the expense of face-to-face contact within their physical community, and
that the internet is ‘social’ with virtual social relations being equally legitimate to
those in the geographical community. This study supports the ‘social’ school of
thought in that it shows that virtual connections are equally legitimate to physical
ones. For example, in terms of young people there is often interplay between physical
and virtual connections (section 4.3.4) and this is most notable for school children
during term time.

The evidence in this study also appears to refute the asocial school of thought. With
particular reference to children it assumed that technology would make children more
asocial, change their personalities, corrupt and damage them (Marvin, 2004; Sturken
and Thomas, 2004). Generally speaking, the young people and indeed their families in
this study use technology more than they are used by it. This is most evident in the
analysis of the impact of technology on parent-child relationships. The internet is not
changing the parent-child relationship in a technologically deterministic fashion.
Rather what happens in the family and within relationships influence what shape
young people's online and offline lives take, more so than technology. For example,
as mentioned earlier (section 7.2.2) the joint parent-child use of facebook is a
symptom of quality offline relationships and the mum-son relationship which is
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characterised by minimal conversation is likely to happen with or without the use of
technology. Additionally, in the post-divorce father-child relationship, it is the
shuffling of family life caused by the divorce and separation that prompts fathers
(who are not a recognised group of social networking users) to employ social
networking to open up new channels of communication with their children. Thus
social networking is a social tool that people manipulate and use to facilitate certain
actions.

While this study refutes ‘asocial’ claims about the internet and supports its ‘social’
function it also advances the social/asocial debate. The evidence presented shows that
social networking can offer young people a safer and superior space which is free
from tensions, divisions and social awkwardness that in-person contact can
exacerbate. For example, in terms of the social awkwardness surrounding death and
bereavement social networking allows young people to offer support and sympathy to
one another (section 4.4.1). Alternatively, the virtual can also be a ‘superior space’ in
that it thickens relationships that would remain thin on a face-to-face basis. For
example, section 5.4.5 reports, Protestant and Catholic youth commonly experience
tensions and divisions when they meet in their local town but a withdrawal from the
physical community to the virtual can allow friendships to develop between these
groups.

7.5 Policy recommendations

In order to maximise the social capital benefit that social networking affords rural
young people and their families’ five policy recommendations can be made on the
basis of the findings from this study.

This study has not attempted to make any technology or infrastructure-specific
recommendations or conclusions. This is not an oversight but a deliberate omission.
Technology has an extremely fast pace of change. The young people and their
families participating in this study were interviewed during 2010 and 2011 (that is
two-three years ago). At that time participants had only limited access to broadband
(section 5.2.3). However, more recent research shows rural broadband exceeds even
that of urban uptake (OFCOM, 2013). Therefore to make conclusions and
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recommendations related to internet technology (and participants experience of it) is
inappropriate given the time (and technological advances such as fibreoptic) that has
passed.

First, this study points to the positive influence that social networking has on rural
young people’s bonding social capital. Online textual therapy stems from close
friends providing and receiving online support through private chat. While this is
often linked to typical teenage matters, such as examinations, it can offer crucial
support during critical moments such as death and illness. Parents need to be aware
that private chat has such benefits otherwise parental restriction of time spent online
(especially by fathers as sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 indicate) might disadvantage
children in terms of fully availing of the benefit of textual therapy. A realistic and cost
effective way to ensure that this positive aspect of social networking is realised is to
incorporate information on textual therapy into current school based training and
associated literature received by parents. Currently the Citizen and Safety Education
(CASE) programme is entrusted with keeping children safe online. The key deliverers
of this programme, the Neighbourhood Officers from the PSNf , should include the
positive outcomes of textual therapy alongside their advice and guidance on the
negative or unsafe aspects of social networking (such as, distraction to education and
cyber bullying).

Second, lack of opportunities for people to forge social relations in the built
environment has prompted much planning attention as to how this impacts on the
health of residents; as highlighted in a review by the Institute of Public Health in
Ireland (2006). However, in relation to rural areas the role of space and place in
contemporary rural society is not fully understood. This understanding is required
before opportunities for interaction, needed to prevent fragmentation and isolation,
can be effectively promoted. The findings in this study have particular relevance to
rural planning in relation to the management of geographical space and land zoning.
For example, it may appear initially that the internet potentially reduces the effects of
rural facility closures, as, for example, 75% of rural internet users carry out financial
transactions online compared to the UK average of 69% (The Commission for Rural

Police Service for Northern Ireland
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Communities, 2009). However, this study shows that the reality is that face-to face
interactions are the building blocks of bonding social capital and it is greatest when
there is an interplay between physical and virtual encounters. In other words, the
internet does not replace the social capital that comes from physical interaction.
Instead an individual’s virtual connections only complement and strengthen already
strong physical social capital encounters.

Schools are central physical nodes in young people’s personal community. For
instance, young people commonly add all of their school year as online friends
(section 4.3.1) and certain unspoken rules exist about sharing too much information
on status updates among friends, such as teenage mothers who are outside the school
environment. School as a physical node in personal community is a concept with
particular relevance to rural schools which face uncertain futures. These findings
show that, in terms of school closure, when the rural school disappears not only has
an educational outlet gone but so too has a physical node in young people’s personal
community/'* However schools are not necessarily connected to young people’s
geographical bounded community (section 4.5.1) and are only functional nodes as
long as there is a shared interest, common experience and regular face-to-face
interaction (section 4.2.3). When a school closes it amalgamates with another school
and the ‘physical node’ for the children will just be somewhere else (once again
outside their geography of residence). Given that rural space is no longer
geographically bounded or defined by geographical boundaries there is only a weak
case to support the maintenance of poorly populated or under performing schools.

A stronger argument can be made against the closure of other rural outlets, such as,
libraries, post offices and shops which reduce, especially for older persons, the
opportunity to develop local bonding social capital. While other age groups were not
part of this study it could be supposed that, for example, when a post office closes not
only is a direct link to government services removed but so too is a vital hub of social
interaction that older people, in particular, depend on (Age UK, 2013). Even though
37% of all over sixty five year olds in the UK use the internet, a significant increase

59 Rural schools are under threat of closure and across Northern Ireland the educational system faces a
radical shake up with the figure for empty school desks thought to be 85 .000 region- wide (BBC
News Northern Ireland, 2011).
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compared to 2006 when only 9% of this age group were online (Office of National
Statistics, 2013), older persons aged over 75 are less likely than younger people to be
online (Age UK, 2013). Therefore despite modern technological advances the internet
is not a substitute for the social capital produced by in-person interaction. In the social
networking era it is still ‘physical nodes’ of personal community (such as schools and
post offices) that shape peoples’ lives.

Third, the evidence presented highlights new opportunities to foster ‘good relations60’
in Northern Ireland. This study shows that when physical communities provide
limited opportunities for youth social capital to develop between Protestants and
Catholics social networking can offer a ‘safe place’ for exploring difference (section
5.4.5). Current initiatives, such as ‘Hand of Friendship,’ focus on in-person friendship
development and organise retreats where children meet others from both traditions.
Given that physical bonding social capital is strengthened by virtual communication
such initiatives may be failing to reach their true potential. Importantly, the online
realm circumvents hostility regarding difference (section 5.4.5) and as such a virtual
follow up to the ‘Hand of Friendship Programme’ could be invaluable. On the one
hand, young people can develop new routes to social capital that may have been
previously closed in their geographic community due to religion. This may increase
bridging social capital which, as outlined in chapter two, is a valuable source of
information that is not normally available from one’s usual social circle. In terms of
Northern Ireland there is a need to ‘deepen a denser network of bridging social
capital’ (Murtagh, 2002:3) in order to foster good relations between Protestants and
Catholics. On the other hand, this virtual follow up also makes practical sense given
the current economic downturn and increasing fuel costs associated with bus hire and
transporting groups of children.

Fourth, given the recent interest in inter-generational-technology projects by schools
and charities the findings in this study highlight possible future directions for these
novel initiatives (Section 5.4.4)61. Community groups with help from youth
60 Good relations is the tenn used in Northern Ireland to describe the approach towards better relations
between those from Protestant and Catholic religious backgrounds.
BBC ‘Give an hour' encourages young people to volunteer an hour of their time to help an older person go online for the
first time. Other youth-led-technology coaching for older people has been carried out by charities such as Abbeyfield which helps
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volunteers could assist interested individuals to set up ‘virtual neighbourhood watch
schemes’ or ‘online family groups’ (chapter five). In light of the overly busy
lifestyles, as discussed in chapter four, online family groups seem like an efficient
way for family members to reconnect and strengthen intra-generational family
relations. The virtual neighbourhood scheme could help neighbours to build
community social capital whilst tackling crime. For those who find themselves with
more spare time (perhaps following retirement) such instruction-type projects might
open up fresh routes to social capital through connecting online with friends and
neighbours. Even though retirees have recently been reported as a growing social
networking user group (18% in 2013 compared to only 8% in 2007) they still remain
an underrepresented group of users (Dutton et al., 2013). Such projects might reverse
the current trend where older adults tend to prefer more traditional forms of
communication rather than new technologies (Hardill and Olphert, 2012) . In terms
of young people these projects would open up new routes for intra-generational social
capital to develop. Additionally, young people’s personal development would be
enhanced with fresh volunteering opportunities and increased volunteer hours which
are needed to access increasingly competitive university places. Moreover, for those
who are disadvantaged volunteering provides a special empowerment (Hardill and
Baines, 2011).
Fifth, the current initiative ‘Go on UK,(’3’ with the vision to get everyone in the UK
online and ultimately make it the most digitally capable nation in the world, might
want to specifically target rural fathers who are identified here as a group of reluctant
internet users (section 5.4.2). As 97% of UK households with children now have
internet access (Dutton et al., 2013) the lack of uptake by fathers is not as a result of
poor availability but a lack of desire. If this was reversed it could have a positive
impact on social capital for rural youth, for example, helping to improve the fatherson relationship. An increase in social networking among fathers might lead to the
joint father-son use offacebook (as is often the case with mums and daughters) and
older people to; log on and find their way around the internet, shop online, communicate with family through social networks
like Facebook, Twitter and Skype.

62 Hardill and Olphert (2012) reveal that a majority of older adults prefer to use landline telephones to
stay in touch with family and friends as opposed to newer technology such as mobile phones.
6j More information on the Go on UK initiative can be found at www.go-on.co.uk
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possibly serve as a springboard for better discussion. An improvement in father-son
relationships would be a welcome outcome given that boys in this study are shown to
be relationally isolated in the home (O’Connor, 2008) and long for emotional support
from fathers.

Bringing the father-son relationship to the attention of policy makers could help
bridge a major policy gap. For example, the father-son relationship does not feature in
current policy to improve male health and well being (Section 5.2.3). In terms of
suicide, the most extreme indication of poor health, the policy response to male
suicide is based on a public health model. This combines a general population
approach and a targeted approach of suicide awareness, skills based enhancement and
restriction of lethal means as well as screening for vulnerable adolescents, gatekeeper
training, media education, crisis intervention, crisis centres and suicide hotlines (Mens
Health Forum in Ireland, 2013). A lack of focus on the father-son relationship in this
policy response reflects deeply entrenched policy development that family
relationships are weighed only in terms of how they impact on children's educational
performance and behaviour (Williams, 2004). Placing the father-son relationship
within current health strategies might buffer against youth suicide and increase male
health and well being

7.6 Reflecting on research involving young people as participants
A number of ethical issues potentially arise from undertaking qualitative research,
such as, focus groups and in-depth interviews (section 3.5.) These include:
minimizing harm to individuals, ensuring privacy, obtaining free and informed
consent and conforming to data protection. However, when the sample includes
children, a particularly vulnerable group, additional ethical issues and safety concerns
arise. The main ethical challenge for this research was to gain rich data which
involved speaking privately and in-depth with the young person but at the same time
ensuring that the proper child protection and safeguarding procedures were in place.

The bulk of the data in this research was obtained from the in-depth interviews with
parents and children. Each family participated in three separate interviews, the first,
with the parent and child combined, the second, with the parent only and the third.
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with the child only. The child only interviews brought two specific research
challenges.

One challenge was to obtain rich data which involved speaking privately and in-depth
with the young person but at the same time ensuring that the proper child protection
and safeguarding procedures were in place. Carefully designed methods ensured that
this aim was achieved. Using the local Community Association’s premises proved an
ideal venue especially for the private interview with the young person. These
interviews took place in an available office which provided a quiet space closed away
from the nosier recreation area. However, due to its design (i.e. it had a large glass
front) both the child and researcher were safeguarded in that parents, staff and
members of the public could in effect see the interviews taking place. This added to
the transparency of the interview. During this time parents were able to get a cup of
tea in the recreation area.

A second ethical challenge was that young people might reveal sensitive information.
It was expected that, for example, some participants might disclose that they were
victims of cyber bullying. While no disclosures of this nature were made it was
important that the proper procedures were in place in case such matters were
discussed. A contact list with details of relevant support agencies (both local and
regional) was given to all participants. A contact telephone number for Childline
(which can support children who have encountered abuse or at risk from harm) was
included in this support agency list in line with recommendations for research with
children from the NSPCC.

The focus groups provided a third research challenge as again the researcher had to be
alone with a group of 6-8 children (in order for the young people to talk freely about
their online lives). However, school child protection policy did not allow this.
Nevertheless, after discussions with principals it was agreed that the focus groups
could take place in the library and canteen areas where there were non-teaching
members of staff in the background.

There is a clear need for particular safeguarding procedures to be in place especially
in today’s climate when fresh stories of child abuse are revealed on a regular basis
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from within families, the church and celebrity culture. However, as is shown above,
qualitative research need not be hampered by stringent ethical issues and safety
concerns. In other words, researchers must not be deterred from carrying out research
involving youthful participants. It is essential that this research continues so that we
can build on knowledge about young people’s lives. Collectively this knowledge can
filter into the improvement of policies that are trying to safeguard children and keep
them safe from harm and abuse. What this study has shown is that when the ethical
challenges are fully identified, carefully considered methods are in place, alongside a
sensitive understanding of the issues, combined with the researcher building trust with
parents, teachers and the young people themselves, there is true value in doing
research with young people.

7.7 Suggestions for future research
Consideration of the findings and their limitations forms the foundation for several
strands of future research.

This study only provided second hand accounts of some aspects of youth social
relations, for example, cyber bullying. It would be useful if this research was
replicated using a sample of young people who had experienced bullying online.
School counsellors (gatekeepers) could act as a referral system to gain access to those
bullied. Such research could chart how young people respond to online bullying and
what measures need to be put in place to prevent it. In addition to helping young
people cope with this growing and high profile problem (Kowalski et al., 2012) new
research would help inform policy makers, teachers and parents.

Given the fact that users are becoming younger, with chapter four reporting that nine
year olds have facebook accounts,64 it would be interesting to determine if they have
similar patterns of social capital as demonstrated by the teenagers in this study.
Indeed, the relationships between social networking and social capital for different
age groups or life course stages is worthy of detailed investigation. The use of
facebook by younger children may explain why public opinion has increased in
relation to greater government regulation regarding children’s internet use. For
‘’4 It is quite easy for the pre-teen age group to obtain a facebook account by falsifying their date of
birth to make it appear they are thirteen which is the legal age of use.
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example, in 2013 75% of internet users agreed that the government should be more
responsible for internet regulation compared to 66% in 2011 (Dutton et ah, 2013).
There is clearly a need for future research to address the pre-teen age group, and their
use of social networking sites, especially since the bulk of‘friend requests’ received
are from strangers (chapter six). These younger children are likely to be more
vulnerable to cyber bullying and to the negative influence of those not known
personally.

Additionally, the use offacebook by the over 65 age group is another worthy line of
investigation. This present study has focused on young people’s lives and how social
networking is shaping their relationships with family, friends and neighbours. Much
of the benefits of social networking are transferrable to other age groups. However,
the reality is that while ‘the vast majority of those under 34 participate in social
networking the vast majority of those over 65 do not’(Dutton et ah, 2013:39). It
would be interesting to chart older persons’ social capital before and after using social
networking. Participants could be recruited quite easily from community associations
or organisations such as U3A65 which currently have a range of computer-based
training for older people.

Future research could recruit participants from programmes such as ‘Hand of
Friendship’ which aim to foster good relations between young people from Protestant
and Catholic backgrounds in Northern Ireland (section 7.4) to connect with each other
after the place based training has ceased. Such future research could explore more
fully the relationship between community relations and social networking. It would be
useful if such a study included a gender dimension as it is shown in the present study
that gender impacts on how young people deal with difference (chapter six).

Some of the conclusions formed in the present study highlight the need for a
longitudinal study to explore more fully the relationship between social capital and
social networking over a longer period of time. A longitudinal approach could take
one of two different directions. Firstly, it would be particularly useful to explore if
technology is used differently by young people during low points in family life

65 USA (University of the third age) is a Northern Ireland organisation for older people
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(section 7.3). Secondly, this study shows that boys once satisfied that stranger
requests are real people (and not viruses) will become online friends with these
strangers regardless of ethnic or cultural dissimilarities, such as, skin colour, country
of origin, language and so on. However, the present research, by providing only a
‘snap shot’ was unable to determine how these friendships pan out over time A
longitudinal study could track such friendships and ascertain if they develop overtime
into other forms of social capital while at the same time advance understanding of
culture and the internet which is currently an underdeveloped area of internet research
(Baym, 2010).

Two conclusions have emerged in this study that were not pursued further as they
were beyond the remit of the investigation.

Firstly, gender differences in social

networking use during the revision period prior to examinations were revealed. Given
the well established interest in social capital and education this would prove to be a
useful topic for further research. Secondly, a positive correlation between social
networking and improved father-child communication was noted for the non-custodial
father. This would also be a well placed topic for further investigation. Additionally
as non-custodial mothers were not represented in the present study it would be
interesting to establish if a positive correlation exists in terms of their social
networking use and parent-child communication. Thus further investigation should
incorporate both non-custodial fathers and mothers from post-divorced/separatedw’
families.

7.8 Concluding comments

Given that this research and thesis could not have been completed without the
cooperation of the young participants, their parents and teachers, it is viewed as
important to ‘report back’ to them on the study’s main findings. A talk is planned later
this year at an event to mark the twentieth anniversary of Kilkeel Community
Association. This Association has served as an umbrella group for 26 smaller local
organisations since 1994 and has helped deliver a number of community research
66 The post-divorce family refers to families living apart who are either formally divorced or informally
separated.
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projects, including this one (in which they kindly provided their premises for the
research and helped with participant recruitment). This event provides an ideal
opportunity to disseminate the key messages from the study. Parents, children, a large
range of health and well being related agencies and school principals will be invited to
attend and will be given a short report detailing the key messages from the study.

This thesis has made a good start in terms of increasing understanding and knowledge
of the relationship between individual, family and community social capital for rural
youth. Overall, this relationship is largely positive and as shown throughout the study
being a member of the online network, having online friends and spending time online
is largely a social activity that does not erode positive aspects of young people’s lives
such as spending time with family and friends on a face-to-face basis. On the
contrary, for the most part social networking enhances friendship and family bonds.
However, as discussed above (sections 7.5 and 7.6) it is very clear that much more
work is needed before we fully understand the contribution of social networking to
social capital, family and freindship in contemporary society.

Ten years since the arrival of social networking sites, such as facebook in 2004, we
now have reached a landmark stage in the evolution of online friendship. Facebook,
unlike in the early days when usage was confined to university students, is now a
domesticated, integral and acceptable way of communicating and sustaining social
relations. Facebook is now a household name and young people, teachers, parents,
neighbours, politicians and businesses all can be part of very large online networks. It
will be interesting to discover what the next ten years hold for social networking sites
(such as facebook) and the subsequent social capital they create and sustain?
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Appendix Two

Sample focus group topic guide

Group Ice Breaker: You are going to a desert island: what 5 things would you
bring? Group make a list of things to bring.

Cartoon is given out and group discussion follows (appendix one).

Facilitator led topics

What do you use social networking for?

What are the benefits and disadvantages?

What does it mean to have an online friend?

What is the role of strangers online?

Do different groups use social networking differently?

How important are online photos?

What makes you decline an online friend request?

What makes you request an online friend?
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Appendix seven

Abbreviations Used
GFG = Girls Focus Group
MFG = Mixed Focus Group
BFG= Boys Focus Group
PFG = Parent Focus Group
TFG = Teacher Focus Group
COI = Child Only Interview
PCI = Parent Child Interview
POI= Parent Only Interview
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